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ment. The system was so grossly abused
that I was forced to put an end to it;
and the provision I made 'was that the
free-pass system should not be altogether
abolished, but if a person desired to
select land he should first make known
his intention to the nearest land office
that he wanted to select land, and if his
deposit in connection with the land
selected was 50 per cent. in excess of the
amount of his railway fare, the depart-
ment would refund im the amount of
his fare. For instance, if the railway fare
of an intending selector was .£5, and he
paid £7 10s. as a deposit for the land
selected, the department would refund
him the £5 he bad paid for his fare.
That was the only system I could devise
to prevent this abuse. In connection
with the rabbit-proof fence, I have dealt
with that previously, and I find that there
is a necessity to spend something like
£100,000 on the rabbit-proof fence.
[MEMBER: Which line of fence is that?]
The second line is about to be constructed;
but as to whether the lines are parallel £
cannot say. If there are any questions
which members wish to ask in connection
with other departments dealt with in the
Estimates accompanying this Bill, I will
answer them as well as [ am able, or if
not able to answer them, and bon. ueni-
bers wish for more information, we can
adjourn this Bill till to-morrow, because
I do not like to see hon. members dis-
satisfied in regard to information they
require. I move that the Bill now be
read a second time.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

IN COMMITTEE, ETC.
Bill passed through Committee with-

out debate, reported without amendment,
and the report adopted.

Read a third time, and passed.

ADJOURNMENT.
On motion by the MINISTER, resolvedl

that the House at its rising do adjourn
till 11 o'clock of the next forenoon.

Tas MINISTER informed members
that the House would also meet at 2-10
o'clock in the afternoon, and the
prorogation would take place at 3.

The House adjourned at 10 O'clock,
until the next forenoon.

itcgiztatibir Ag5srinbLp,
Friday, 23rd December, 1.904.
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MR. SPEAKER took the Chair at

10-30 o'clock, forenoon.

PRatERs.

QUESTION-CROWN GRANT,
COTTE SLOE.

Ms. LIASON (for Mr. Foulkes) asked
the Premier: ;, Did the (ottesloe Road
Board send, on 12th November last, a,
protest to the M inister for Lands or the
Premier against the proposed grant by
the Crown of a piece of land situate in
Railway Street, Cottesloe, numbered lot
163 P z,, Wh y did the Government ignore
such Protest H 3, Will the Government
in future consult the local authorities
before making any more grants of land in
the Cottesloe district?'

TasE PREMIER replied: I have
received no protest, and I am inquiring
from the Lands Office in reference to the
matter.

QUESTION-STATE BATTERIES,
DUPLICATE PARTS.

M.R. RENSHAW asked the Minister
for Mines: c, Where are the Govern.
ment obtaining duplicate parts for State
batteries, such as liner plates, shoes, dies,
cams, bearings, etc., necessitated by wear
and tearf z, The extent of present
stocks, when and where obtained?

[ASSE-MBLY.] Que.Rlions.
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Tan MINISTER FOR MINES re-
plied: z, CertaLin parts aire imported and
others are obtained from various local
manufacturers, who are always given
preference. 2, There are no stocks in
hand.

QUESTION-COLLIE-CARDIFF
RAILWAY.

MR. RENSHAW asked the Minister
for Railways: t, Were tenders recently
called for the underpinning of that por-F
tion of the Collie-Cardiff railway which
is undermined by the Wailsend Pro-
prietary Mining CO.? 2, To whom has
the work been let? 3, What is the
accepted price for the work ? 4, When
is it expected the work will be completed?
5, When will thbe line be open for
through passenger traffic ?

THE; MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: t, Yes, locally. 2, Foster &
Buckle, supply 6,000 logs; Telfer &
Sons, construction 50 pigstye chocks;
Teller & Ogden, construction 120 -pig-
stye chocks. 3, Foster & Buckle, £4 78.
6d. per 100 logs; Telfer & SoDs, 30s. per
chock; Telfer & Ogden, 30s. per chock.
4, About the end of February next. s,
We hope to open the line for throug h
passenger traffic during February next.
Everything possible will he done to attain
that end.

QUESTION-TIM13ER REGULATIONS.
Wit. BATH (for Mr. Needham) asked

the Premier: z, Has his attention been
drawn to the articles appearing in Truth
newspaper of November 26th and Decemn-
her 17th, relating to alleged breaches (of
timber-cutting regulations and the method
of dealing with timber-cutters' licenses
by the Goldfields Firewood Company
Lim0ited ? 2, What action does the
Government intend to take relating to
the charges therein contained ?'

THE PREMIER replied: I am not
able to answer this question, farther than
the first part, as to -whether my attention
has been drawnm to articles appearing in
the Truth newspaper. My reply to that
is:- No.

QUESTION-PRINTING OFFICE
HOLIDAYS.

Mu.. GILL (for Mr. F. F. Wilson)
asked the Premier: Wiflthe Government

grant the employees in the Government
Printing Office the usual gazetted holidaysa
which they had some 18 months agoI
If not, why?

Tan PREMIER replied: This is a
matter governed by regulations, which I
cannot see my way to alter. This depart-
meat is one into which I intend to make
an investigation as early as possible.

QUESTION-RAILWAY WATER SUPPLY,
GERALDTON.

Mn. CARSON asked the Minister for
Railways:. What was the cost per
thousand gallons of water to the Railway
Department at Geraldton, prior to the
erection of the condenser ?

TRmu MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: The supply of water available
prior to the erection of th e conden ser was
inferior, and the average cost was 36s. 4d.
per 1,000 gallons. The use of the con-
densed water has resulted in the dimninu-
tion of the cost of repairs to boilers.

QUESTION-IMMIORATION OF NON-
BRITISH LABOUR.

MR. SCADDAN asked the Minister
for Mines:- Will he take early steps to
give effect to the recommendation con-
tained in paragraph 25 of the report of
the Royal Commission on the immigra-
tion of non-British labour, to extend the
scope of the inquiry by that Commission
into the whole question of the contract
system in mines, so as to thresh out the
alleged grievances that attend the system,
and sug gest means, by which they may
be remedied or removedF

TanE MINISTER FOR MIINES re-
plied : The Minister will be prepared to
consider the recommendation referred to
when the Commission on the Ventilation
and Sanitation of Mines has submitted
its report.

UESTIO-N-lAME SErLEMENT,
RELIEF.

Ma. BURGES, without notice, asked
the Premier: What steps will be taken
in regard to the Hamel Settlement ? The
report of the select committee has not
been brought to a conclusion. Do the
Government intend to take any steps
before Christmas, although it is so late,
to relieve the distress of some of these
people? If I had known that the report
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would not be ready, I would have entered
farther into this question.

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member
cannot enter into the matter.

MR. BURGES: I hope something will
be done. A sum of £670 appears on the
Estimates for Schools not required at
present, and siome of that money might
be utilised for these men. I wis h to assist
the settlers, and if there is any advice I
can give themn, I will be happy to give it.
I am sure the money spent on this under-
taking will not be wasted to the country,
but on the contrary, judging from what
I have seen of it, the undertaking will be
of advantage.

Tni PREMIER: The Government
have not gone into this matter in antici-
pation of the report, farther than has
already been communicated to the House.
I will, however, be happy to have a con-
versation with the member for York or
any other member of the select committee
about it, and see what can be done to
meet any existing requirements of settlers.
The desire of the Government is to do
anything that is just and proper in the
matter.

QUESTION--RABBIT. FENCE, MR. G3.
WAITE.

Mn. TROY, without notice, asked the
Minister for Works: Was George Waite
employed on the rabbit-proof fence ?
Has he been engaged from Kalgoorlie,
by whom was be engaged, by whose
instructions, and ha he been paid from
the day he reached Kalgoorlie ?

TH:E MINISTER FOR WORKS re-
plied; A man named George Waite was
employed, and is engaged at the present
moment on the rabbit-proof fence. He
was brought from Boulder or Kalgoorlie,
and was employed of course through the
Rabbit Department. He has made a.
claim. for payment from the time he left
Perth. As payment during such interval
would be against the system which has
been in vogue since the commencement
of the fence, whereby the men are paid
only from the time they start work, I
have refused to pay the amount.

LOAN BILL (SUrnns-EENTR), X750,000.
SECOND MELDING.

Resumed from the previous Wednes-
day.

Mn. C. H. RASON (Guildjford). In
resuming the debate on this Bill, I can-
not help pointing out the difficulties
under which the House as a. whole and I
individually labour. Since this Bill was
introduced, and indeed since last Tues-
day when the House met at 2-30 p.m., I
have had available for sleep and for the
study of Bills, including this Bill, a, total
period of 12 hours. When the House
adjourns at a. certain hour, members who,
like myself, live outside the city, fre-
quently take several hours to reach their
homes; so it was impossible for me, and
probably impossible for many . other
members, to give to this Bill and the
Estimates which accom pany it that atten-
tion. which they undoubtedly deserve.
When it was suggested that the House
could prorogue before Christmas, I said
it would be almost indecent to scramble
through the Bills then before us, and this
Bill in particular. I repeat that remark;
and I think the occurrences of the last
few days clearly demonstrate that the
House has not been able to give that time
to the measures passed that it ought to
have given. Now we have, I presume, 12
or 13 hours at the outside, if we sit very
late to-night, in which to consider and
pass the Loan Bill and the Loan Esti-
mates. We are asked to pass a Bill to
authorise the raising of the sum of
£760,000 by loan. The Bill is accom-
panied by Estimates showing an antici-
pated expenditure from loan moneys
during this financial year of £914,069.
I presume the House will pass the Bill
and the Estimates. On behalf of the
Opposition I shall certainty not offer any
serious objection; least of all shall I
throw any obstacle in the way of
the Government. But I cannot help
pointing out that in asking the House
to agree to this Bill, the Govern-
ment have made a great departure
from the policy ennunciated in the
Premier's policy speech at Subiace;
have departed en~tirely from the platform
of the party which the Premier repre-
sents; have departed entirely from every
principle supposed to govern that party
in its political policy. I understood that
one of the hard-and-fast principles of the
Labour party was that there should be
no expenditure of loan money if it could
possibly be avoided; and that any un-
avoidable expenditure of loan mone'y wss
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to be strictly confined to reproductive
works. The leader of that party and
members of the Government were con-
vinced that it wvas undesirable to borrow
any money for some considerable time to
come; that it was absolutely necessary
that the public works of the immediate
future should be constructed entirely out
of revenue; and that if in order to raise
sufficient money to carry on these public
works it was necessary, to increase the
revenue, that increase should be brought
about by direct taxation. It is no
exaggeration to -a *y that all those prin-
ciples have gone by the board. The
Premier aud Treasurer, speaking at
Subiaco, blamed the Government to
which I belonged for reckless expendi-
ture, and for baring expended last year
out of loan a little over a. million of
money.

THE PREMIiER: Was that the phrase
-" reckless extravagance"? Quote my
words.

MR. RASON: The actual words used
were stronger. The late Government
were blamed for spending out of loan
£1,087,691; and the present Glovern-
ment propose to expend X914,069. This
is a distinction almost without a differ-
ence. However, we have now before us
the loan policy of the Government. It
was impossible for any Opposition Inei-
bar to anticipate what would be the
nature of that policy, impossible to pre-
pare for the debate on this Bill; because
from the announcements previously made
one would have anticipated a mch wore
pretentious measure than this. We were
led to believe that the policy of the
Government had undergone an even
more sweeping change than is apparent
from the measure now before us. We
were told that "a bold and vigorous
pu blic works policy, worthy of the best
days of Sir John Forrest," would be
submitted to us. That was what we
were led to expect, and this is what
we see! Verily the mountain has
laboured and hias brought forth this
mouse! I can imagine the two parents
of this Bill watching it, as parents
do, with that admiration they can easily
show, but which other people find very
difficult to conjure up; and I can imagine
these two parents saying, " A little thing,
but our own." It is a " little thing." If
I may say it without disrespect, and

*without hurtiug the feelings of those
parents, it is" "an insignificant thing." So
far from there being a totally new policy.
and so far from there being a bold and
vigorous policy worthy of the best days
of Sir John Forrest, I find in the schedule
attached to the Loan Bill absolutely
nothing new.

MR. MORAN: Same old story," "nothing
new."

MR. RASON: There is absolutely
nothing newv; nothing that was not con-
tained in the policy of the Government
thrown out of office. If we analyse the

ischedule we find the Jandakot Railway,
X24,150. The only difference in regard
to the work is that the late Government
proposed to build it out of revenue,
whereas it is now proposed to build it out
of loan money. The next item is the
Malcolma-Laverton Railway, £43,050. A

*larger Sum than that had already been
provided out of revenue. I do not
intend to say any-thing on the amount
for rolling-stock, or on the item £8,190
for surveys of new lines; but when one
has heard so much as recently we have
heard about new lines that were to be
built in all directions, and when so many
members in this Parliament have built
fond hopes upon the assurance that diew
lines were to be built in all directions-
hopes I am afraid now rudely shattered
-one cannot help expressing a, feeling of
surprise at the smallness of this amount
for the surveys of new lines. It is evi-
dently sufficient for the lines that the
Government intend to build in the near
future. [MR. MORAN: Hear, bear.]
The member for West Perth seems to

Ifind a considerable amount of gratifica-
tion in that fact.

MR. MORAN: There are a couple of
big lines already surveyed.

MR. RASON: I can hardly see how
*the hon. member can reconcile his present
gratification with the announcement a
short time ago that there were to be new
railways built in all directions.

MR. WATTS: Parents are often blind
to the faults of a child.

Mx. RASON: Parents are not singular
in that respect. We have bad parents
who have not been worthy of the name,
none the less blind. I cannot under.
stand what new work is contemplated in
connection with the Albany Harbour
Works, because I was given to under-
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stand that when the member for the
district wished to have a little more
dredging done at Albany he was told
that the harbour works were completed.
[THE MINIS3TER FOR WORKS: Hear,
bear'! Then there is no new work in
connection with the Albany Harbour
Works ?

DR. ELLIS: Let us hear about your
policy.

MR. RASON: I thought I had made
it clear, but I will tell you again before
I sit down. I cannot take up much time
because it would be impossible for
anyone else to say anything; but we find
nothing new--not one new item-and no
departure from the policy of the previous
Government.

Mn. NEEIDHAM: We will carry them
out this time. That is the difference-

-MR. RASON: If thc member for
Fremantle is satisfied with an item I will
refer to directly, he is one oif the easiest.
satisfied men in the House. The item. is
Harbour and River Improvements in-
eluding the Fremantle Dock. [24n.
NEEDHAM: Hear, hear.] We find in
connection with that most important
work that the expenditure for the coming
financial year is to be £3,500, and that
the progress to be mnade is to acquire
farther data by torin'g and otherwise and
to commence dredging. That completely
satisfies the member for Fremantle.

Up.. NEmnnkm: I did not say so.
MR. RAS( N: It satisfies the lion.

member now, but I1 venture to say that
had the hon. member been sitting on this
side of the House and had we
proposed this, he would have been
by no means so satisfied, but rather
be would have been one of the most dis-
satisfied members of the House. How-
ever, circumstances alter cases, and if the
hon. member, as he says, is satisfied-
[Ma. NnnDAbn: I did Dot SAY it]--
then the state of the hon. mnember's
feelings are to me a matter of perfect
indifference. If hie is satisfied I have
no reason to complain; but if he is dis-
satisfied I hope he will express his
dissatisfaction. It is not for me to com-
plain that the expenditure on that work
is so limited as it appears to be; but I
should like to ask, as I see one of the
works contemplated is the commnence-
wnict of dredging, whether it has vet
been decided as to what the nature of

the dock is to be, whether it is to be a
graving dock or a floating dock. If we
go on we find the. item Water Supply,
Albany, £210,600. Personally I am glad
this work is to be undertaken.

Mr. N. J. Moonx: Why cannot the
municipality raise the money as other
councils do0 ?

MRt. -BJRG ES: Yes; it is a perfect
farce.

MR. SP EAKER:. Order.
Ma. RASON:- It is no new work;

and as it seems to have raised objection,
I hasten to say that I myself, before I
left office, asked that this provision
should be made on the next Loan
Estimates. The work at Albany will be
a. distinctly reproductive work. It will
bring in a handsome return for the
mocney in-vested.

MR. Bunox~s: Why not do it in other
places?

MR. itASON: I believe possibly there.
are other places where the same good
results could be obtained. Members
need have no fear in regard to this item.
The subject has been thoroughl 'y inquired
into; and I have no hesitation whatever
in asserting that the expenditure of this
money will repay the State over and
above interest and sinking fund. Water
Supply for Towns Generally, £047,250, is
an item I do not intend to find fault
with. The question of water supply
for towns is an important one;
but when we look to what it is anticipated
will be done with the money, we find it is
contemplated there will be other works
at Claremont and Cottestoe (including
another reservoir, rising main and deeper
bore), and in connection with the reticula-
tion of Broome and West Guildford. The
latter place has, already been reticulated;
bitt I am. not too sure about these farther
works at Claremont and Cottesloe alluded
to here. There, no doubt, will be farther
information given by the Premier when
he replies, or by the Minister for Works
when we arn! discussing the Loan
Estimates in Commiittee. The item,
Development of Goldfields and Mineral
Resources, I intend to leave entirely alone
to the mining members of the House and
to myv friend and former colleague the
miember for 2Ienzies. Then we come to
the Development of Agriculture. The
first item there is Agricultural lummigra-
tion, £910,500- There we reach the item
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of policy we have heard so much of
recently. I had anticipated, from what,
has been told us, that the least sum would
have been £2150,000 or £100,000. I
accepted it as an authoritative statement,
and I confess I am somiewhat disap-
pointed, after our hopes bad been raised
so high, to find so small a sum as this
provided.

MR. BOLTON: I think it must be a
misprint.

MR. RASON: A inis -something.
We are told that this amount is to be
expended in this way: £2,000 in London
by the Agent General in farther adver-
tising and lecturing, and the balance in
the Eastern States in advertising and
lecturing. In other words, exactly what
has been done in the past is to be con-
tiued in the future.

Tus PREMIERt: What has not been
done.

Ma. RASON: We have been lecturing
and advertising in England and in the
Eastern States. Only yesterday the
Premier bore tribute to the good effect of
that advertising in the Eastern States.

DR. ELL1s: You have no objection to
our doing itP

Ma. RASONt The only Objection I
have at present is to the silly inter-
jections of the member for Coolgardie.
We have ample testimony of the good
effect of that advertising. Our agri-
cultural population has been wonder-
fully increased recently by that adver-
tising, and by that lecturing in the
Eastern States; but, to my mind, it has
been increased far more by other means,
aud those other means are that the people
who have come here and settled on our
lands have told their friends-people wh~o
are interested in the same work-that
there is a good opening for them here.
That has brought about a, very marked
increase in agricultural settlemnt. That
brings me to this question : this amount
of £10,500, I understood from the
Premier, was to) be expended during
the next six inonths-tie balance of the
financial year. Any work in connection
with immigration, if it is to be any good,
must not be spasmodic, but must be a
continual, constant policy. Am I to
understand that whilst the Labour Govern-
ment are in power, it is to be a continu-
ous policy that they are to encourage
immigration?

THE PREMIER: Agricultural.
MR. RASON: Is it to be a continuous

polie 'y of the Labour Government when
in power, that they shall spent at least
£21,000 per aunnm in advertising and in
lecturing, with a view to encouragi ng
inmmigration? If it is, we have at least

Something definite, but I could not gather
that from the Premier's remnarks. The
only definite plan, so far as 1 can under-
stand, was this, that as regards a future
immigration policy, a Royal Commission
would be appointed to inquire into the
matter; that inquiries were to be com-
pleted by May, so that the result of these
inquiries may be submitted at the next
session of Parliament. There can be no
serious objection to such a course as that.
Now, what does that amount to? It
amounts to this, that so Lak asthe Govern-
ment are concerned we have no policy
except anl expenditure of .£10,500.
Beyond that, we are to leave it to a
Commission, in the first Place, and to
Parliament afterwards. In other words,
bey' ond an expenditure of £10,500,
you tell us what we' have to do,
and perhaps we will do it; but so far as
the Government are concerned, we have
no fixed policy in that respect. Ours is
anu open mind, perhaps a blank. One
thing, is certain, that even now, at this
last day in this session of Parliament, we
have had no expression of policy from the
Government in regard to immigration.
We have only this item of £10,500 to be
expended in advertising and lecturing.

MR. MORAN: A very good expression.
too.

MR. RASON: Beyond that, it remains
with the Royal Commission to recom-
mend what is to be done, and for
Parliament to say what shall be done. I
asked[ where the inquiries would be
pirosecuted, and I was told locally. We
are to have a Commission to inquire in
Western Australia as to whether it is
advisable to go in for a comprehensive
system of immigration.

MR. MORAN: It is proposed to settle
immigrants in Western Australia, prin-
cipally.

MR. RASON: I am very much obliged
to the member for West Perth for that
information, but without that I should
hardly think the Western Australian
Parliament would be discussing immigra-
tion in Kaniechatka. Dull as I am, T
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would hardly think that. To inquire
here whether we have an opening for
immigration, and desire fresh immigrants,
I thought that question had been
determined. I must, in some manner I
cannot understand, have misinterpreted
the remarks of the member for West
Perth. I understood, iii regard to
immigration, the question was settled:
we were to have a bold and vigorous
policy in this respect. I understood,
rightly or wrongly, that the question was
settled, and we were to have an expendli-
ture within a, couple of years of a quatrter
of a nmillion of money, at least.

M1R. MORAN (in explanation):- I amn
sure the lion, mnember wonid not wilfully
misinterpret anyone,' but I think the bon,
member is just exceeding the bounds.
Is the hon. member quoting me when he
says an expenditure of a quarter of a
million in two years, or any fixed sumP
When the member quotes me, I hope he
-will quote something I have said. I
deny that I ever said I recommended
that a, sum of £,260,000 should be spent
this year, or in any particular year. I
admit I said, and still believe and Ihink,
that we are adopting the right policy,
that immigration is worthy of the ex-
penditure of a quarter of a million of
money ; and I say that I consulted with
the leader of the Government, and I am
satisfied with the vigorous steps which
he has taken, and that he is absolutely
in earnest in the step he has taken on
the Estimates.

MR. SPEAKER: I think tbe hon.
member could have reserved those re-
marks until lie rose to speak.

MR. RASUN:- I am exceedingly sorry
if I have given any undue prominence to
the statements of the membher for West
Perth, and still more sorry if in any way
I have misrepresented him.

Mn. MonKN: I knew you would not
do it intentionally.

'N. RA SON : I express regret for
having misrepresented the member for
West Perth. I distinctlyv understood the
hon. member to have said the expenditure
of a quarter of a million of money was
necessary, in his opinion.

MR. MORAN: Quite right.
Ma. RASON: And the Government

agreed with him. I will not pursue the
subject farther, but in the member's
opinion a quarter of a million is necessary.

MR. MORAN: I still hold that, firmly.
Mu. ItASON: I am glad to hear it.

Although we mnay eventually, after we
have had a Royal Commission and
Parliament next session has thoroughly
threshed out the matter, arrive at som~e
settled and constant Policy as to immi-
gration, we certainly have not that
settled policy yet; and I trust that when
we have any reasonable proposals in
regard to the encouragment of immigra-
tion, I shall be found, if I am in the
House, supporting them. In regard to
agricultural immigration, I think the
very best advertisement we can have is
the satisfaction of those already settled
on the soil. It seems to me to be the
height of folly to spend a large sum of
money in encouraging other people to
come and seti le on our lands, and entirely
neglect those who have settled here
already.

M.MORAN: That would be a very
bad policy.

MR. RASON: The hon. member is
anticipating what I was about to say.
The best advertisement, the best means
of encouraging settlement on the land is
the satisfaction of those here. Allow me
also to illustrate my argument, if I
may. Let us take any new, settlement
along the Great Southern line. Depend
on it, if 20 of those new settlers are
thoroiighl ' satisfied with their surround-
ings and the treatment they receive from
the Government ink power, if they are
satisfied that every effort is made
to give them communication with the
markets, that every reasonable means of
access is given to the markets, if roads
are made for them as far as possihle and
railway communication is given as far as
possible, we shall have those 20 men
working voluntarily to encourage farther
settlement on the land, and those, 20 men
of themselves will brinig at least 20 more.

MR. Buasus: More than that.
Mnz. It A SO0N : I should not be

exag~geratingr if I said 200; but the
efforts of the men who are satisfied will
do far more to encourage farther settle-
meat than any effort in the way of
ad vertising or lecturing. Satisfy those
here, and- we are enlisting them ais
workers on behalf of the State to en-
courage others to come. After all, we
must niot forgret this. I undlerstanid, so
far as the policy of the present Govern
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meat is defined, this immigration is to be
confined entirely to agriculturists; not to
agricultural labourers, but to agricul-
turists who have some little capital, who
are prepared to take up holdings and
become farmers. We should not forget
these men will he brought into comn-
petition with the existing farmers. We
should not forget that so far as the
requirements of Western Australia are
concerned the limit of production has
almost, if not quite, overtaken the
demand; and in the aot far off future,
if not the immediate future, the agricul-
turists of Western Australia wvill have to
look to other countries. They will have
to look to export for some of the pro-
ducts of the soil. That means that the
agriculturists of Western Australia will
have to compete with those engaged in
the same industry elsewhere. It means
that we shall have to consider the con-
ditions and surroundings of the agricul-
turists here, and the conditions of the
same industry elsewhere. We shall have
to consider, amongst other things, the
cost of labour. We shall have to con-
sider whether we can ask those engaged
in the agricultui industry here to com-
pete in regard to export with those
engaged in the same industryelsewhere,
who are called on to pay a far lower rate
of wages for the labour they have to
employ than has the agriculturist here.

MR. A. J. WiLsoN: A higher pro-
ductive soil.

Ma. RASON: I have a very great and
exalted idea of the soil of Western Aus-
tralia, but I do not flatter myself, still
less do I attempt to deceive mryself with
the belief that the soil of Western Aus-
tralia is infinitely superior to the soil of
other States or other parts of the world.
We may depend upon it that it is no
exaglgeration, but that this state of things
is the absolute truth, that putting aside
the question of wages the agriculturist of
Western Australia is already severely
handicapped, if he has to compete with
the producer elsewhere. He is still more
severely handicapped when you take into
consideration the cost of the labour which
it is necessary for him to employ; there-
fore depend upon it that as night follows
day' , if we bring to this country more
farmers who are to compete ith the
farmers we already have, and both
of them are to compete with the farmers

elsewhere, it will be necessary that there
shall be more labour imported; so it will
be necessary that the wages of labour
shall be reduced.

MR. MORAN: Those are your inten-
tions.

Mn. MASON: I am not dealing with
intentions.

MR. MORAN: You advocated immi-
gration just now.

Mut. RASON: That is unworthy of
even the member for West Perth. I am
try' ing, if I can, to put both sides of the
question. There are two sides to it, and
I am endeavouring under very great
difficulties to present both sides. We
must not shut our eyes to the pro-
babilities. Indeed, I go farther. If
the farmers we have and the farmers
vet to come are to compete, as they will
have to compete, with the farmers else-
where, it is absolutely certain that they
must either go to the wall or that the con-
ditions under which they conduct their
industry shall more closely assimilate
to conditions existing elsewhere. It
will he for those who take such an
active interest in labour, in maintaining
what I believe -some people wish to
maintain, the existing rate of wages, to
consider whether their principles, their
picy, their platform, are not departed
from by any very gigantic scale of farther
immigration. I myself believe thiscountry
can support a very much larger popula-
tion thanit aireadyhas. That goeswithout
saying. It could be multiplied many times
and still there would be plenty of room.
But in regard to the subject of immigra-
tion, as indeed in regard to all other
things, depend upon it no good comes
from spasmodic efforts. We see with
regard to many questions people seizing
an idea and making the most of it. It
is taken hold of and held up for admira-
tion, aid very soon forgotten. What we
require in regard to immigration, as in
regard to all other things, is a well con-
sidered, well matured and well-thought-

out scheme, not for the existence of a few
months, not a scheme that catches the
eye and perhaps brings a certain amount
of notoriety to t hose bringing it forward,
but somnething that will be permanent,
something that will be of good not only
to those who are the authors of the
scheme, but to the State in which that
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scheme is given effect to. Onec could
easily upon a subject such as this dilatce
for hours, but that would be very un -desirable, looked at from anty point of
view; undesirable to myvself, undesirable
to the other members of the House, -and
still lucre undesirable if Parliament is to
be prorogued before Christmas. I Will
pass on to the next question, that of
rabbit-proof fencing. A sumn of £167,900
is provided for rabbit-proof fencing. The
time has conic for very plain speaking. I
have no wish to hurt the feelings of ally
man. In speaking in this Chamber I
have tried as faV as possible to respect
every person's feelings, but I say
that the presence of this item on
this Loan Bill is a scandal. There
is absolutely no justification for the
expenditure of loan moneys on rabbit-
proof fencing. It cannot by any stretch
of imagination be called a reproductive
work, and although my friend the
Premier in his capacity as Treasurer says
that it will he impossible for him to make
provision for this work out of revenue,
,and that he was forced to provide for it
out of loan, it would have been far better,
and the Treasurer would have dlone his
duty to this Committee' more, if be had
sacrificed almost anything upon these
Revenue Estimates so as to make pro-
vision there for this work. The Treasurer
says it has not been attempted to point
out items upon these Revenue Estimates
that could have been transferred to Loan,
rather than this. A mere child, a mere
schoolboy could take these Revenue
Estimates and point out items that could
with greater 'justification find a place in
the Loan Estimates than this item of
rabbit-proof fencing. Depend upon it
that if anyone in the future wvishes to
point the finger of scorn at the first
Labour Mfinistr y of Western Australia,
there in that one item is the necessary
material. The time has comec for plain
speaking, and I am speaking plainly. It
will be an everlasting disgrace to the first
Labour Ministry in Western Australia
that they so far departed not only from
their own principles, not only from their
own platform, but from what has been
the practice I am glad to say in Western
Australia ever since responsible govern-
ment.

MR. HENSHAW: It was a greater dis-
grace to those who made it necessarYv.

*MR. RASON: I have not time to deal
with interjections such as those. Any-
one wvith any power of reason can see
that no Govern int is responsible for the
rabbits in Western Australia. I think it
is admitted, or it ought. to be admitted,
that this fencing is absolutely liecessari.

Ma. F. F. WILSON: It is a Waste Of
money.

MR. RASO0N: In my opinion it is
absolutely necessary, but whether it be
necessary or not it does not enter into
the question of the monient. This work
is goi' to be undertaken. I maintain
it ought to have been undertaken out of
revenue.

MR. MORAN: It is quite possible to
strike it off yet.

MR. RASQN : I am not seeking to
strike it off. If members find some

*sense of mirth in the consideration of a
question such as this, I do not envy them
their condition. What will be the effect
when this schedule to the Loan Bill is
placed before the British money-lender?
I understand that the Treasurer will seek
to raise money in England for- the
purpose of the Bill. The English money-
lender will see that amongst other works
upon which we shall expend this three-
quarters of a million will be this rabbit-
proof fencing,' and at once will be
destroyed the boast of Western Australia
whenever it has gone to the money
market before, that the work on which
we pro posed to spend the money lent to
us wvas reproductive work. We have in
the past demonstrated that if the money

Iwas lent to us we would spend it
Ijudiciously'1 and upon works that would
bring us back money with which we
anud in coure itrs of te moe tedet
coud pay thure inetof te moey edert
That cannot be said in regard to this
work. There will, I m af raid, be an

Iopportunity to those who are only too
ready to decry Western Australia. We
shall have it said that we have come to
the end of our tether, that we can no
longer do works of this kind out of
revenue, and that we must borrow money
now for wvorks that are not reproductive.
I have no wish to labour this question
any farther, but before I sit down I
womild like just for a moment to quote a
few words uttered in this Chamber last
year, which prove that the policy of the
Government in regard to the expenditure
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of loan money has entirely allered.
Speaking to the Loan Bill on the 21st
December last year the present Minister
for Justice said, - I hope members of the
Rouse will try to do thoi-oughly wvhat
they are sent here to do; that in, to give
fair and good criticism to every' item
before us on Annual Estimates and on
Loan Estimates." Now when we ale
endeavour-ing to criticise fairly not every
item but a few items, we arc-accused of
most reprehensible practices. Circum-
stances aller cases. The lion, member's
spdech continued: -

I regret very much that the Treasurer has,
considered it necessary to bring Loan
Estimates before us. I was hopeful we should
turn over a new leaf for a year or two1 and try
to live within our income. It seemsg to me
that to authorise another million and a-half
contradicts what we have bitherto been saying
in favour of loan matters. We have tried
bard b, see if we could carry out public works
without applying to outside people, and to see
if we could become self-snipporting. The
worst of it is, although we have done fairly
well in that direction, we find on the Loan
Estimates some items which I feel quite
certain not half a dozen members expected to
see there. It was thought the money would
be provided out of revenue. I do not feel
particularly sorry for the fact that money is
so hard to get in Great Britain. I believe our
constant borrowing will not be for the good of
the State, but will have an opposite effect;
nor can I feel that it is unfortunate that
money in Australia itself is so limited. And
if New South Wa~es were to collar all or
nearly all the cash that was going, I do not
lb~lieve it would be detrimental to us. It is
about tinme we tried to live within our income.

The hon. member said late- on:-
I wish to see the country self-supporting;

and if we get a large amount of income from
the people through taxation, we should pay
our way, and not relieve our burden by
borrowing more money. I do not think it Is
necessary to saymuch on this subject ;. because
within 12 months we shall either require to do
our public works out of revenue, or shall not
b6 able to do them at all.

Strange to say, 12 months -and two days
have passed since .that important utter-
ance, and we find that it is no longer

absolutl necessary to do our own
public works out of 'revenue; but in the
opinio.n of the Government it is abso-
lutely necessary to do out of loan th6se
works which have hitherto been done out
of revenue. In conclusion, I should like
to call attention to a rem-ark made by the
Premier in his policy speech- -the only
outline of the Government policy with

which we lhave been favoured. 11e said
that in regard to the Collie-Narrogin and
Jandakot railways, which are railways
authorised bv Parliament, "1We have
no funds whatever which would warrant
us in starting these new undertakings.
They must therefore all be deferred "-
lie was Speaking in regard to these rail-
ways and to all other works-"' until the
money market is far more favourable for
Australian securities than it is at the
piresenlt moment." I should like to ask
the Premier whether the money market
is more favourable to-day than it was
when he delivered that speech. So far
fronm being more favourable, it is dis-
tinctly iess favourable. The money mar-
ket, to use the ordinary expression, is
more tight to-day thian it was then. Yet
we find it is proposed to go to the money
market, and indeed to a certain extent
the Government have already been there.
Almost within a week-certainly within
a fortnight-from the time one Minister
delivered that memorable speech at an
agricultural banquet, when~ h e told the
countr 'y it was impossible for Western
Australia to raise one shiling, we had
raised half-a-million. Within a few
months after the Premier told us that it
was absolutely necessary to defer all
public works until the money market was
in a better position, we find we are asked
to sanction a loarn au thorisation of three-
quarters of a million of money, when the
market is in a far worse condition than
it was then. I understand that the
member for Goolgardie (Dr. Ellis) is
anxious for me to say where there has
been any departure from the policy of
the Government.

DR. ELLIS: No. Where is the de-
parture from the policy of the last
Government' A few minutes ago you
said there was a departure.

MR. RASON: Oh, not at all. .I have
never insinuated that there was any de-
parture from the policy of the last
Government. At the outset I said there
was nothing new mn the present Govern-
ment's policy ; that of the works now
proposed many had been authorised by
the last Government; that the railways
were ordered by the last Government.
The pr-esent Government point out
that the railways are to arrive next
month. This would be impossible had
they not been ordered by the previous
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Government. If I accuse the present
Government of anything, I accuse them
of adopting the policy- of the preceding
Government. What I do accuse them of,
if there be any accusation, is an entire
and complete departure from their own
policy, from the policy on which the
member for Coolgardie was elected.

DR. ELLIS: I disapprove of this policy;
but it is forced on me.

MR. RASON: I should like to analyse
that interjection. How was the policy
forced on the lion, member?

DR. ELLIS: By the liabilities incurred
by the preceding Government.

MR. RASON : It was forced on him
because members opposite have to adopt
this policy, to cross the floor of the House,
or perhaps-worse still from their point
of view-to go to the country. That is
the force which has operated-at force of
fear as to the result. It is idle for Gov-
ernment supporters to laugh. They
know full well-some of them have h-ad
the honesty to say so-all of them know
that if we went to the country many of
them would not come back.

MR. NEEDHTAD: Our numbers would
be increased.

MR. RASON: If the hon. member
believes that, surely a dissolution would
be a consummation devoutly to be wished
by the hon. member and those who sit
with him. Let them try it. I have no
wish to pursue that line of argument. I
content myself with saying, in reply to
the hon. member's interjection, that this
policy was forced on him by fear of the
result of its non-acceptanice-the result
not only to him politically, but to his
fellow members. There had been a com-
plete departure from the Labour plat-
form. Let the hon. member, when he
addresses the House, point out to me
if he can where effect has been griven
to one plank of that platform; and
in return for every instance that he
points out, I will point out a dozen
ways in which that platform has
been departed from. The statement I
have made is either true or untrue. If
members opposite can flatter themselves
into tbe belief that there has been no de-
parture from their platform, let them do
so. It does not concern me. It concerns
them, and those who elected them.
I think, that, without exaggeration,
of which I trust I have pot been guilty,

*I may say there has been a complete de-
parttre. 'If there hads not, so much the
better. If there has, so much the worse.

II am not the arbiter of that question.
The people of the country ought to decide
it- and undoubtedly they will1, in either
the near or in the distanti future. I and
my fellow members in Opposition will
welcome the opportunity. Farther than
thatl will not go; because if I did, I might
give offence to members opposite. The
people will be the judges, and we desire
that they should have an opportunity' of
j udging at the earliest possible moment.
Speaking in connection with the whole
policy of the Government, let me, without
any desire to hurt the feelings of the
Premier, beg him to read once niore his
speech at Subiaco; to read the conclud-
ing remarks of that speech ; to reflect on
the proud boast that lie would not be
dictated to, that he would not submit to
any pressure that might be put upon him
outside his own party :that above all
things he would maintain the platform
of the Labour party; and that the
moment he found it impossible for him
to reniain true to it, at that moment he
would throw tip the reins of office. I
say, not unkindly, when discharging what
I believe to be my duty to this Houseand
to the country' , that the hon. gentleman
should again read that speech, and ask
himself whether he has been true to the
pledges he then gave.

MR. T.X H. BATH (Brown Hill): I
Ihave but verY few remarks to offer in
regard to this Bill, and they will be of
the very briefest uature. The Premier

ha tated that the necessity to raise this
hassv is the fact that liabilities are

already incurred on certain works, and
that, by parliamentary sanction, the Gov-
ernment are committed to others. If
there is one matter on which an indi-
vidual Government should be absolutely
-independent of anything gone before, it
is on the question of - finance. I believe
the quixotic action which has actuated,
not only the present Treasurer, but
the Treasurers of past administrations,
that by the parliamentary sanction of
these works, without taking into con-
sideration any qotestion of raising money,
they had to carry out these works, is an
absolutely wrong view of the situation.
I believe each individual Treasurer should,
in matters of this kind, be absolutely
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independent of that idea, agd should
only be committed to the works on the
understanding that he has the means of
raising the money to carry them out.
In this respect I have given sufficient
study to the question of finance not to be
influenced by those old-time, worn-out,
high-sounding platitudes about the neces-
sity of going in for a. vigorous works
policy on borrowed money. I certainly
do believe in the vigorous developmnent
and encouragement of industries; but we
have sufficient instances in the history of
the world to-day of countries which have
been enatbled to carry on this develop-
mental work and to spend money on
public works without the necessity of
going outside their own borders to raise
the money, or without the necessity of
calling on the people in their own borders
to lend the money to carry then'
out. I have only to refer to the United
States of America, where they have been
able to develop their country without
incurring any considerable liability per
head of population.

MR. MonA:i All their works are car-
died out by private enterprise.

MR. BATH: Th Canada?
Mn. MORAN: The same thingo, private

enterprise.
Ma.BATH: Apartfrom private enter-

prise, the Government are able to lar-gely
encourage industries and develop th~e
country in a vigorous manner without
pledging the credit of the State to the
foreign bondholder. In respect to the
works to which this money is proposed
to be devoted, I have no hesitation in
indorsing the remarks of the leader of
the Opposition in regard to immigration
and the rabbit-proof fencing. I say, and
I think there can be no denial from any
member, that this latter expenditure
should not have become necessary. Had
the first fence not been in the first place
let by contract, and had the contracts not
been botched, the necessity for the second
fence would not have arisen. If the same
policy had been adopted in regard to the
first fence as was adopted in regard to
the second fence-construction by day
labour under departmental supervision-
the necessity for expenditure on a second
fence would not have arisen. But that
does not justify the expenditure of loan
money on the erection of this second
fence; and in these two items I hope that

the Premier will so face the financial
situation that he can recoup this expen-
diture out of revenue. I believe he has
nut had a fair opportunity of devoting
that earnest attention to the question of
financial administration that is necessary;
but I hope during the recess he will gi've
the closest study to the question. If
works of this description are to be done,

*they must he done out of revenue. The
question arises, have we not the revenue
to do thisP One of two courses must be
taken-either there must be economy
in the expenditure of our Consolidated
Revenue to enable the saving to be made.
or there must be some new method
of taxation devised to raise sufficient
monkey to carry them out. Members will
recognise that the great bulk of our
revenue is not a growing one. I have no
hesitation in saying that as our prosperity
grows--the real pr-osperity of the country,
---it will mean a development of the re-
sources of our revenue. The products we
have been importing, and on which taxation
is paid, will be produceed in the country,
and revenue will be lost. I say, therefore,
new sources of taxation will have to be
raised to meet the grow ing expen diture of
the country, and to develop the State. I
have nothing farther to say, except to
hope that the Treasurer will be able to
recoup the expenditure oni these two
items out of revenue a.1t the earliest
possible opportunity.

MR. C. HARPER (Beverley) : There
is a large amount of policy and
interest to the country involved in this
Bill; but it is to be regretted that time is
not given to us to go fully- into it. I
should like to say one word in regoard to
policy. I thank the leader of the Op-
position for his very clear and definite
statement of the right course taken by
those who brought about the change of
Government in this State. The member
for Guildford says that, although the
present Opposition had to leave the
Treasury benches, their policy is con-
tinued. That is what most of us
realised-that to secure a continuance of
that policy, it was nevessary to change
those who were in possession of the
Government benches. The hon. member
distinctly says that the only thing he
objects tmo at the present imre is the
failure of the members of the Labour
party to carry their policy into effect, I
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contended all along that the policy would
have been bad if it had been continued.
This new policy is a continuation of the
old policy.

MR. RAsoN: Until they get into
recess.

Mn. 0. HARPER: The country has
secured continuity of policy through the
chanwge of admninistration.

MR. FOULKES: For how bug?
MR, HARPER : f wish to call atten-

tion to a few items, which may he more
or less classed as one-Additions and
Improvements to Opened Railways,
Rolling Stock, Surveys of New Lines,
Fremantle Harbour Works, and Agri-
cultural Immigration. The condition of
the State, in fact of the world altogether,
in the matter of wheat production is
going through a, crisis; and it is for us
at this stage to mnake most careful in-
quiries into the probable cost of the
worldl's wheat production, before we take
any definite steps in regard to immigra-
tion. I will point out at little later what has
taken place in other countries; but I
want, first of all, to correct what Ithink
is the wrong impression of the leader of
the Opposition. The member for Guild-
ford indicated that this State would be
unable to export grain unless the rate of
wages was reduced. I ain entirely of a
different opinion. I say that the maxi-
mnum cost of production of wheat in the
future depends upon two things--ciate,
and facilities of carrying it to shipboard.
With regard to climate, so far as I can
glean, there are few places in the world
which can compete with Australia. Fer-
tility of soil, now-a-days, is a question of
second consideration. The question is
the cost of putting in the grain, anid
taking it off and putting it on the
market.

MR. GORiDON: The clearing of the
land also. We have to compete with
cleared land.

Mn. HARPER: It is an incident at
the start, but after the land is cleared it
does not enter into the question. The
hon. member is thinking of the Canadian
prairies as against our timbered lands;
but Canada and her new land will have
to carry her wheat a thousand to fifteen
hundred miles, against the 200 ilies
here. The question of production is
altering so much in this respect. If wve
take the two countries, Canada and Aus-

tralia, Canada cannot touch her wheat
crops without the use of a6 hinder, while
&ustralia is finding out that she does
tint require th0 binder at all, and in fact
has not used it very mnuch for years.
Those who are cognisant of the matter
know that it is necessary for the man
Who Nt4Lrts to cut his crop with a
binder to lay out as much money to buy
string as would take the crop to a port
in Australia. Another thinig ini regard to
labour is that we find, especially where
there is a hleavy crOP in Canatda, that
there is an enormous demand for agri-
cultural labourers, who are Sometimes
paid X1 a day. Thousands of men cros
from the United States to assist in the
Canadian harvest. In Australia, th ro ugh
the use of machinery and modemn
methods of cultivation, the position has
been brought down to this, that a man
and a boy can cultivate about 250 acres
of laud from Start to finish without
employing a. single labourer. [MR.
WVATTS- Hear, hear.] That is not
approached in any part of the United
States or Canada. I am putting it, I
think, moderattely; but f can satfely say
that on about 25'0 acre-, of land a: man
and a boy, given the implements and
horses, can put in and take off a crop with -
out spending one penny-piece in labour.
That is absolutely impossible in Canada.
Beyond that, there is anothe-r thing in
our favour, that in Canada after the
wheat is cut it has to be carted and
threshed, and all the straw in heaps in
different parts of the field has to be burnt
before the land can he cultivated. With
us, all is left on the soil, and there is a
great asset for grazing, which the-
Canadian farmier has not; for he has to
cart and Place into stacks, so as to feed
his stock., These conditions, and the fact
that this State has probably the largest
area of wheat land unoccupied within a
short distance of the coast of any, place
that I know of, open a scope which it is
our duty to make our best use of. To
make the best use is not, at present, to
preach immigration to the people of
England, but to prepare and carefully
analyse all the circumstances of possible
production, and indicate how to reach
these lands, to enable people to settle
there with due facilities for traffic.
Then we can begin to preach with a
definite statement. There is no necessity
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for assisted immigration Whatever. In
urging the importance of searehing into
the circumstances surrounding this
question, I would like to read a few
extracts from an American review, in
regard to wheat production. It is only a
few weeks ago the United States puiblishied
its half-yearly record as to wheat pro-
duction. The extract I wish to read is as
follows:-

An official paper issued from Wiashington
states that the heavy falling off in exports of
wheat from the United States since the harvest
of 1903 hase probably been themostunexpected

adsurprising occurrence inthfoeggri
trade of the United States for manny years;
especially in the English markets, which had
hitherto relied upon the United States for
over half of their imports of wheat and for
about three-fourths of their imports of flour :
and this unexpected deficiency from the chief
source of supplies might in some years have
proved acalamity. . . . But in 19083, although
the United Kingdom imported from alt sources
the great quantity of 164,505,880 bushels, the
United States contributed only 46,167,91
bushels, or barely more than 27 per cent, of
the total.
Although twvo years previously she con-
tributed 54 per cent. The extract goes
On:-

As tile record stood uip to the beginning of
September, the United States had this sealson
lost the position held for so many years as
the chief source of wheat supply for the
English people. Russia, Argentina, and
British India had uip to that date each fur-
nished the Englisl markets with more than
double the quantity of wheat supplied by the
United States-a condition of affairs probal
unprecedented for any corresponding period
in the English wheat trade. Even Australasia
in the first eight months of this year supplied
a greater quantity than that credited to the
United States.
The quantities are given ini a table whic-h
is most interesting. In the Dine months
of the year the British East Indies
supplied seventeen million cwts.; Argen-
tina, sixteen million cwts. ; Russia,
thirteen million cwts. ; Australasia, eight
millia cwts. ; United States, six million
cwts; and Canada,. five million cwts.;
which shows that Australasia has been
in the fourth place as regards these nine
months in relation to the imports of
wheat into the United Kingdom. Farther,
these remarkd are made:

The reduction of wheat exports in the fiscal

year In0 cannot ho accounted for in a
shortagi production, since the crop of 1903
was larger than the average of the last five
yeasrs, and-with the exceptions of 1898,

11101, and 11902-was the largest on record.
The wheat crop of 1901. was but thirty-three
million bushels below that of 1903, whilst
the exports of the fiscal year ended June 310th.
1901, fell eighty-two million bushels below
those of 1903, the reduction of exports being
thus much greater than the crop reduction.
The reduction in exports appears to be due to
greatly ilicnsed homDe con1sumption, Owing to
the enlarged miarkcet created by a rapidly
growing population, whilst there is a farther
fact that the wheat-growing countries, other
than tlhe fUnied States had an unusually large
crop in 1903, and thus, to some extent, reduced
t he European demand for American wheat, and

udrodit. From at detailed study of the
fiue twould appear that, whilst the pro-

duction 112s remained stationary on the whole,
1the quantity retained for home consumption

has about doubled, whilst the proportion of
domestic w-heat available for export has
dropped steadily from 40 per cent, of the crop
to 1ll per cent. This state of affairs is not
transitory; it is an index of future conditions.
The wheat crop of the United States will lid

1more and more con-umned at home. The
rapidly iacressingpopulation not only demands
more fond for manl and lire stock, but is raising
prices. As the country settles uip, land in-
creases in valne, and it does not pay to grow
wheat on land worth at hundred dollars an
acre; the land can be used more profitably in
other ways. The acreage under wheat will
therefore not increase; on the contrary, it may
be expected to diminish, since in many cases
lands have been exhausted by continual wheat
cropping uinder a system which takes all the
fertility out of the soil without putting any-
thing back. .. .... Under present con-
ditions we can, therefore, only depend, outside
of our own colonies, on Russia and Argentina.
The American supply being unavailable, a bad.
harvest in Russia or the Argentine might
easily send wheat up to much higher prices
than have been witnessed by the present
generation. Even to-day the dividing line
between cheap and dear wheat is not a wide
one. That Canada, Australia, and our other
wheat-growing possessions do not supply the
Empire to-dlay appears to be due rathcr to the
want of a sure and certain market in Great
Britain-a market subject under the present
conditions to the gambling of Chicago and the
free, unrestricted entry of wheat from Russia
and the Argentine-that of inability to supply
the demand.
That indicates there is a splendid f uture
in this State for the production of wheat.
The time is ripe, and I say before we
start to advertise and invite people to
come and develop this State in this
respect we should seek the fullest infor-
mation in regard to our capacity t0 place
tile people on tile soil. We can only dto
that by very full and caref ul inqjuiryv into
thle means and prospects we have of
opening these lands. I have much
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pleasure in supporting the policy of the
Government to farther inquire into this.
It only needs a careful study of the ques-
tion from inside ad outside the State to
makce it definite that this country can
safely launch out into agricultural
development necessary to place people
on the soil.

MR. C. J. MORAN (West Perth):- I
admit the statement of the leader of the
Opposition, that it is a matter of deep
regret that such an important policy-if
he wishes to call a change in the develop-
anent of the policy on the part of the
Government such-cannot be discussed
at much greater length than at pre-
sent. I congratulate the leader of the
Opposition on his very carefiul'y - pre-
pared extempore speech on this matter.
I do not say be has had a moment more
time than others to prepare his remarks.
The hon. member is *just in the same
position as I am; hut, as leader of the
Opposition, he has been acquainted for
many weeks past with what he chooses to
call the change of policy ; and although
he is taken at a disadvantage in not
being able to collate his remarks, he is
constantlyv alive with every phase of the
policy. I congratulate the hion. member
that he is able to criticise without timie
for preparation, and to make ta bold bid,
if he cannot do anything at this late
period. of the session, to solidify his
ranks and to put a, wedge into the
ranks of the Government. That is
part of the business of the leader
of the Opposition, to criticise; and his
criticism has been fair in every respect.
There has not been one unfair accusation
that I know of that might not well be
levelled by the leader of an Opposition
against any Govern int. The hon. mein-
ber has this to consider, and we have to
a certain extent to commiserate with
him, that the Government of the day
hate adopted his policy, as he chooses to
put i t. The country is to be con-
gratulated that those gentlemen who held
for the time what may be called the
balance of power in the House have used
that balance to bring about a settled
policy in the country, a policy which is
acceptable to both sides of the Chamber.
More could not well be done. I earnestly
hope and trust the result will be the
renewed prosperity of Western Australia,
and a continuance of the progress this

country has made during the last 10
years; and I am certain the Labour
party, who have been accused of being
extremists, now they have broadened out
from the party in Opposition into the
party largely in control of the destinies
of the State, under the care and prudence
of the very cautious Premier at their head,
will not be neglectful, hut most mindful,
of every section of this community over
whic-h they are called to p~reside. I have
been delighted to listen to the words of
the member for Beverley, and gladly
defer on every possible occasion to such
as he, in speaking on a quest-ion which
I have so near at heart, and have had so
near at heart for the last ten years, the
permanent settlement of the lands of
Western Australia. There has been no
change of policy on my part. The leader
of the Opposition knows that for ten
years as a goldfields imember and as a6
representative of Perth, that has been
the leading policy to which I have de-
voted iny political life-the encourage-
ment of settlement on the lands of
Western Australia. I wasreturnedon the
goldfields as a protectionist and farmers'
friend, and when a goldfl'lds memnber
I never hesitated to declare that I was a
protectionist. I have changed in nothing,
hut the Opposition has changed for the
better. The leader of the Opposition
represents the party which so long and so
vigorously opposed Sir John Forrest
and his party, The leader of the
Opposition represents the continuity of
the Leake-Jamies party, who determinedly
opposed every effort on the part of Sir
John Forrest to encourage settlement in
Western Australia. The party of which
the lion. mnember is head is a continuance
of the Leake-Jones party who opposed
every agricultural railway which the old
party initiated. They opposed the Land
Act .and NMr. ThrosseU'ls muagnificent land
policy. They constantly opposed it at all
times and under all conditions.

MR. GREG;oRY: W'hen did we oppose
any land settlement policy?

MR. BAsoir: Who assisted it?
MR, MORAN: I say that the present

Opposition are a cont(inuj[tion of the
teake-UJmes party, who opposed the
policy put before the country for several
years past. We have yet to learn whether
the front bench of that party are the
exponents of the policy of the day, or
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whether the tail is wagging the dog,. It
is a marvellous thing how one finds the
member for Sussex following the party In
whose actions he could have no part
whatever in the last election, for no man
miore roundly condemned the policy of the
James Administration than mry friend the
present worthy follower of the same
party. How be got there I have yet to
learn.

MR. Guam 0E: We are ringing the
changes here.

Ma. MORAN: Be that as it may, one
is convinced of this fact, that there is a,
settled policy before Western Australia
at the present time. Those gentlemen,
the old Independents, after careful con-
sideration decided t(P seek from their own
side of the House, and if they could not
get it were prepared to seek it anywhere
else, a policy of stability. This country is
to be congratulated on the fact that they
have achieved that policy of progress and
stability. There is sufficient stability'
'where you have 22 men bound together.
The Labour party are a stable party at
least. The Labo ur party at least have
their remarkably developed traits of
loyalty and cohesion. If the party have
elected to follow a policy of progress and
development in Western Australia,
Western Auistralia is to be congratulated.
One looked around the Chamber, viewed
the ranks of the Opposition, and saw
there the many divergent opinions and
the mauy different parties or remnants
of the old parties. Imagine the party
in power yet, with a solid phalanx of 22
opposed to them. One was led to the
conclusion that much political confusion
would have ensued and the welfare of the
country would not have been best studied
if the party now on the Opposition benches
had remained in power. I am not so far
removed from the Labour party as some
members are. I am better pleased to see
the ranks of unionism solidified than to
see, I will not say conservatism, for that
scarcely exists, but to see in office those
who scarcely trust any thought-out policy
either in social or political matters. I
believe myself that many of the ideals
held by enthusiasts may not be realised,
but many' bogeys held by those opposed
to public ieform may be removed, and I
hope the policy on this (Government) side
of the House will broaden out and include
in its ranks all the elements of liberalism

and demnocracy in) Western Australia.
Take the mann who was in power for ten
years in this State. If we make such
material progress as was made by Sir
John Forrest, the aspirations of even the
warmest supporter of Labour will have
been fully realised. Touching the loan
policy, ,every promise given, every engage-
ment entered'into with the Independent
party has been nmaterialised. in the most
honourable and complete form. on these

*Loan Estimates. More we cannot ask.
Touching the policy of immigration, I
have taken a fairly prominent part in this
matter. I have sought for information
whence it migh)t come, and I have
obtained it to-day. In listening to the
member for Beverley I have had an
answer to a question 1 asked very often,
namnely what are the prospects of Wes-
tern Australia as a wheat-producer in the
markets of the world? From one of
such careful and extended reading, to-
gether with practical experienee, I am
glad to learn he has confidence that we
may go forward with a carefully devised
schieme of settlement. I believe, too,
th at we shall be able to take an im portant
place in the markets of the world wvith-
out in any winy being open to the charge
that we wish to reduce the farm labourer

*to the position of a4 serf. That to me is
worth more than a great deal which has
occurred this session. I am anxious to
lieal an expression of opinion fromn the
member for York, to whose opinion in
connection with farming, with that of the
member for Beverley, we must all bow.
These are men I have sought to get an

Iex])ression of opinion from. I have been
accused of advocating an expenditure of
a sumn of £150,000, or some such sum, in
the present yea r. That is an advocacy I
have never given lip to; not once. I
said the policy of immigration to Wes-
tern Australia was worth the expenditure
of a quarter of a million. I go farther,
and say that if the member for Beverley
has the idea that the land is available in
Western Australia, I hope that ninnyV a
quarter of a million will be expended in
the development of the resources of this
State. I go farther than either of those
two gentlemen. I am prepared to say
that if this land is available, I would not
be averse, after exhausting the Eastern
States of their disappointed farmers, to
competing with Canada for a desirable
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class of immigrant. I bow to the opin ion
of those men who know the land. They
are with me in the belief that we can
encourage immigrants of the right kind.
I am happy to follow them in the method
im which it shall be done. They are
wiser than I am. They know more. I
am simply taking an humble part in
bringing this, matter forward for con-
sideration ; and the Premier of this State
consulted mue-I do not know that I am
guilty of any breach of confidence-in
connection with Eke amount of money
which might be plated upon the Esti-
mates at the present time. I at once
agreed that I could not see my way dear
to recommend that the country should
rush into any bigger expenditure at the
present time than the Agent General has
asked for, £1,500. One cannot force
him, or press it on him. He is an active
man. He says that he cannot spend
more money in the next few mnonths. The
Govermftent have decided to have a coin-
mission of inquiry. Will not that be a
magnificent step in itself? I have said,
Get from the Lands Department anl
authoritative statement of the approxi-
mate amount of land available near
railway lines.

Ma. SCADDAN: There is none.
Mn. MORAN: Yes.
MR. SCADDAN : Not near railways.
MIR. MORAN: Yes. The Commission

will turn its attention to the questions of
where the land is, how much is available,
and what railway lines they will recom-
mend to be taken in hand. We know we
have a good and reliable climate, thanks
to a Providence which has showered
many blessings on Western Australia.
We know we have a good doal of land
riot hard to clear, and we have the
government and control of it. That is to
the credit of Western Australia, and the
policy of railway building will be care-
fully studied, wih a view to encouraging
agricultural settlement. We have a. rail-
way line between here and Geraldton, and
the Government are prepared to deal
fairly in order to get that into their own
hands and settle land which has not been
settled. Knowing this, I think it is a
good thing f..r Western Australia, to
do. I think I may be entitled to saw
that throughout the length and breadth
of this land and throughout the corn-
mercial community in Perth, I have

been able to learn that people have
been glad to welcome the solution of that
quest ion of political stability, and that
stability will be accomplished by a
careful policy of progress in all legitimate
directions to which the country turns its
attention. That is something to have
ach ieved in the first session of Parliament.
It is something for that to have been
achieved by a party which has been
looked upon as somewhat dangerous. I
feel that while the Labour Government
are willing to listen to the advice of old
memb~ers of this Chamber and are willing
to be guided in policy by the advice of
members like the members for York,
Beverley, and Katanning, they must be
proceeding on fairly safe lines.

MR. RASOsi: The member for West
Perth; don't forget that.

MR. MORAN: I leave myself out of
the question. I do not wish to assume
an exten ded k nowl[edge of t~he agricultural
industry, such as the gentlemen in
questioni have. I think I can say this,
that in company with the leader of the
Opposition I have played a, fairly
imuportant part in the past in regard to
such policy. He and I individually lent
our best efforts in the past to fostering
the agricultural iudusttry of Western
Australia. We are unanimous on that-
po1inlt. It is alm1ost a pity that in. this
wear of our Lord 1904-5 there could
not be an elective Ministry, when the
Rouse would saY that this hon. gentleman
should be a member of the Ministry;
but unfortunately we have party
government, anud what I refer to is not
possible at the present timue. I have a
word or two to say in connection with
the rabbit-proof fence. If the leader of
the Opposition will search a little deeper
down than the surface of things. he wvill
be prepared to admit that the protection
Of the pastoral and agricultural resources
4f Western Australia from the rabbit
inavasio n is the first an d moust reprod uctive
work that Western Australia can under.
tak-e. [MR. .BUaGS: Hear, hear.] I
have seen the devastation caused by the
rabbits in every State of Australia, I
have seen the ruination caused by them
in New Zealand, righit through the
country, and have met men who were
ruined in country which was deserted in
th e South I sland t hrough the rabbit pest.
As Minister for Lands for a, brief peLiod,
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I recommended to the Cabinet to which
I belonged, some years ago, that we should
start, without even waiting for Parlia-
mentary sanction, with the rabbit-proof
fence. My chief was not prepared to
adupt that course, strongly as I recom-
mended it. But what is to be said of
the Administration following on the one
to which I belonged for aL short time,
which neglected this important work so
long as to allow the rabbits to get
beyond the first proposed line of defence?
The Government to which the present
leader of the Opposition belonged seriously
neg~lected the rabbit-proof fence, so
earnestly recommended to thlemn by the
Cabinet which they succeeded.

'MR. RASON : The first Government
which did anything.

MR, MORAN : I say there is blame
attachable to the Admiinistration which
has not gone ahead with this rab-
bit-proof fence question. I admit that,
were it possible to construct this or any
other work out of revenue, that would be
a consummation most devouttlyv to be
wished; but I take up this stand in con-
nection with the matter, that it is neces-
sary to shut out the rabbits. [MEMBERt:
You cannot do it.] I deny that itcannot
be done, and Isay that rabbit-proof fencing
has been found successful wherever tried.
I hope my friends will believe mne when I
assure them thjat I have made careful
inquir 'y fronm every rabbit board in
Queensland; and the unanimous testi-
inony is that a fence carefull 'y erected,
and well patrolled, is an absolute bar to
a rabbit invasion. What alternatives
have opponents of the fence suggesi ed?
In every case they suggest giving the
farmner wire to erect his own fence. Yet
we are told that the wire which will keep
a rabbit out of at thousand-acre paddock
will not keep him out when erected on
the State border. It is not the fence
that is at fault; it is the supervision and
the patrolling. When Minister for Lands
I dealt with this subject to the best, of
my ability. I said that Australian
experience taughbt us that daily patrolling
was the one thing necessary , and that in
the interior of Western Australia we had
an area ten times easier to watch than
the flooded eo~intry in Queensland and
other States where irabbit-proof fences
have been erected. Queensland erected
a fence along hier southern border; and

when the rabbits in New South Wales
reached that fence, one could see them
piled up dead in thousands on the New
South Wales side, where all the grass
was eaten out; while the Queensland
country, north of the fence, was green
and free from rabbitd. But Queensland
made the mistake of thinking that the
rabbits would not go round the western
end of the fence. The rabbits went
round the corner. Queensland then
erected another rabbit-proof fence from
the west end north to somnewhere about
Camoweel, and thought that the rabbits
could not get round that. But the
rabbits went round that fence also; and
to-day the very Darling Downs are cut
up into rabbit-board districts, and the
boards not only erect main lines, but
subsidiary lines of fence. No expenditure
will be too great to secure Western Aus-
tralia from a rabbit invasion; and if a
few rabbits have got inside the fence, as
they have, I recommend a careful watch
and the appointment of rabbit boards.
I recommnend fencing along the rail-
way to Albany; I recommend fencing
the Midland Railway if the rabbit is
coining. I ant prepared to advocate
expenditure f romn loan or f romu revenue to
avoid a rabbit invasion. Do not listen to
the stories about the great fortunes made
by the export of rabbits. That is a poor
palliative for the misery caused byv the
rabbit pest. It is my object to assist the

pasng of these Estimates, and I shall
thierefore cut short my remarks. I am
glad to have been able to take some
little part in giving Western Australia
a stable polic *y and at policy of pro-
gress. I am glad that the party which
has adopted that policy is the party
which I. sup~port; that I hiave not had to
change mny place in the House or to cross
the floor in order to get my' views carried
out. I amr pleased to be still supporting
the party with which I went to the
country at the last general election. I
then started atsa straight-out opponent
of the James Government, and was

prepard tp accept the logical consequence
of0ha position, which consequence in-
volved my giving loyal support to the
moan who took the place of 1%r. James,
provided that man studied the best
interests of Western Australia; and I
wish NWestern Australia a continuance of
the prosperity which it enjoyed under the
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old party which for many years past I
was so pleased to serve.

Da. ELLIS (Coolgardie):- I wish to
place on record the objection 1 have to
spending any loan money on nonpro-
ductive works. In these Estimates are
one or two works which I cannot con-
sider reproductive; and I hope that next
year the Minister will he able to carry
out that important plank of the Labour
platform which forbids borrowing for
nonproductive purposes. I agree with
the leader of the Opposition that this
year there has been a certain departure
from that policy; but I contend that this
departure has been forced on the Gov-
ernment by the nature of the previous3
Government's expenditure, The present
Government came into office without
mnoney, and with certain liabilities.

Ma. RAsON : They had more money
than any other Government ever had.

Da. ELLIS: They came into office
with an empty Treasury and aL large sum
of loan money already allocated; and
being bound by that allocation, they bad
to find money to meet the works to
which the country was committed. In
the first speech the present Premier
mavde, he said that £600,000 was already
allocated for the succeeding year; con-
sequently the country was bound to find
that money. Some of it was for rabbit-
proof fencing, which I do not consider %.
reproductive work. If the country is
already committed to an expenditure, the
money must be found to meet it.

Mn. R~tsoN: And you must throw over
your platform.

DR. ELLIS: We did not throw it
over; but we shall take care that in the
future no such expenditure shall be
authorised.

IMR. BURGES:- That will never do for
Western Australia.

Dn. ELLIS:- I have sufficient faith in
Western Australia to believe that she
can refrain from pursung a, spendthrift
course ; and I hope the Government will
next year be in a position to avoid these
errors of the past. In the past, alloca-
tious have been constantly taken ont of
loan funds for non-productive works.
all over the State, for such matters as
" development of agriculture." That is
not a reproductive work within the
meaning of a Loan Bill. It does not
return any interest on the mney bor-

rowed. The State should borrow money
for reproductive works only, practically
for trading concerns. It is absurd to
spend revenue on trading concerns, and
to borrow mtoney for concerns that are
not reproductive. I am strongly opposed
to that policy. With reward to the
rabbit-proof fence, I have bad much to
say about rabbits. In New South Wales
I spont much time and money on investi-
ga ting the subject, and had a blue book
publishled at a cost of some thousands of
pounds giving the results of my work. I
have concluded that a rabbit-proof fence,
without most careful supervision, is use-
less. It is much better to give free wire to
the settlers, and to let them protect their

Iown holdings agrainst rabbits. To protect
unsettled country by a public fence will
need more money than this State can
afford. Expenditure on rabbit-proof
fenc-ing should comne out of revenue.
With respect to immigration, the scheme
is not sufficiently atdvanced to justify
expenditure out of loan. But except with
regard to these matters, I fail to see how
anyone can object to the Loan Estimates;
and I recognise that the provision for
these enterprises out of loan was forced
on the present Government by the! policy
of their predecessors.

MR. Rt. G. BURGES (York): My
first observation is, " May the Lord help
us, !" I am sorry that the Government
thouight fit to hurry on such important
measures as this Loan Bill at the present
stage of the session. I think we might
easily have come back for a few days
after the Christmas holidays. That
would bare given rio trouble to the Gov-
ernment or to anybody else. Nobody
can in the few hours at our disposal do
justice to such questions as immigration
and land settlement. The present state
of business is verv well fur Government
supporters, and for an Oppositionist like
the memnber for Beverley (M1r. Harper).
who gets from the Government all the
information necessary. But it is wholly
unfair to other Opposition members who
are not in the secret. I appeal to the
miember for West Perth (Mr. Moran),
and ask him whether we ought not to
have more time to consider these Esti-
Mates. [Ma. MORAN: If Possible.]
I am not able fully to discuss the
Estimates, hut must do moy best
in the time at my disposal. Another
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iprtant matter, in regard to thle
Transcontinental Railway, is that we had
far better leave it alone altogether. Let
the Federal Parliament carry out their,
duties, and spend the mioney they take
away from us. Let us first develop our
own country with every penny we have,
and then, if they do not build the rail% ay,
as soon as we settle the people all over
the country and work up our miner-Al
resources, wve will be able to build it, or
the greatest part of it, ourselves. That
is my belief in Western Australia. We
must not bolster uip those States that will
not give us justice. We cannot always
trust politicians; they are untruthful;
they have to be; but I shall quote Dr.
Hackett in regard to this. He has a great
sway in this country, and brought Federa-
tion on us. If that gentleman had not
turned over, we would not have had the
majority. If Dr. Hackett and Sir John
Forrest had not joined together, we would
not have had our troubles to-day. Dr.
Hackett admitted the other day in
reference to this railway (and it is
admitted by others if they would only
speak, what they believe), that it wats all
the better for the State that the railway
was not going to be built. Sir John
Forrest would say it if he dared. He
pretty well said it in New South Wales;
but politicians cannot always say what
they please. Sir John Forrest is not
happy in Federal politics; he would sooner
be back on one side or other of this
House. He would not hie with the Labour
party, but with those who fought by his
side for years for the benefit of the State.
The member for Beverley advanced some
ideas. The hon. member is a great reader
and thinker, but has to go to others who
have the practical experience and know
more about wheat-growing than himself.
The bon. member is a bit of a. faddist.
He should go into plain facts and figures.
It is a disgrace that people should be put
on land which is not as good as it is
represented to be. We want to pass
measures to say that people can get the
land on certain conditions, and that
it is what it is stated to be. We
must first satisfy the people that come
here that they can get land without
wasting mouths and months, as happens
now. The first thing the Government
should do is to get reports on the land,
or we will never have people satisfied.

The Government and the past Govern-
ment have neglected this duty. There is
a considerable quantity of land adjoining
the Greenhills railway; and though that
railway was condemned by many members
in times past, the good results of it can
be seen from the stuff going down to the
main line. The late Minister for Lands
promised to get a report on the country
bey ond th e termnination of th e railway; but
12 months have gone by and nothing has
been done. It is always the same.
Nothing is done. The department goes
on dilly-dallying Opening new agri-
cultural country is just ]ike opening
new goldfields country. If a man on
the goldfields gets a speck of gold, there
is a rush of hundreds of others; and in
land settlement, as 80011 as one makes a
move others follow him. On one of the
best pieces of poison country, one ener-
getic mnan went to look at it, and bought
some of it, fenced it, ringharked it, and
pulled the poison out. Scores of others
followed him. We must most certainly
make roads in this country, so that
people can know where to look for land.
What is the use of an immigration
scheme when we have all this work to do
and the Lands Department cannot do
it?: The member for West rerth has
asked for information from the Lands
Department which cannot be supplied.
How childish and silly they must be in
that department ! How they want
stirring up, and how they want a, man
ait the head of the department who

*knows Western Australia, and knows
what can be dlone with the soil! The
sooner we get aL mon there the better.
We should pay himn a big salary and let
him work the department independently.
We find all the agricultural land along
the Midland Railway settled; hut away
to the eastward of that line for 30 or 40
miles there is plenty of land for settle-
ment without our going any farther. It
is no use our advertising for settlers if,
when they go to the Lands Department,
they cannot get any information. Not
long ago when there was a station
property for sale, I went to the Lands
Department and asked for certain infor-
mation, but they had no map. Where
all this land is available we should have
it reported on and roads marked out,
and we should make reserves for water
and put down tanks and wells, so that
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the first settlers can have an adequate
water supply. This remark applies
particularly to the land to the east of the
Great Southern Railway which gives far
better average yields than the land to
the west of the railway with a higher
rainfall. There is also coAutry extending
from Goomalling to the east of Moore
that ought to be settled. There are men
in that country now who are improving
it, and they arc able to get water and to
stop there for the whole year and grow
corn there. The member for Beverley
and others have quoted Canada ;but it is
impossible for us to settle people on
blocks of 160 acres. It is very different
where there is rich land with a heavy
rainfall, and a large population to sup ply ;
but we must give our settlers mnore laud
if they are to live comfortably, raise
stock, have their homes and bring up
their families. The sooner an alteration
is made to enable this to be carried out,
the better.

At 1-16 afternoon, the SPEA-kKERt left
the Chair.

At 2-16, Chair resumed.

Mn. BUEGES (continuing) : Speak-
ing farther about land settlement, there
is a large area of land of rich quality in
the Black-wood district and away to Port
Augusta and Albany, which only re-
quires capital to develop. An experi-
ment was tried in the lower portion of
the Blackwood River some years ago, and
if that experiment has been a success, the
Government ought to go on improving
any area which is likely to be served by
railways there in the near future, so that
there may be a. great advance in the
settlement of those lands. If the laud
is cleared of the timber, it can be miuch
sooner brought under operation. One
great advantage in that country is the
good climate and the rainfall. We must
have different regulations for this class of
country, more liberal regulations than
those that apply to the Eastern Districts;
for it is well known that men make greater
headway in the Eastern Districts in two
years than can be made in this class of
country in 20 years. Therefore it is
necessary that different land regulations
should be framed to meet the circum-
stances of the case. Give the people a
certain area of land, more than is pro-

*vided for now if necessary, and make
them pay only a small amount during
the first period, and extend the payments
over 30 years. People now travel about
the country, and those settled in the
Blackwood district rutty stay there a year
or two, but get discontented when
*they see the progress which is made in
the Eastern Districts. There is rich
country at Bridgetown, at Gerald-
ton, in the district of Greenough, at
Dongarra and the Irwin, but what has
happened? All the draw is; to the
Eastern Districts. There is no denying
the fact that many young fellows go to
the Eastern Districts becau se of the naine
that it has. They would sooner buy
places there than stop in a district where
progress is slow. Better conditions, there-
fore, should be g~iven for land settlement
in districts where progress is slow. As
to wheat-growing, the remnarks of the
]menmber for Beverley are correct. Because
there has been no increase in the quantity
of wheat produced in the United States
of late years, that did not prove that the
United States could not produce a greater
quantity of wheat. The farmers may not
be using fertilisers to the same extent as
in other countries. The Government of

*the United States are very energetic.
They sent a cargo of flour at a cost of
£100,000 to the East, and spread the
flour through China and Japan with the
olbject of gaining a market for their flour.
The Government would not be doing
that if the country in wheat-growing -was

Igoing back. There must be something
I behind this energy. They must find that
Ithe wheat industry is not as good as it
has been in the pasit; or some farmners
may be allowing their country to lie idle
for a time. What the member (or
Beverley said about Canada was correct;
but let us look at the Argentine. What
is going on there ? They have the finest
wheat-growing country in the World, but
they have a bad Government. I believe
we have bad government here too. I
have a right to my own opinion, and I
shall express it freely before I sit down.
The conditions in the Argentine are not
the same as those that prevail in Canada.

Ma. WATTS: Their wheat is not as
good as ours, by any means.

MR. BURGES: Perhaps they can
improve their wheatt, for they have the
best wheat-growing land in the world. I
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know that we have good laud. I hare
proved this-long before the member who
interjects came to Western Australia.
Some people want to make out that we
have done nothing in the past; but we
have proved this country. The great in-
ducement that we have to offer is the
large area. No other country can com-
pete with us in regard to cheapness of
land. What has brought the good men
into the district the member for Beverley
representsP Nothing but the area that
they can get there. People have gone to
the Beverley district from places where
there is much better land, but not the
same area. We want good settlers.
Let us throw federation to the wind and
bring mnen here from the other States.
We have had good men come here f romi
South Australia and from the other
States. We need not consider the
federal Spirit one moment longer, for
we are not being treated fairly. The
Commonwealth only wanted to get money
out of us. Although we are part of the
Commonwealth, it is our duty to bring
settlers to Western Australia if we can.,
We can (lifer them better places to live
in, where they can enlarge the scope of
their operations and where they can bring
up their families in the right way.

AIR. A. J. WILSON: That is a popoula-
tion scheme.

Mn. SURGES: If is land settlement.
With reference to our land settlement, we
have to make larger areas. That will be
one main scheme, and as soon as possible
let uis have the land classified before those
people come in. 'We ought not be alter-
ing the regulations every day. A lot of
dissatisfaction has been caused by that in
every part of the State, principally during
the last twelve months or so. I was not
here when the Premier spoke this morn-
ing in reference to this scheme, hut I
believe it is his intention to bring people
here and put them directly on the land.
I think that is right. It is far better to
get people who have had experience, or,
if they have not had experience, let them go
on a farm for a year or two and acquire
it. Lots of men with money in their
pockets say, " We want to work a little
while and obtain experience, to see what
is going on." Those people who come
here and do well will write to their f riends,
and people will keep coming every week
and every mouth. I do not tlifk we

have occasion to give any more induce-
ment in this matter of immigration. We
do not want to flood the place with
people. There is a cry of land taxation,
but what is in it?1 It is not worth the
paper it is written on. The member for
West Perth told me just now that he hail
advised the Government to increase this
area, and that our inducements are not
enough. The leader over there (Govern-
nient side) is another member who ought
to have been over here. Members oppo-
site will have to come here, and we Shall
have to go there.

Mn. MonA:. The member for Menzies
thinks this is a most urgent measure;
your leader also.

Ma. GREGORY: Who said so? The
member for West Perth.

MR. BURG ES: I do not think there
is time to go ay farther into this. I
think I have spoken quite fully enough.
There is another matter I will make a,
few remarks upon, and that is the rabbit
question. I quite agree that the money
should be spent out of revenue instead
of out of loan, and I believe if we had
been in power we could have done that;
hut it is far better for the Government
to borrow if they have not the means or
ability to pay for the work out of revenue.
I ask the member for West Perth to look
at Hansard, and, if he does so, he will
find who brought this matter forward
before he became Minister, and that ho

Iwas not the only one who worked it up,
but others did so. As regards the rabbits,
I hope the work will be carried out. I
think one thing requires notice. I believe
the same man has been at work on that
fence as was there three years ago. I
think he wants a bit of barbed wire. I
am sure the administration has been a
great deal too slow and neglectful. One
only wants to read the report to find that
rabbits will come back in their usual
tracks where there is water. I put the
suggestion into the heads of people that
where there was water and the rabbits

*went back, the water should be poisoned
and the rabbits thus got rid of. A man

*came here who was taking stock away to
the wilds of South Africa. He had
poisoned nine or ten lions in that way
and if that can be dlone with large
animals, it can be done with rabbits. If
the rabbits come back to the fence and
the authorities do not poison them and
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get rid of them, they are not fit to occupy
their Positions for one month. We are
speudmnganenormous amount. Lookat the
enormous amount of the upkeep. I drew
the attention of the Premier to the large
amount of money expended, and I hope the
Premier, who I believe is a careful man,
will urge the importance of this question
whether we are in session or out of
session. If not, the whole of that money
will be wasted through neglect. The
work can he done, and it is necessary it
should be done. If rabbits come in
waves down the country they will eat
everything over a large extent. When a
wave of rabbits gets through, people will
he eaten out. I know how rabbits
spread. They make circuits in and out
again. One year we do not bear of
rabbits at all, and the next year they are
there in thousands. A hundred miles
north of Adelaide there were 86,000
rabbits killed in one night. If we get
them here thick enough for that, woe to
our poor farmers. It is said particularly
about Perth, and it has been mentioned
in relation to Fremantle, that things are
not too bright. I hope the statement. is
not true. Wherever I go through the
country I see everything very satisfac-
tory. It is most encouraging to go over
the towns along the Great Southern
railway and see the busy hives. [Inter-
jection.] The Labour Government did
not make all this difference in two or
three months. The late Minister for
Lands pushed the thing on, and displayed
more energy than any other man who
has yet been in the Lands Office. I am
sure the member for Beverley must, thank
the late Minister for the energy dis-

p layed in his (Mr. Harper's) rlistrict.
Of course everyone has faults. The

Minister was too energetic in some ways.
MR. &. J. WILSON:. The settlers ate

still there.
Ma. B-URGES: What is driving

them away ?
MR. A. 3. WILSON: I thought the

Labour Government.
Mn. BURtGES : They are beginning

to think about going away. When the
Labour Government begin to talk about
taxing them, and they bare begun to
talk about it through the country, the
settlers will be talking about going
away.

*Mn. SCAIDDAN: [ can produce a letter
I have in my pocket in which a farmer
wants to know why we have not intro-
duced a tax.
buth BURGES: He is called a farmer,

bu e is a labour agitator. Farm
labourers sent out put themselves down
as farmers, but they were only* tinkers
and tailors. It would take some little
time to deal with the items, and it would
only weary members of the House. I
have spoken on the most important part
of these. There are other matters on
which I will speak when we get into
Committee, and I am going to speak
pretty strongly on somec of them. It
seems that all this money is going to be

*spent in two or three places. I hope the
1progressive policy this side of the House
has forced upon the Government--the
member for Coolgardie acknowledged
it, and the member for West Perth pretty
well acknowledged it--will be carried
into effect. What is going to happen?
We are going to have the leader of that

Iparty on thisside. That is what isgoing
to take place. The rest of the partyca
go to the wind.

TnE PREMIER: There are none anxious
to cross.

MR. EURGES: They will have to
cross. We hope the Premier will be
amongst them. We recognise that he is
the whole soul of his party. As to

Ithe member for Beverley, who sits here,
he dare not go over. I challenge him.
Let him go over. When the next elec-
tion comes up I, am going to worry him.
The hon. member is not performing his
prom~ise to his constituents. He is
sitting on a rail. All the sensible men
in the House will ultimately be on one
side. Such men, who will work for the

1good of the country, must come to the
front wherever they are. The time must
come when the half-and-half men will
disappear. The late Premier, when head
of the party to which I belonged, threw
us over. That is no credit to him. He
was a young man; he took up a certain
position by stating that there was room
for only two parties, the liberal party
and the Labour party. He was beaten,
and he went aw-ay. Where would the
British nation have been had that course
of action been taken by our great poli-
ticians? The present O5ppositLion are not
the James party. We have another
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leader now wham we shall follow. We
have men capable of dealing with any
financial question; we liare a man who
has successfully administered the Mines
Department. and a M1inister who, with a
little experience, will make as good a
head of the Lands Department as any
other man in the State. We are not
a-fraid. We can wait for power. I have
no desire for office. My only desire is to
help the country. Even if I lose my
seat to-morrow I do not care, for I shall
be more independent. I trust that when
this Bill is passed, the money will be
carefully expended. Many new works are
wanted. Everyone knows that -we Lneed
more railways, which, if cheaply built
and properly worked, will greatly benefit
the country. The goldfields are pro-
gressing satisfactorily; but they are not
progressing so well as land settlement.
The agricultural industry is the most
progressive in the country. Whatever
the Government do as to immigration,
they must keep out the rabbits; for if
thbese come here they will absolutely block
land settlement. People will not settle
on rabbit-infested land. Some members
stated that the exportation of rabbits is
a great industry in the Last ; but
everyone knows that it cannot coin-
pare with wool. Everyone with any
experience of this country knows that
by the aid of fertilisers unimproved
agricultural land can be increased in
value five or ten times. There is not a
piece of agricultural laud in the State of
which this is not true; and that is an
encouraging feature of Western Austra-
lia. Visitors can see for themselves the
improvements which have been effected.
When I first started with 120.000 acres
of land, I could not keep on it more than
4,000 or 5,000 starved sheep. When we
wanted some fresh 'mmutton in the summer
mionthsn we had to feed a few of them on
hay and oats. At the present day I have
not a fifth of that land. The country is
cut up into farms. Yet I believe I have
more than twice as many sheep, and they
are fed all the year round; and in allI the
paddocks we have permanent water. New

.settlers should be shown what improve-
ments are needed, andl that the country
will grow not only cereals but grass; and
grass crops will result in cheap meat.
The Southern District ought to be the
dairy district of this State; but if mem-

hers for that district do not see that
the industry is established, it will become
a monopoly of the Eastern Districts,
though the people there are accused of
being slow, and deserving of extra taxa-
tion. The men who opened up that
Eastern District-men like the Messrs.
Piesse ait Katanning-ought to be en-
couraged. instead of being taxed. Who
made the roads to the gold~fields? Old
West Australians like the member for
Beverley (i~lr. Harper). We did not
understand mining, or we should have
found the gold long before anyone camne
from the East. I am sorry that these
Estimates have been hurried. I have
only glanced at them;- and I do not
think it fair to ask memnbers to give their
views on a Loan Bill when there has not

Ibeen time to read it through. I do not
understand why there was any need to
close the session so hurriedly, or why the
West Australian and its editor should
dominate the country. I do not care a
jot for the editor of the West Australian.
My vote counts for as much as his. Two
or three days after the Christmas holidays
would have given us time properly to
consider these Estimates.

Mn. E. NEEDHAM (Fremantle): I
desire to congratulate the leader of the
Opposition on his able, eloquent, and
impressive speech on this measure. But,
I cannot congratulate him on his origin-
ality, because the whole of his speech was
simply a reiteration of parrot cries which
have resounded from one end of the State
to the other. He has accused Govern-

Inment supporters of departing from their
policy, arid, he emphasised that portion of
his address. May I be permitted to say
in reply that it is %. good thing to have
something to depart from. The hon.
gentleman is the head of a party that has
no policy;, consequently he cannot depart
from it, so he has unconsciously com-
plimented Government supporters. I
have said outside, and I say here, that
the Labour party has not departed from

i its policy. Strange to say, when the hon.
member made his accustion-a general
accusation, as usual-he did not single
out, as having been departed from, one
plank on which the par ty was returned to
this House.

AIR. RASON : It is impossible to find
one. The wholea platform has gone.
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MP. NEEDHAM: That is a handyv
way out of the difficulty. The most
important item in the Loan Bill is thatI
of immigration. 'While I support the
proposals of the Government, I also see
in the very fact of bringing this question
before the country a chance of settling
the unemployed problem. Here we have
an opportunity to give work to the mien
who, unfortunately, are wvalking the
streets of the cityv to-day. It would
not be right to bring to this State
people from other parts of Australia or
from Great Britain, and ask them to
settle on the land and say, "There is a
forest: clear it." It will take a con-
siderable time before that forest can be
cleared; but if we give an opportunity
to the unemployed to clear this country,
to pave the way for the desirable inmi-
grant and thereby expedite the result Of
the immigrant's labour in getting the
products of the soil, there is a chance of
solving the unemployed problem. There-
fore, while supporting the immigration
policy of the Government, I also suggest
that we should utilise the unemployed
labour at present and give the unemn-
ployed a chance of earning an honest
livelihood. Let them clear the forests of
this State, for they are willing to do it;
and let us pay them a fair remuneration
for the labour. When the country is I
cleared, I think the time will he opportune
to bring in desirable immigrants toI
cultivate the soil and develop the great
resources of the State. The leader of the
Opposition also condescended to notice
an interjection of mine in connection
with the item dealing with the Fremantle
Dock, and said that if I wet satisfied
with the amount plaed on the Loan
Estimates I was very easily satisfied. I
am not altogether satisfied with theI
amount; but Ilam satisfied. that, although
previous Governments made promises
about the Frenmantle Dock, including a.
Government of which the leader of the
Opposition was a very able and prominent
member-I-Ma. RAsoN:- Did they not
collect dUta; all that you propose to do ?]
-the promises ended at that, and that
we have here to-day a Government who
not only have placed the sum on the!
Estimates in good faith but are deter-
mined to carry out the work. Whether
the dock will be a floating or a graving

dock has not been disclosed. That is not
the fault of the present Government.

Mn. Gasoy: You had better he
caref ul, or it will follow the " platform."

Mn. NEEDHAM:- I dare say blame
is attachable to some officer, but I fail to
see why such a length of time should be
occupied in putting before the country
the data requisite to determine what iis
to be the kind of dock to be constructed,
a work of paramount importance. I was
desirous of referring to this item; and
having done so, I shall only express the
hope that the Bill will be passed through
nil its stages to-day, to inslil into the
countrvyoreaL confidence and to give the
people a chance to get down to solid
business and assist in the development
of the State.

MR. H. GREGORY (Menzies): It is
a. mat ter of grave regret that the Govern -
ment have not seen fit to allow more
extended time for the purpose of giving
greater consideration to this measure. I
quite agree with the member for York
that it is impossible. to give the Bill the
consideration to which it is entitled.
However, the Government have come to
a determination to close up the business
of the session, and we shall have to accept
the Bill. Here we are dealing with the
expenditure of montey specially borrowed
for the purpose of developing the
resources of Western Australia and in a
few short moments we are asked to
adopt the recommendations of the
Government without giving them the
consideration to which they are entitled.
Month after mnonth we have been sitting
here, but the Bill has only been on the
table for a few days when we have keen
working at ig-h pressure, and we are
asked to pass the measure withoutgiving
it proper consideration. The Bill means
so much to the State. I am strongly
desirous of getting away. I cannot
afford to sit here. I want to get into
business for myselt; yet when we have
Proposals of such a fur-reaching character
in connIection with the progress of the
State, each member should give them
special consideration so that suggestions
may be made for the better expenditure
of the money. The Government how-
ever must take full responsibility for the
measure. Members on the Opposition
side have not given it full consideration,
nor should they be asked to do so.
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Dealing with the remnarks of the nmember
for Fremantle, it is impressing to see
the whole-hearted support of that hon.
member to this Bill. The bon. member
was hardly correct in his statements;
because I have the fighting platform of
the Labour party here, and I notice here
"1The Limitation of State Borrowing.
except for the construction of reproduc-
tive works."

Mu. A. 3. WILSON: Ile still thinks so.
MR. GREGORY: Is the rabbit-proof

fence a reprodnctilve work?
MR. A. J. WILSON: Certainly.
Mua. GREGORY:; Does the lion.

member really think so?
Ma. A. 3. WILSONS: NO. I was

speaking for the hon. member.
MRt. GREGORY: There is also the

V ank of "No Farther Alienation of
rown Lands," which is wrapped up to a

great extent with immigration, because
whoever goes away to ask people to come
nod settle on the land surely must be
able to tell the people that they can get
a certain area.

MR. A. J. WILSON: He will get in-
structionis from the Govern inent when he
goes.

MR. GREGORY: No. There is Mr.
Wilbur in the Eastern States now, in-
ducing the people of Victoria to come
here under the old conditions. Is that
to be altered in recess? Who is to bare
the more influence on the Government,
the member for Forrest or the member
for West Perth? The member for West
Perth has assunied the leadership lately;
but the member for Forrest may be able
to bring some influence to bear to outwit
the influence of the member for West
Perth. It would be just retribution to
the members for West Perth and Beverley.
I do not want to deal with that platform
any farther; but there is another matter
brought up in this discussion. The
member for W~est Peith spoke about the
opposition of those on this side of the
House to the old party, and said that
every bit of good work done hr Sir John
Forrest, especially with regard to land
settlement, had been opposed by us, and
that we had done our best to prevent
laud settlement in the State. The hon.
member's statement is not correct. Mem.-
bers on this side were always earnest.

MRu. J.I WILSON: No one suggested

MR. GREGORY- The member for
West Perth said that we were opposed to
this policy of land settlement. We were
all desirous of having land settlement;
but there were some parts of Sir John

IForrest's policy to which we were Strongly
opposed. The member for West Perth
is always clinging to the'tail of Sir John
Forrest's reputation, and always pointing
out what an admirable politician Sir
John Forrest was, and what prime support
he had given to Sir John Forrest. I want
to point out in this connection that we
are told that the Government will con-
struct the Norseman railway. Sir John
Forrest brought forward a. Bill for the
construction of that railway, and the
member for West Perth said
I listened to the rhodomontades. of the Premaier
and the member for Coolge'die (Mr. Morgans),
who says that this is a gre4~ goldfleld into
which the railway is going to put new life.
How absurd his proposition is when it is calmly
considered 1 Here is the foolhardiness of this

Iproposal to connect it with Coolgardie by a
railway 110 miles in length and not a single
wine in the country. I know the whole route,
The mnost splendid thing of all is the imagina-
tion of the Premier and the member for Cool-
gardie. It is the most splendid thing I have
heard of. I have never seen anything so
overpoweringly grandiloquent as the hon.
member when he tells us what the country
is going to do when it gets the railway.

MR. A. J. WILSON: He is getting.
older and wiser.

Mu. GREGORY: The Member for
West Perth, in sympathy with those in
opposition to Sir John Forrest, opposed
the construction of this work and pointed
out the foolish Suggestion of Sir John
Forrest and the absurdity of constructing
a railway at that time. I will point
out my position at that time. I did not
think that the railway should not he
constructed, but that, owing to the

igreat expense of the Coolgardie Water
Scheme and other works for which
authority had been given to borrow six
million. pounds, and owing to the cost
of the purchase of the Great Southern
Railway line at a million and a-half,
we should go slowly for some time.

IWhen we came into power we had to
find something like 24R,000,00 for works

Iauthorised. We have had the member
for Ooolgardie (Dr. Ellis) pointing out
that the present Government were in a
much worse position than we were.
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There was, however, no analogy in any
shape or form. We did carry out the
works authorised by the previous Govern-
ment, and in a short time we were
bringing forward new works to develop
the country. There was nothing in any
shape or form to embarrass the present
Government. Their proposals brought
forward since show that when the
Premier was speaking at Subiaco hie had
not a full knowledge of the financial con-
dition of this country. While we had
the 'Milnister for Mines going about
saying tile country could not borrow a.
shilling, the Premier himself was able to

make arrangements to obtain something
like three-quarters of a million. Even in
the face of that speech, which I Chink
damaged the financial reputation of the
country to some extent, the credit of the
country was so good that he was able to
obtain this money. The credit of the
country was so good, even although we
had a, Labour Ministry in power, and a
Premier who stated that the country Was
in a very embarrassing position as far as
its finances were concerned, and that lie
was going to have a mark-time policy
both with regard to public works and
legislation. He told the people that
owing to ine money being available he
would not be able to go on with public
works. I am pleased to sa-y the Premier
has discovered that we can go forward
with public works, and that we must
not stand still. I sim ply want to con-
tradict the statement of th member for
Coolgardie that the Treasurer camne into
office with an empty treasury chest. I say
the position was nothing like what it
was Wben Mr. Illingworth took office.
It is rather amusing to hear reasons
such as those given by the member for
Coolgardie. He does not believe in this,
but of course he is going to support it,
I am pleased they are satisfied, and more
especially pleasci that the member for
West Perth is satisfied. The member
for West Perth states that he is quite
satisfied with regard to this sum which is
on the Estimates for immigration. It is
only about a fortnight ago he told this
House we should be prepared to spend a
hundred thousand pounds next year, if
necessary-

Mn. MORAN: NO.
'MR. GREGORY: It was repeated

twice. The hon. member told uns -we had

the best laud laws, we had a great
country, and we should be prepared to
spend a hundred thousand pounds next
year, if necessary. Only within the last
quarter of an hour I have refreshed my
memorv from Hansard. It is in Mansard

Iall right, whether the lion. member sarid
so or not. It appears twice in the pages
of lfanaard.

MR. MORAN: That is quite right.
i. MR. GREGORY: I was very much
-afraid when this Bill wats coming before
its. after what we had been told by the
miemiber for West Perth, that the Gov-
ernment were going to start upon some
extraordinary scheme for- the purpose of
bringing population to Western Aus-
tralia. We want to be very carefu! with
regard to what we do in relation to
immigration. We want inunigratiou,
but we want to be careful about the
class of men, and we want to bie quite
certain that we can locate them, The

*system they have in the Eastern States of
h;anrig population brought to a place,
and having that population drifting

*about the country, wouild he a had one.
Whatever is done should he carefully
thought out by the Government before
they depart from the system at present
in vogue. The Premier told us they were
going to take special care, that they were
going to appoint a hoard or commission.
If that be the case, I congratulate the
Premier. We do not want any wild
theories or wild system. We want to
get Jpopulation of a good class, either
settlers or farm labourers, and we want
to be sure that when these people are
brought here they wiUl be of some use
here. I should be very sorry to see
people brought to the country and left to
drift about, and in many instances to
starve. We want a well-devised scheme,
so that when we do expend this money
with a view of bringing farther popula-
tion it will prove of advantage generally
to the State. We want to keep) these
people here when we have brought them.
One other matter is in connect-ion with
the rabbit-proof fence. It is satisfactory
to see the Government have provided
money for this work. The amnount, how-
ever, should not havwe appeared on the
Loan Estimates, but should liars been
provided for on the Revenue Estimates.
This work is not reproductive.

[ASS E1BLYj Second reading.
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MR. A. J. IVILsoN : Would it not only
mean transferring some other works
from revenue to loanP

MR. GREGORY: Last year the Gov-
erment were able to make provision not
only for this, but for the construction of
railways, £150,000 being provided for
railways. It has been said certain works
should be built wholly from loan funds
and that other works should be carried
out from revenue. If, however, we can
make savings in the administration
of the country, if we can save from
revenue instead of spending mioney in
salaries and frittering it about, it
is far better for the State. I hope
the Premier will give special considera-
tion to the remarks of the member
for York, who asked that this depart-
ment should be very carefully look-ed
into, as large sums of money will be
expended. There will always be the
expenditure of a large sum of money in
the maintenance of the fence. I hope
the Premier will give attention to the
bon. mnember's remarks, so that there
shall be no useless extravagance and that
every penny in connection with this work
will be well expended. I have no
intention to deal with other matters. I
would have liked to speak, in connection
with the development of our goldfields,
but I see fair provision is made here, and
I suppose that when we get to the items
the Mlinister will give us some idea of
what he proposes to do in regard to these
matters. Anyhow, 1 sin quite prepared
to trust the Minister in the expenditure
of these items. I know he will be exceed-
ingly careful, so that we shall get the
benefit of it. I want to see the vote
utilised to as far as possible give a good
water supply in out-districts. There is
no better means of assisting these people,
and I hope that special attention will be
given to that matter in relation to the
expenditure of these items. I must again
express my regret that wre have not time
to go exhaustively into these details ;
because the Premier knows that when we
have a long debate in connection with
these matters, and suggestions come from
one and the other, one man's brain
assists another's, and we possibly' work
up some good suggestion out of the
debate. Still, as the Government have
come to a decision in regard to the matter,
all we shall he able to do is, when we get

to the items, to give a little criticism, I
suppose, on a few details in connection
with the Loan Bill.

MR. J. 0. 0. FOULKES (Claremont):
The member for Beverley (Mr. Harper)
and the member for West Perth (Air.
Moran) thought it necessary to give
reasons as to why they gave their support
to the present Ministry' . It is a matter
of great interest to me, and I aui certain
to the constituencies of those two gentle-
men, to know at last definitely the
reasons why they are according their
support. h'or a long time past it has
puzzled at great number of people in this
State why they thought it necessary to
do so; and certainly the parties in this
House are now at a more interesting
stage than I believe they have been at
any time practically since we have had
responsible government. What is the
position ? We have here on the Govern-
ment side of the House a party of 22
gentlemen, who are pledged to a certain
political progranmne. I give them credit
for this, that they are honestly desirous
of carrying out that political programme.
Whenever they are challenged onl that
particular subject they immediately
repudiate, as the member for Fremantle
(Mr. Needham) has done, the accusation
that they' are desirous of departing from
that programme. That is, of course,
what we expected from them, judging

frmtespeeches they gave ,tthe time
of their election. That being the state
of affairs, 4)ne is naturally surprised when
he hears the member for Beverley speak.
The bon. imeniber states that the reason
lie was supporting the Labour party
is that because practically they have
departed from the platform of the
Labour party. Howv can one, therefore,
reconcile that state of affairs 'e The
member for Beverley is an old and
experienced piolitician in this country, and
the member for West Perth similar
qualities; but here we have those two
members congratulating themselves upon
thie action they have taken in supporting
the Labour party* , and giving as reasons
that the Labour party have departed from
the planks of their political platform.

Ma. MORAN : I hope the hon. member
will nott mixtus up. I never made use of
any sueh words, privately or publicly.

MlR. FOULKES: The member for
West Perth has prided himself -
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MR. MORAN: I aml in sympathy with
their platform.

Ma. FOULKES: The member for
West Perth has prided himself lately
very much upon the fact that he has
induced the Labour party to agree to an
immigration scheme. That is quite right.
I give him all credit for having obtained
that pledge from the Labour p)arty. I
believe that the Labour party as a whole
-1 am judging from the remarks and
previous actions of the leader of the
Government-have up to now viewved withf
grave suspicion any scheme of immnigra-
tion, and any attempts made to bring
immigrants to this country.

THE PnRnsnE: You have not read
my speeches for the last six months.

ME. FOULKES: I do not want to be
drawn away from the thread of my argu-
ment. The Premier has made a good
number of speeches, but they have varied
rather often, and it is difficult to compare
one speech with another. To go back to
my argument, I have just said that great
credit is due to the miemuber for West
Perth for having persuaded the Govern-
ment to undertake this immigrationi
policy. We congratulate him upon hav-
ing obtaned thatdlesirable stateof affairs,
but this is what I want to express. We
have two experienced politicians, like the
member for West Perth and the member
for Beverley, claiming that they have
induced a certain state of affairs, and
that they turned a certain party out of
office and put in another party. The
member for Beverley states that the
reason for keeping that other party in
office is because that party has practi-
cally abandoned its political platform.
The member for West Perth does not go
to that extent; hut he says it is doing
good work. At all times the member
for West Perth sp~eaks very generally,
and it is hard to get him to make a defi-
nite statement. Most of his speeches
contain remarks of a very general cha-
racter; but we have these two politicians
saying that "We are supporting these
people: they have practically abandoned
their political platform."

MR. MoRA&N: I have never made use
of such words.

MR. FOUrLKES, The member for
West Perth has always arrogated to
himself great credit for having secured

that change in the policy of the Labour
party.

MR. Mon~n: What change?
MR. FOULKES: With regard to

immigration. We have a Government
in point of numbers strictly in the
minority, but they are kept in power by
various arrangements made with one or
two politicians in this House. I am
speaking of the so-called Independent
party and the member for Beverley; but
unfortunately we an'l the public are not
in a position to know what is the definite
arrangement between the Labour party
and those five gentlemen. There has9
been a silence on the part of the Labour
party with regard to this arrangement
between them and the so-called Inde-
pendents and the member for Beverley.
We have not an opportunity of knowing
what takes place in the discussions
among their own ranks.

MR. MoRAN: What item are you
on ?

MR. FOULKES: I am replying to the
member for West Perth. We have not
an opportunity of knowing the discussions
that take place in the ranks of the Labour
party with regard to this change of plat-
form. -We know that there is an ominous
silence on the part of members of the
Labour party, and the public are en-
titled to know what they intend to do0
during the recess in regard to their
platform.- The member for Gascoyne
would naturally want that assurance. I
am sure his constituents and the con-
stituents of the Beverley district do not
approve of their representatives support-
ing a, Labour party in carrying out a
Labour platform. I will show how in-
consistent is the action of some of these
genutlemen. The Government have taken
some steps to bring various items of
their Labour platform forward. We had
on the Notice Paper, and owing to the
small attendance of members here
have carried, a motion brought forward
by the member for flannans to provide
that the Governor should be selected
from among Australian residents.

Mis. H(EwwsAw: Is this matter relevant
to the subject that should be under dis-
cussion ?

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member is
gettinig a little hit away from the matter
under discussion. I have allowed a good
deal of latitude, but I trust the hon.
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member will not go loo far in the direc-
tion he is going.

Mu. FOU'sKES: I shiall be as brief as
possible on this subject. I sball mention
the headings only. There is the referen-
dum, as to the abolition of the Upper
House.

MR, SPEAKER: If I permit you to
bring in these other matters, I shiall have
great difficulty in preventing other mem-
bers from replying to them. The hon.
mnember should confine himself a little
closer to the Bill under discussion.

Mn. FOULKES: You can quite
understand my position. I was reply-
ing to the member for B~everley and. the
member for West Perth.

3MR. SPEAKER: I did not bear either
of those gentlemen refer to any of the
subjects you mention.

MR. FOULKES: I crave your indul-
gence, and ask permission to make this
remark. It is extraordinary that the
member for Gascoyne and the member
for Beverley and the memiber for West
Perth should still continue to give their
support to a party that has already
introduced these matters in its platformi.

MR. HENSHAW: Is the hon. member
in order in repeating the offence ?

Miz. SPEAKER: The hon. member is
not out of order.

Ma. FOULKES: -1 hope that when
this Com mission is appointed-and I am
glad that it will be appointed-it will
consider the whole administration of the
Lands Office. If we are to have the
good fortune to introduce a. good number
of immigrants to this country, the whole
machinery of the Lands Office will break
down under the additional work. At
present I do not consider we have
sufficient officers to carry out the work of
the department. The delays that take
place are extraordinary, owing to the
want of proper officers to attend to the
work that is brought before them. To
give the House an instance, a case was
brought before me of a man who applied
for 2,000 acres of laud in one of the

aicul11tural districts, with a view to
settling in the district and improving it;
and it was only a fortnight ago, after
numerous requests and applications, that
he received a communication to the effect
that he had obtained the land-seven
months after the first applicat ion.
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MR. MORAN: There are numbers of
cases like that.

MR. FO'ULKES: It only shows the
necessity for appointing more men to do
this wo;rk. When I mnade inquiries at
the Lands Office as to why these delays
took place, they told me they had not
sufficient officers to send out to classify
the land. [Mn. BUTCHFER: That is not
the fault of the Government.] I am not
bringing this matter forward to make any
complaint against the Government. 'The
member for Gascoyne need not be so
sensitive as to the reputation of the
Labour Government. I am at all times
prepared to do them. justice; but the
necessity has arisen for appoit~ing mnore
officers to carry on the work of the
Lands Office. 'Take the case of the
inspecting surveyors who classify the
laud, they only get £200 a year, and the
reports they have to prepare in regard
to the land are most important docu-

*menits. They advise the Government
*what the rate of purchase should be, and
whether the land should be first-class,
second-class, or third-class. It is im-
possible to get the best talent available
unless the Government are prepared to
pay adequate salaries. I know myself of
large tracts of country that appear to me
to be well suited for settlement; but at
present there are no roads to themn, and
blocks are not surveyed, and there is
very little known of them in the Lands
Office. I hope that the Government will
appoint more surveyors to classify this
land, and that about 200,000 acres will
be classified as soon as pdssible, so that
people who mars apply for land will knmow
what class of land they will get. People
are now put to a lot of trouble to obtaina
laud; and after they inspect it they have
to wait mnany months before they can
definitely know that it will be allotted to
them. I join with other members in
deprecating the fact that it has been
found necessary to place items on the
Loan Estimates that are unremunerative.
We all regret it. I only hope that our
revenues will increase to such ain extent
that we mar be able to pay back to the
Revenue Account the money taken from
Loan Account. I am particularly glad
to see that £147,930 has been placed on
the Estimates for the purpose of rolling-
stock. It is a splendid indication in
regard to the condition of the State. It
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showvs that we have an enormous trade,
and that it is increasing. We look
forward with the best possible hopes to
the agricultural industry. I impress
upon the members for West Perth and
Beverley, as being the leaders of the
Government-for we know at all times
the member for West Perth has
,announced lie is to be consulted cin all
matters brought forward by the Labour
party-the fact of the great responsi-
bility on their shoulders.

MRd. MORAN: Do not make me timid.
MR. FOULKES: T believe the niem-

her for West Perth has sufficient assur-
ance to, undertake that responsibility ;
and I hope that lie will be able to keep a
cool head and ac-quit himself in a manner
that will do justice to the State and to
his constituents, though I do not know
what they think of him.

MR. N. J. MOORE (Sunbury): I in-
tend to touch upon one or two matters
in connection with this Lboan Bill very
briefly. The only new expenditure seems
to be that in connection with immigration.
The simile used this morning by the
leader of the Opposition seems to be
very appropriate, " The mountain laboured
and brought forth a mouse." After what
we read in the papers and heard, I an-
ticipated that something on a larger scale
would have been brought forward to
assist laud settlement. The propasal is
that £2,000 shall be spent in the old
country in inducing settlers to come here,
and £e8,000 in the Eastern States. It
will take the Government all their time
to spend £8,000 on lecturing in the
Eastern States within the next six months.
I think if the Government spent £7,000
in a small scheme for clearing before
settlement, the money would be better
expended. The principal difficulty the
settlers have to contend with in various
districts is the initial cost of clearing.

MR. MORAN: Where did *you get that
£8,000 on lecturing from ?

MR. N. J. MOORE: From the speech
of the Premier on Wednesday night;- that
is according to a note I made at the time.
The member for York, in referring to the
question of settlement, has spoken of the
great progress wade in the Eastern Dis-
tricts as compared with the progress in
the Southern Districts and in the far
North. I wonder that hon. member,
with his experience, has not been able to

put his finger on the reason why these
districts have not advanced in the same
ratio ais the Eastern Districts. In the
South-West the heavy cost of clearing is
the great difficulty that besets the whole
of the settlers in that part of the country.
Those acquainted with the configuration
of Western Australia will know that the
land lies in strips. There is a limited
width of the same class of country ex-
tending from North Fremantle co the
Deep River. First of all, there is aix area
four miles wide of saudhills and lime-
stone formation. The whole country is of
a similar nature. Imme-diately to the
east of the sandhills there is a line of
s'vanps, extending through the districts
suitable for close settlement and garden
produce, and for purposes of that kind.
To the east of that again we have the fiats,
such as the Hanvey-, extending a consider-
able distance, seven miles wide. This is a
district I think some attention might be
given to. A considerable amount of
money has been spent in drainage in that
district, but the settlement, so far, has
not come up to expectations. It would
ie well for the (Governmnt to make
inquiries as to the reason why this
country, on which a certain amount of
money has been expended, has' not gone
ahead, and as to whether it will be
necessary to give some assistance to the
settlers to provide artificial manures, or
endeavour to find out the reason why
this country has not gone ahead.

MR. MORAN: The principal reason is
that it is not cornipletely drained yet.

AIR. N. 3. MIOORE: Then I think one
of the first works entered into shoula be
to see that this scheme is completed. Mr.
Brookman, who has recently been clmiasi-
fying land between Bridgetown and
Albany, prepared a report which is
interesting and which will no doubt be
printed in the local newspapers at an
early date, referring to the classification
of land between Bridgetown and Den-
mart. He says that it is practically an
unknown country. IG is timbered with
some of the finest forest trees in the
world, but the cost of clearing is some-
thing enormous. There are 40 or 50
trees per acre, with dense undergrowth,
and no means of access. Unless a bold
scheme is entered upon, so as to give
railway facilities to that country, the dia-
trict will remain in the same condition as
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it has during thle past 60 years. The first
settlers who came to Western Australia
landed at Part Augusta.

Ma. MORAN: Settle the good country
first.

Ma. N. J. MOORE: I think the bon.
member said the Lands Department were
not able to point out where the good
country was on which people could
settle. I can show him a province
equal in size Lo the State of Victoria,
which only requires to be opened up
by railwayvs. From Hamelin to Albany,
there is no port, and that is the
reason why that cotuntry has remained
unopened. There is a distance at 150
miles of coast line, on which there is no
port; consequently people cannot afford
to take up land in that district, It
has been proved that fanning can be
made remunerative within 30 or 40 miles
of a railway line. We havre instances in
the Warren district, where Mr. Brockman
and other settlers have been for some
time, and have been able to make a fair
li-velihood,notwithsiandling that they have
to cart produce 40 miles to a railway. I
was describing the different classes of
country wehave. As we get farther east
from the stretch of sandplain country
we come to the ranges on the western
slope of the Darling Range. That
country is suitable for orchards. There
is an instance at the Harvey of what can
be done in fruit growing. A private
estate was cut up into 10-acre blocks, and
now there are scores of settlers there able
to make a living at the present time from
10 acres of lau. They are Paying £10 an
acre for this land, and £10 an acre to clear
it. Notwithstanding this heavy cost, they
can make a success of this country. I
hope, in any scheme, some attention will
be given to the South-West Districts.
I advocate that assistance should be given
to settlers who go there, so that the land
may be prepared for them. Settlers
should have an opportunity of getting a.
quick return, and that can only be done
by a system of clearing before selection
or by settling men on the land.

]ME. MORAN: What is a fair price per
acre for clearing ?

Mn. N. J. MOORE:- Eight pounds per
acen.

Mn. MORAN: I beard you say the
other day that it would cost £20 or £230
per acre for clearing.

MR. N. J. MOORE: I am trying to
explain to jnembers that. this class of
country varies very much. The land on
the slope of the Darling Range would
cost £8 to £910 per acre to clear, but the
Karri country would cost £60 to £80
per acre to clear. We want proper
classification, so that persons desirous of
taking up country can go to a plan, see
the land, have a report prepared as to the
cost of clearing per acre, the distance
from a railway, the rainfall in the district,
and all particulars interesting to selectors.
When the land along the Great Southern
Railway was selected, the Land Company
had the right of taking 12,000 acres for
every mile of railway constructed. Their
area of selection was limited by a, line
40 miles east and wvest of the railway.
From a total area of 12,000,000 acres,
3,000,000 acres had to be selected, and
the miethodI adopted by those in charge
of the land selection was to classify the
whole of the country,. and colour the
different classes of laud on a plan, so
that the directors were able to select that
country on paper, instead of having to go
over the whole of the area. It has been
found that the selection then made was a
very good one. The system adopted
then might very well be adopted by the
Government at the present time. It has
been pointed out by members during the
course of this debate that delay exists
after the selector has decided to take up
land, and the delay is so great that it
often ends in the selector going away
disappointed, without taking up land. I
would just like to refer to the necessity
there is in connection with ab scheme of
lanud settlement for faceilities of transit.
As the member for Beverley pointed
,out, the facilities for transit are more
important than good land. Years ago
some land was classed as third-class land,
Ordinary white gumn country, but thanks
to the assistance of fertilisers, that land
to-day is producing 15 to 20 bushels per
acre.

Ma. N oRAN: What does first-class
land produce?~

Mn. N. J. MOORE : Twenty-five
bushels per a.cre, I think.

Mu. MORAN: Then how do you account
for the average being 10 bushels per
acre P

Mn. N. J. MOORE: Members who are
acquainted with the district will recog-
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nise that the white gum country is not
considered suitable for cultiva 'tion. Only
within recent years has that laud been
taken ulp and cultivated. In reference
to matters of transit, I regret that no
definite statement has been made by the
Government in regard to the poin't of
commencement of the Collie-Narrogin
railway. That is a matter which no
doubt will come out during the debate;
but the report is spread about that it is
the intention of the Government to start
from Narrogin.

Ma. MORAN: That has been publicly
expressed by the Premier.

Ma. N. J. MOORE: I think the Gov-
ernment are making a great mistake.

MR. MORAN: Not at all.
MR. N. J. MOORE: [ say it is a

mistake if these people have to cart pro-
duce 200 miles to a port against 80 miles
the other way. If people are to be
saddled with an extra cartage of 125
miles, I say it is a great mistake, and it is
a breach of faith. When the law was
passed last year, it was understood that
the line was to he constructed from the
Collie end.

MR. MORAN: Recognised by a majority
of one.

MR. N. 3. MOORE: Recognised by a
majority of Parliament. It is the duty
of a Government to give effect to the
wishes of Parliament. We know as a
matter of fact that now in the Selectors'
Guide inducements are held out to
settlers to take up land in this district,
and it is pointed out that it is only 70 to
80 miles from sport of shipment. That is a
breach of faith. 1 cannot see why a line
shouldnot be built all the way-built in a
cheap fashion, not on the same specifica-
tions we have bad for previous lines. 1 do
not know why a surface line could not be
built for a thousand pounds per mile,
which would only amount to £85,000 to
build and equip the whole line. Sleepers
are obtainable at a nominal cost along
40 miles of the railway, and we know
what the country is like. It is fairly
open, and the ruling grade would not he
more than 1 in 60. I do not see why a
light line could not be built there in'the
same way as lines are built in the timber
country and on the Eastern Goldfields,
for obtaining firewood.

MR. MORAN: Would you carry coal on
a light line?

MR. N. J. 3M1t0lE: We could put the
line down first, and knock out the grades
when the necessity arises to carry coal.
We could build the line, and there is
nothing to prevent the easing down of
the grades and lay, ing heavier metals at
any time. But in order to keep faith
with the people who have land along the
route, the line should be constructed
right through from Collie to Narrogin. I
regret that Bunbury harbour construc-
tion is not mentioned in the Estimates.
If we are to promote land settlement,
harbour improvements must go hand in
hand with other works; and I hope the
Government will within the next three or
four months finally decide on a scheme
for -Bunbury harbour improvement.
When Sir John Forrest first started that
work he was ridiculed, and told it was a
sop to his constituents. Seven years ago,
when the first stone was thrown into the
water, the exports from Bunbury
amofuted to £16,000. The year before
last the amount was £250,000, last year
£440,000, and this year £460,000. In
addition to timber, Bunbury exports other
produce. With proper railway facilities,

*it should become a great centre for wheat
export. For lack of such facilities the

*Williams district is heavily handicapped;
*but it is no use connecting that district
with the Great Southern Railway.
Bnnbury is its natural port. There is no
])ublic work in Western Australia which
gives as good a return, proportionately,
as the Bunbury harbour. Up to last year
£200,000 had been expended; and from
wharfage alone there is a return of
£,17,000 every year, the harbour dues
are some £4,000, while the railway
freights on exports alone amounted last
year to some £70,000. In one year alone
we have had a return equal to practically
half the cost of the harbour; and no

* arbour in the world, so far as I am
aware, returns anything in the way of
sinking fund. It is recognised that if
harbour works provide interest on
capital expended they do very well. But

*here is a work which 10 years after it
was started pays interest on the cost of
construction, and yet it is excluded from
these Estimates.
* MR. MORAN: Do you put railway
freights to the credit of the harbour ?

MR. MOORE: If the Bunbury har-
bour was not there, the timber would not
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stand the railway freight to Fremantle.
It has been proved by the select corn-
miittee on local hardwoods, appointed
this session, that this State can hardly
compete with the Eastern States as
timber exporters owing to the higher
railway freights we have to pay, and the
wharfage and other charges. If we had
not the port of Bunbury, the timber
trade could not be developed; and the
want of harbour facilities between Bus-
selton and Denmark hampers the in-
dustry. If the Deep River could be
opened up, the whole karri country in
the neighbourhood would be tapped. If
we are to develop this country, harbour
improvements must go hand in hand
with railways. These Estimates provide
£,10,000 for Albany water supply.
Most other towns have had to provide
their own water supply by borwowiag
in the open market at 4 or 441 per cent.
No doubt some special reason will be
given why this port should be favoured
in preference to Bunbury and Geraldton.
I am sorry we have not sefficient time
for the careful consideration of these
loan proposals.

MR. FRANK WILSON (Sussex):- I
believe that every member of this Par-
liament is honestly endeavouring in his
own fshbion to advance the inter-ests of
the country. We do not all take the
same rood to reach the same point.
Some, perhaps, take a more direct road
than others; but we all aim at getting
there. I am glad that in this respect
both sides of the House ar in accord.
I agree with the member for West
Perth ('Mr. Moran) as to the need for
developing the country. It appears to
me be is wrong in charging me with
incobsisteney, as I think he did this
morning, because I had to oppose part of
the policy of the James Government when
on the hustings. I was opposed to many
planks of that policy, as were a number
of members now in Opposition. At. the
same time we are absolutely opposed to
the platform of the present Government,
and we did not hesitate to say so. Why
should we be charged with inconsistency?
A short time ago I statedat a public gather-
ing that I thought. the member for West
Perth had waved his magic wand over the
Premier, and had hypnotised him. I have
now to confess that I think the Premier
has hypuotised the member for West

Perth. Where is the bold progressive
policy that was to save this country from
destruction ? Where is the grand immi-
grastion scheme, the scheme for developing
our North-West territory, the railways to
be built here, there, and everywhere to
increase our agricultural production ?
They have disappeared; yet the bon.
member is perfectly satisfied with the
Governiment proposals. The hon. member
thought immigration was to involve an
expenditure of at least £50,000 this year;
and I should have liked to see a. bolder

Ipolicy than that which is outlined in
these Eat inates. I admit that in all such
schemes we must proceed with caution;
but I for one do not think that £10,000
will go far between this time and the date
onl which we shall have before us next
year's Estimates.

MR, MoRxN:- The Government can use

FoR PRANK WILSON: The hon.

mr'mber has not Buckley's chance of
getting- fromi the Premier anything for
this purpose uinder Form J. A few

ihundred pounds will lie allowed to the
Agent General, who will make aspeech
or two. He will criticise the Prime

IMinister of Great Britain, telling him
Ithat his ideas are nebulous, and so forth;
he will advertise the State at social
fullctions; and that will be the end of the
scheme in Great Britain. We can
perhaps do better by spending a few
thousand pounds in the Eastern States.
We have now one lecturer in the East;
and we may with advantage do a little

Imore advertising. But Whether we lecture
or whether we advertise, I consider that
we shall continue to draw population
from the East. The people who have
already comle here from the East, and
who have done so well during the past tea
years, are keeping their friends in the
East well posted; and these will continue

Ito conic here in greater or smaliler num-
bers. But we should go much farther
afield if we wish to attract any consider-
able population, and should adopt a m uch
larger scheme. The Eastern States are

*badly in need of the population they
*have; and while I have no objection to
attracting some of their population to
these shores, I admit that I will take popu-
lation from wherever I can get it. Some
of the best Colonists come from Germany,
and from Italy too. We cannot get at
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better class of land settler than a French-
man ; we cannot get better settlers than
Scottish highlanders, nor can we get any
better than are to be found in Ireland.
[MEMBER: AndCliinamen.] It is funny
that there is such a loud outcry against
Chinese, when, as T understand, there
are Chinese now in Government employ' -
ment. Perhaps the Premier will appoint
a select committee or a Royal Commis-
sion to inquire into this. I should like
to see something broader and bolder than
the immigration scheme proposed. At
the same time, if the member for West
Perth, who has charge of this policy , is
satisfied, I suppose members in Opposi-
tion need not complain. What is to be
done with our Nov'-West territory P
Do the Government intend to (10 anything
to give settlers there railway facilities?
What about the Port Hedland railway ?
Of course I understand the Government
are not in a position to borrow half a
million of money to construct that line;
but I have heard of private offers made
to the last Government and several made
to the present Government, and I would
like to know what is being done with
those offers. Is it a part of the policy
of the Governent to construct that,
railway by private enterprise on any
terms whateverP I am of opinion that,
so long as we safeguard the interests of
the people and do not part with our
national estate, the land, it will be justi-
flable in a district like the North- West
for the Government to come to some
equitable arrangement whereb 'y that line
can be constructed at once. I feel
strongly on this subject. I have always
advocated that in a country like this we
should make use of private enterprise
under proper safeguards ; and I hiope I
have not been extreme in my advocacy' ,
though I used to be twitted because I
urged that private enterprise might
assist in developing the State, especially
some portions of it. I hope the Premier,
therefore, will let us know what he
intends to do in that respect. I cannot
help remarking that the whole of this
Loan Bill appears to be for works which
have been already projected if not sanic-
tioned by this House, works that have
been promised by the James Administra-
tion, with the exception possibly of this
£10,000 for immigration. Therefore I
would like to know where the bold policy

is. Where is the Norsenman Railway
which we undlerstood was to be built'?
What about the board that was to be
appointed to settle whether that railway
is to be built? I admit the Premier did
not say it would be built; but the mem-
ber for Dundas said it was to be built,
and that, I take it, is as good as a
promise from the Premier. Where is
the policy, and what is it going to do ?
Are we all hypnotised, are we Bas-.
merised, or what is it ? We may see
their policy perhaps when they get into
recess.
FMErsEER:- When they do.

MR. SCAIDDAN: You cannot prevent
them.

MR. RASoN: Garnuot prevent them!
We can do it at any time.

MR. FRANK WILSON: There is no
intention to stop the Government from
getting into recess. We have come to an
understanding about that. We have
agreed to assist the Ministry, and that is
the reason why the other side of the
House (Labour members) refrain from
speaking; so I hope that the hon. member
(Mr. Scaddanj will not suggest that we
on this side have not got the power if we
choose to use it. I hope we shall see
some energy put into the harbours and
rivers proposals, and especially into the
dock. I want to see that work started
almost forthwith. I see there is very
little money on the Loan Estimates in
connection with that work; but possibly
some means may be found to allow the
work to progress when the Government
come to an understauding as towhatthey
really want. Let me here briefly say that
before the actual site of that dock or the
class of dock to he constructed is decided
on, a Royal Commission or a committee
of some sort should be appointed repre-
senting Perth and Fremantle.

LABOUR MnXnx9: Perth and Pre-
mantle onlye

MR. FgANK WTLSON: Perth and
Fremantle because theyv are largely in-
terested, and other portions of the country
besides.

MR. MORAN: Should not the State
have a say in itP Why Perth and
Fremantle '

MR. FRANK WILSON: Certainly
the State should have a say in it; but
we all know the jealousy which exists
between Fremiantle and Perth in cnnrec-
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tion with any work relating to harbours
and rivers. We all know the dread there
is that some portion of the shipping will
u!ip through those bridges at Fremantle
and find its way uip to Pprth. A work of
this magnitude may be started with a
quarter of a million of money, but it will
cost'a million and a-half probably before
it is properly finished; and I hope it will
cost that amount, because it means that
we shall1 have all manner of repairing

shop's around that dock, that we shall
have coppersmiths and ship builders
galore, and all the shipping now coining
to our coasts will do their ordinary
repairs at the Premantle Dock instead of
going to the Eastern States. I can see
employment in that project for some
thousands of people, if the scheme is
properly devised. I hope the Govern-
ment will not allow the petty jealotsy of
one place or the other to interfere with
the best possible scheme that can be
devised.

[31n. BATH took the Chair.)

Mn. H. BROWN (Perth):- I regret
that this Bill has been brought into the
House at so late a period of the session,
especially after the bold statements mnade
as to the practical work that was to be
dlone through this Loan Bill. As miem-
hers have said, the sumn placed in the
Bill for immigration is an absolute farce.
It shows practically that the Governmwent
do not intend to carry out a large scheme
of immigration, and I venture to suggest
that if the British Government wvere to
send to Western Australia, a thousand
immigrants a month, the supporters of
the Government here would be crying out
after a. month or so for immigration to
be stopped, because with the uncleared
lands at prelsent in this State it is not
possible to absorb immigrants to a great
extent. It would he better to wait till we
can clear the land before settling people
on it; and more especially is that the case
because one of the planks of the labour
platform-now supported by the mnem -
hers for Gascoyne, WYest Perth, and
Kimberley-is well-known to be the non-
alienation of Crown lands; at all events
those members on the cross-benches who
have gone over to the Government side
are supporting the party who advocate
the non-alienation of Crowrn lands, and

this shows very clearly their inconsistency,
when we know that those members are
themselves owners of land, particularly
the members for Gascoyne and Kim-
berley. I know there are some single-
taxers on that side, some of the parasites
of the Government, who are opposed to
the alienation of Crown lands.

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER; The hon.
memLber is out of order i n discusasin g that
question.

MR, H. BROWN:. With the plank of
non-alienation in their platform, it will
be inipossible to get immigrants to come
to this State. In the case of Canada,
particularly in Manitoba, they are giving
160 acres and in some eases 820 acres of
land to new settlers. We also know that
the present Govermnment are now adver-
tising the splendid terms on which land
can be acquired in this State. Therefore
I say the plank of their platform, non-
alienation of Crown lands, is gone
entirely. [Several interjections.] Read-
ing the Loan Bill, we see practically the
price that has been paid for the support
of those Independent members.

Mn. MORAN: I do not think you will
ever command as high a price as that.

Ma. H. BROWN: £2,250 for Oar-
narvon, £10,000 for stock routes in the
North, and they have tried to draw one
of our friends with a promise of £1,000
for Pilbarra. f t is interesting to hear the
mnember for West Perth interjcting about
getting the Independents over. Some
seve~n years ago, the same hon. member
when lie was aL goldfields representative
expressed certain strong opinions about
the way the then Government were trying
to obtain the support of some members
then in Opposition, as will be seen
recorded in Hanzsard. [Extract readl.]
Does not that apply to the way the
Government have obtained the support
of the member for West Perth ? When
I saw that the member for West Perth
was the leader of the Labour party, that
at all events the members-

MR. HENSHAW : Is this matter
relevant to the subject under discussion.

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will
attend to the hov. member in regard to
order.

MR. H. BROWN: If the hon. member
(Mr. Renshaw) had told the Speaker
what latitude was allowed to himself,
when he was calling attention to other
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members, that would have been more to
the point. On reading this Bill I was
sorry to find that the leader of the
Opposition (Mr. Rasion) or at all events
the constituency he represents was getting
nothing. The member for West Perth
some seven years ago was a party to the
reappropriation of about .£140,000 that
had been voted for the sewerage of the
city of Perth, and at that time he
stated, and the statement might have
been correct, that Perth was one of the
most disgracefully managed cities in the
colony. [LABOUR 'MEMBER: And is yet.]
He also said that the foreshore of the
Perth Water was made a dumping-
ground for all the filth round the
city. We find that under this Bill
nothing is provided for the sewerage
of Perth. The municipality of Perth
does not want any favours from the Gov-
ernment whatever. The Government will
not raise the money themselves, and have
made no attempt to allow the City
Council to raise the money to do the work.
The necessity for the sewerage of Perth
should have been evident to every member
of this House. The Government them-
selves are the perpetrators of the greatest
nuisance in this city, in the Hay Street
West portion, where they have made a
septic tank. This would have come in
on discussing the designer of Parliament
House. We have within 100 Yards of
Parliament House the sewage of Parlia-

-ment House being practically spread over
the surface. There is an effluent over-
flowing, and no attempt is made to send
it into a drain.

MEMBER:- It is innocUOUS.
MR. BROWN: Let a member pass at

any ime, and he will find the stench dis-
graceful. If the Government were not
prepared to spend money for sewerage
themselves, they should have come to the
assistance of the City Council. That, at
all events, should have been a. portion of
the price the Government had to pay for
obtaining the support of the member for
West Perth. If the hon. member had
considered the benefits which would accrue
to his constituents he would, If not
getting the money, at all events have
prevailed on the Government to introduce
a Bill to allow the City Council to con-
struct, the work. I amn surprised also
that the other members who represent
this city have not taken some steps to

point out to the Government the absolutte
necessity of giving some assistance for
that work.

ME. BOLTON : ft is & Waste Of time
when you say you want nothing from the
Government.

Me. BiROWN: We want the Bill.
We see the price the Government' are
paying to keep the Fremantle supporters
-this X60,000,

Mn. TROY:- What does the Gas Com-
pany pay you for your support ?

ME. BROWN: Will the hon. member
withdraw thatP

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER: The hon.
member must withdraw.

MEMBER (to Mr. Brown): You with-
draw yours.

Mit. TROT: I withdraw.
THE PREMIER: The hon. member is

making a number of very offensive
charges, utterly incorrect charges, and I
would ask that he be required to withdraw
those charges, that a certain hon. mem-
ber's support has been purchased.

TIE DEPUT1Y SPE AKE R: The mnem-
ber for Perth must withdraw that.

Mn. BROWN: I will withdraw any
chiarges I have made. I say it is one of
the most dirty, and it is synonymous
with the memnber for A61t. Magnet

Mumnna: You asked for it.
Mn. BROWN: I did not. I never

referred to the member for Mt. Magnet
at all. I say that in this Bill provision
has been miade for the expenditure of
large sums of money in Fremantle, I
say also on the goldfields, whereas we
find. the coastal and agricultural districts
are. practically neglected.

Mn. NEEDHAMx: Where is Fremaintle?
Ma. BROWN: I spoke of Fremantle.

I am quite aware of the support you are
giving the Government for what you are
getting.

Ma. NEEDHAM : I again desire the
hen. member to withdraw. It is a base
innuendo he is making.

Tna DEPUTY SPEAKER: The hon.
member must withdraw.

Mn. BROWN: I withdraw. I also
expected to see on this Loan Bill, accor-
ding to their platform, the State hotels.
That is one of the fighting planks, the
State management of the liquor traffic.
I certainly thought, knowing the number
of teetotalers on the opposite silde snd
also the temperance principles advocated
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by the Premier, that sonme attempt would
have been made if they were to be con-
sistent, and sums of money would have
to be paid to purchase these hotels, to
enable the Government-which I believe
was decided in Fremantle some time ago
-to devote the profits to increasing the
payment of members.

MR. MORAN: I am qlad to know you
are in favour of State control.

MRa. BROWN: I am not in favour of
State control, but I any I should have
thought from the advocates of this par-
ticular plank that a. sum of money would
have been put down for the purpose. In
conclusion I na sorry the member for
West Perth has not got a better deal out
of the Government for the support he
has given them. I would like to refer to
this loan, Over 10 per vent, is pro-
vided practically out of that loan fund
for discounts and administration. That
seems a, very high figure, and if work is!
to be done by day labour we shall get1

less value for our money.
MR. H, CARSON (Geraldton):- I

desire to say a few words in counect ion
with this Loan Bill. I support it because
I think it is necessary to have money to
build up this country. That is impos-
sible otherwise, unless we go in for
private enterprise respecting our public
works. The reason I have got on my
feet is to, if possible, get some statement
in respect to the Midland Railway Corn-
pan'. Members must not think that this
is a matter of parochial interest, because
personally I think it would have been the
very best thing for the Geraldton district
if the rail-way had never been constructed.
I am of opinion it is in the best interests
'of the State that the Government should
secure the Midland Railway with the con -
cession. I understand there is an offer
to the Government for the sale of this
property, and I think it is the duty of
the Goverh ment to give us some definite
statement with regard to the matter. We
have heard the member for West Perth
say that is one of the things be has
induced the Government to take actionI
on. I1 wish the Premier to give us some
statement. I believe that if that eon-
cessiou were secured it would be a
good advertisement for the State and
in the old country 'with regard to imii
gration, and also in relation to ourI
financial position. I believe it would

strengthen our position in the London
money market. Then, again, I would
like to refer to the matter of water supply.
I notice that in the first schedule of this
Loan Bill there is a very large amount
put down for the port of Albany. Albany
may be entitled to this, but I think it is
not fair to other ports and municipalities
that they likewise should not be supplied
by the Government, instead of having to
raise the money themselves and pay for
it out of rates, Those are the only
mattters to which I wish to call attention.
I repeat I hope the Premier wvill give us
something definite in respect to the Mid-
land Railway Company.

TaE PREMIER (in reply): Dealing
first with the last matter that has been
referred to, I have to thank the leader of
the Opposition for his reference to the
Albany water supply. It is true that
this proposal was virtually adopted before
we took office; but the proposal is one
which, had it been entirely new, would
readily have secured recommendation
from the Government. For this reason:
the proposition is for a necessary water
supply. A water supply is necessary for
that town, and the proposition from a,
Government point of view is a very satis-
factory one, likely to return consiaerably
in excess of the amount necessary to pro-
vide sinking fund and interest on the
money borrowed. And if similar pro-
positions are submitted in regard to water
supplies in other towns, the Government
will be prepared to give them the same
amount of consideration as the town of
Albany has received. We recognise that
the provision of water is something more
than a mere local question, and I may
mention that in some instances where a
direct Government provision has not been
made for water supply, savings bank
funds have been loaned to municipalities
at a very low rate, at practically no profit
whatever, to enable them to carry out
those works on their own account; and
there is very little difference between
lending money from the savings bank
funds without profit and providing loan
funds and earning a profit on them. In
fact I think we are getting a better deal
when we provide the money from loan
funds and make a profit on the transaction
than when we lend municipalities savings
bank funds, and fail to make any profit at
all. In regard to the Midland Railway
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Company, the Government have all
along been anxious, as I believe any
Government in power in Western Aus-
tralia would be anxious, to secure for thle
Government that property on certain
conditions. The conditions on which
that property would have to be secured
if it were to be purchased by the State
would be that there should be a fair and
reasonable bargain, a bargain profitable
to the State; and as soon as that property
is available and is placed under offer to
the Governmnent at a price the Govern-
ment can fairly recommend Parliament
to accept, the reconmnendation will he
forthcoming. The present Government,
however, could not properly recomumend
the purchase of the line and the land at
anything miore than a, price payable to
the State. We must take the same care,
if we make a deal at alt, to make a good
bargain for the State as we would do to
make a good bargain for ourselves if we
were private purchasers. In reply to the
member for Geraldton, I may say that no

prpstion has been submitted to the
M(ioerment at the present moment,
because the Government have not been
able to obtain a proposition that it would
be justified in recommending. I do not
think it is necessary to say any more on
this subject for the purpose of satisfying
the hon. member in supplying the infor-
ination heasksfor. The Fremantle Dock
has been referred to by a number of
members, including the member for
Sussex (Mr. Frank Wilson), and I wish
to say that, as I stated I think a. little
while ago in this Mouse, the Govern-
ment desire to push on with that work
as early as possible, and a small1 sum
only is provided in the Loan Estimates
this year because a small sum only can be
expended. It is not proposed to ask
Parliament to provide funds that cannot
possibly be utiised during the period,
leaving the people of Fremautle and the
people of Perth to believe that an expen-
diture greater than can be undertaken
would be entered upon during the
term of this financial year. The first
point necessary is for us to have
adequate information to enable us to
decide which dock, floating or grav-
ing, can most advantageously be adopted.
The late Minister for Works (Mr. Nan-
son), or perhaps the leader of the Oppo-
sition when ho occupied that office, gave

instructions totlie then Engineer-in-Chief,
who was proceeding to England, to get
the benefit of all the knowledge that
was obtainable there in regard to
European and American experience on
the subject of the relative value of
these two classes of docks. [-MR. RASON
Hear, bear.] On more than one occa-
sion this information has been cabled
for, but to the present the Government
have not received the report it is neces-
sary it should obtain before it is in a
position to deal with the subject. That
report would enable the Government
either to proceed with farther inquiries
that might take the form suggested by
the member for Sussex, or with inquiries
locally in regard to the site, awl it might
be necessary to supplement the data
supplied with farther inquiries on the
applicability of Fremantle to the two
docks. There might be local circum-
stances in regard to a graving dock, such
as foundation, that. would materially

*affect the issue; and tbjat also would
affect the site. Until a report on the
class of dock that is most suitable, con-
sidering the requirements and likewise
the capital cost and yearly maintenance,

*is available and a decision arrived at, it
is of course impossible to settle the
question of site. This question must be
subordinate to the question of what class
of dlock we should have. Supposing a
graving dlock be adopted, the question of
site must again be subordinate, amongst
other things, to the question of locality,
where the most suitable foundation can be
obtained. I can assure memubers that
inquiries on the subject will be proceeded
with as rapidly as possible; but it must be
borne in mind that before any decision is-
finally arrived at, this House will have
to give its concurrence in a definite

Iproposal, and that we cannot ask for
any more monetary authorit 'y at present
than is necessary to do the preliminary
dredging work, because we would have to

*come to Parliament for the authority to
adopt a particular form of dock bofore
we would be justified in expending any
money at the start for its construction.

MR. Bison: Why are you dredging
*before determining the dock- ?

THE PREMIER: The hon. member
is possibly uamware that a certain amount
of dredging has already been done.
While there would be nto war-ant for
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enterig upon the direct work, we may
be in possession of information that
would justify us in dredging, because it
might he shlown that, no matter what
the class of dock may be, a certain
amount of dredging would be necessary
near the mouth of the river.

11R. RASON: For river improvemnent,
but not for the dock.

TnaE PREMIER: If it be done solely
for dock purposes, it is a vote chargeable
to the dock onlstruction. However, I
do not think it is necessary to deal
farther with this particular item. With
regard to the Pilbarra Railway, when the
Government camie into office the
surveyors were busily at work on the
section of the Pilbarra Railway betweeni
the port and Marble Bar. Sub~sequently
the isurvey was completed, and particulars
were laid on the table (of the House. A
complete survey has not yet been made,
but it has been pushed on as rapidly as
possible. With regard to any offers that
have been or may be received, it is quite
impossible for the Government or
Parliament to dletermine the values of
these offers and the profits that might
lie in the adoption of any one of them.
until we have the estimate of the
departmental officers with regard to the
cost. If the State is going to undertake
any responsibility for the interest on
the money invested, it must first
of all be satisfied that the amount
proposed to be invested by any
comnpan 'Y offering to construct the
railway is only the amount required
for the purpose. No member would dream.
of committing the State to find a certain
proportion of interest on one penny more
than the cost of construction ; and there-
fore it would be necessary, before any
offer be considered, that Parliament-
not the Govern ment.-sboul determine
whether that oiler should be accepted.
What the Government undertook to do
in this connection was to carry on the
work already commenced, that of com-
pleting the survey and pushing it on as
rapidly as possible; and immediately
the results of the survey were made
available, to push on as rapidly as posi-
sible the construction of the plans and
the estimate of the cost of the construc-
tion of the line. That work will be con-
tinued until it is comnpleted, andl at the
earliest possible moment the information

will be laid on the table of this House in
order that any necessary action mnay be
taken. In regard to the question of
private construction of railways. it does
not seemu to me necessary that I should
enter at the present moment upon a die-
cission of it. I am one of those who
have alwatys been in favour of the owner-
ship of the railways by the State; and I
have never wavered in my opinion on
this subject. I aim not prepared, how-
ever, to go into an argument in regard to
the circumstances which prevail in the

I North-West district of this State and as
to how they might affect opinions on
this9 subject. The time to deal with this
subject will be when we have the estimate,
and when we are in at position to submit
proposals made to the Government for
the con sideration of Parliament. But I do
say, without any hesitation whatever,
that it seems to me a very injudicious

Iproposal that anyone should ask the State
to guarantee the full interest on the cost
of any outlay onl a private railway; be-
cause if it be to the advantage of the
State that the railway should be con-
striLeted, and if the railway cannot be

Iconstructed except by private individuals
or by a private syndicate, it seems
to me, at fill events, that the State should
not, at the very outside, go farther than

i to bear a share of a possible loss, allow-
Iing those who stand to make a profit outIof it to bear their fair share likewise.
That seems to moe to be a far more
reasonable proposition than the sugges-
tion that the State should guarantee 3,11
or 4 per cent. on the total outlay involved

*in the construction of any railway, and
that the persons who construct the rail-
way should stand to make ail the profit,

*while the State stands to lose all that
might be lost in the venture. I merely

*make these remarks in passing, as the
member for Sussex dealt with the matter
in his speech. Several members have
referred to the late period of the session
at which this Loan Bill was brought for-

*ward. There is a remarkable coincidence
in regard to the Loan Bill introduced

*this session and the Loan Bill introduced
last session. The second reading of the
Loan Bill introduced last session was

*moved on the 21st December.
Ma. RAsoN: The first reading, whenP
ThsE PREMIER:- A, Bill is never

discussed on the first reading.
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Mn. RAnRow: But it was in possessionl
of members.

THfE PREMIER: I find that the
custom is to distribute Bills only on
the second reading. The Bill passed
through all its stages on the 23rd Devem.
her of last year. The second reading of
the Loan Bill this year was moved on the
21st December, and I trust that the Bill
will pass through all stages on the 23rd
December. The only startling difference
between the two measures is that the
Loan Bill of last year was authorising
the borrowing of £1,582,000, while thec
Loan Bill of this House is authorising
the borrowing of £750,000. Therefore,
having in view the relative importance of
the two measures, there ought to
have been at least twice as long a discus-
sion on the mammoth undertakings
of the Loan Bill of last session as may
be given to the consideration of the
proposals in the Bill before the House.

MR. RssoaN: When did the last Bill
go into Committee ?

Tan PREMIER:- It passed through
all stages on the 23rd December.

MR. RASOIn: It is better than I
thought.

THE PREMIER: I am glad that the
hon. member's expectations were so
modest. They seem to have, altered
within the last twelve months.

MR. R.soN: Oh, they have to.
THE: PREMIER: A great deal has

been said in regard to the policy of the
Government respecting immigrttion ; and
a donsiderable amoun~t of complaint has
been made that the proposed expenditure
is not greater. I am not one who would
recommend this- House to ester upon a
large expenditure solely for the purpose
of dazzling the eyes of the public. I
simply propose an expenditure that it
seems to me can be made of service to
the State and which at the same time will
return an ample profit to the State. My
recommendation is hated, first of all in
regard to the London expenditure, on the
opinion of our adviser there as to what
amnount he could profitably use. IL. Was
complained against the proposal that we
were simply following in London the
practice that has been followed in the
past; but there are complaints from tile
late Agent General on the files of the
department that his advertising vote bad

been entirely withdrawn, and that be was
unable to obtain any funds whatever for
the purpose of advert ising the State; also
that he could have rendered considerable
service to the State had hie been able to
find funds for the purpose (if making our
resources known to the public of Great
Britain. Therefore, the expenditure we
have provided seems to us to be adequate
for the advertising of the State in the
old country. In regard to the extension
of the lecturing principle, I think the
success already admittedly achieved in
the Eastern States byv the present
lecturer and achieved previously, as we
know, by the member for Northamn
during the very short time he devoted to
the work, just ifies a larger expenditure
in that direction. In regard to the point
that it would he desirable to expend a
certain amount of this money in ring-
barking and cleatring, I mentioned at anl
earlier stage that, so long as we- did not
assist persons to come to this State, and
so long as we only induced instead of

Iasssisted, we were not justified in li mitinig
the area of their choice after they got here.
We want to offer to them the opportunity
of settling in that place which seems to
them the most suitable, and therefore in
clearing we would very likely not serve
the purpose for which it was intended.1We might for instance clear in a district
that would not appeal to the persons who
came into our midst as a result of expen-
ditnrc incurred in regard to irrigation.
Only this afternoon I have received a
return in regard to the cost of clearing*
which was asked for some time ago by
the member for West Perth. The return
may be of sonic interest to the House;
therefore I will read it for the informa-

ltionof muembers. In the Eastern district
we are told that ringbarking would cost
from Is. t6d. to 2s. per acre. The figures
in regard to riugbarking relate to where
timber is rung three feet from tbe

iground. Clearing in the same district,
that is grrubbing right ont, £2 to £4 per
acre. In the Great Southern district. the
same price for ringbarkiug, and from
£2 to £20 for clearing. In the South
Western district from Is. 6d. to 5s. for
riugharking. and from £3 to £30 for
clearing.

MR. RAsort. A. wide range.
Tnur PREMIER: It is a. wide range,

and unfortunately the return does not
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attempt anything in the shape of an
average.

MR. HARPER: It depends on the class
of country.

THE PREMIER: In the South-
Western agricultural districts, ringbark-
ing is. 6d, to 2s. per acre and clearing £2
10s. to £4 per acre. A note is given
that where timber is rung close to
the grouind the cost is increased by
about thirty per cent. If the timber fa
rung and subsequently burnt the cost
of clearing is considerably reduced. As
this question was dealt with by the
member for Bunhury when speaking, I
thought it desirable to supply the infor-
mation to the Rlouse. The leader of the
Opposition pointed out that the policy of
the Government in regard to immigration
hairl not been propounded ; he complained
in fact that the Government proposed to
appoint a Royal Commission to find a
policy for themn. The policy of the
government in regard to immigration is
to encourage it in every legitimate fashion
by making known the resources and
possibilities of the State. That is a clear
and defined policy. The policy is not to
pay the passages of people coming here,
because we have that opinion of the lands
of the State that we believe the bait we
can offer by making our resources known
is quite sufficient to bring settlers to
our midst ; and our proposal therefore is
to make these resources known as widely
as possible, and it is our duty in a mnatter
like this, in my opinion at all events, to
get the best information we can. So
the appdintment of the Commidssion is
not to determine a policy for 'us, but to
investigate the matter for the advantage,
not of this Government, but for the
advantage of members of Parliament in
order that they may seriously deal with
the matter next session; and for the
advantage of the State inasmuch as the
general comimunity will, with the infor-
mation supplied as a result of that
exlplanation, be able better to determine
whether members acted wisely in tbe
decision arrived at. I contend therefore
the motion of the Government in propos-
bag to refer this matter to a Commission
is not only justifiable but a pre-eminently
wise one, calculated to) serve the interests
of the State far better than we could do
by rushinug into imnmature proposals which
niight mean the expenditure of a large

sum of money without producing propor-
tionate results. I am not prepared myself
for a minute to countenance indiscrimi-
nate immigration. I do not think this
country or any other country in like
circumstances can gain by such a policy.
We want to attract the best people from
other lauds, the most energetic, the most
enterprising and those most likely to be
successful. I am not anxious therefore
to meet the wishes of those who in an
immigration policy simply see the means
of ge tting cheap la bour at the ex pense of
the State's funds. For that reason I have
put forward the proposals that are
embodied in the Loan Bill, and I hope
the House as a whole will regard them
not only as sufficient hut likewise suit-
able for the circumstances of the State.
As regards the rabbit-proof fence, I quite
admit that under ordinary circumstances
that money would be far more properly
charged to revenue account than to the
Loan Fund; but at the same time mem-
bers musat recognise that the Government
took office after the present financial
year was entered upon, and that a very
large proportion of the expenditure in all
the departments of the State the Gov-
ernment were committed to before taking
office. '.1embers must recognise that the
Government were committed to a certain
amount of departmental expenditure.

MR. RASON : In the same way as other
Governments.

THRE PREMIER: At the same time
the expenditure the Government were
committed to was greater than the
expenditure the Government of the day
were committed to 12 months previously.
because there had been increases of staff
and an increase of expense in every
department. I hope I am not hurting
the feelings of my friend, for I am not
attacking him:, I am not saying that any
of these increases were not justified ; it is
not my province at present to argue on
that point. I a~m simply putting the bare
fact befre the House.

M.R. GREGORY: The statement.
THE PREMIER:- The bare fact. I

will take the (lepartment that the menm-
ber for Menzies administered. Will the
member deny that on the 1st July, 1904,
the Mines Departmaent were committed
to) a larger expenditure then on the 1st
of July, 1903 i
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Mu. Gusoony:- It would be impossible
without Jooking up the figures to say
that, but I should say it was not so.

THE PREMIER:- I undoubtedly assert
that a great deal of new work was under-
taken, that necessarily meant an increase
of new expenditure.

Ma. GREGORY: I hope you will give
proof of that statement later on.

THE PREMIER: I have given the
figures before now, and the member can
get them for himself. Year by year,
during the termn of the late Govern-
ment-and I am not making any charges
whatever against them on that matter
-the estimates of expenditure submitted
to this Parliament for the three years
they were in office were larger each year.

MR,. RASON: More works.
THE PREMIER: A great deal of the

expenditure in the Mines Department
represents public works, although it
is not known as public works- expendli-
ture.

MR. RADON: Not larger in salaries.
It is Well to be Clear.

THE PREMIER: I am uot alluding
to salaries but to expenditure. The
money has to be found, no matter for
what purpose it is required, if the Gov-
ernmnent are committed to it, aud the
dramn is just as great if the money be for
public batteries as if for salaries.
Supposing the sum is equal, the difficulty,
if there be one, of meeting it is precisely
equal also. That is the point I am try-
mng to bring before the House, that
with a. shrinking revenue-I put it that
way-instead of a, shrinkage in expend-
iture there would be a growth in general
expenditure.

MR. RADON:; How do you make out a
shrinking revenue? You anticipated
more.

THs PREMIER: The hion. member
knows the increase in revenue is due to
increases in certain specific items which
represent at the same time an equally
specific increase in expenditure. The
special increase in expenditure therefore
is the increase in expenditure in those
items which almost balance the in-
crease in expenditure; and as in
other items there is. a. distinct loss in
revenue without any decrease in expendi-
ture, necessarily the circumstances are
more difficult during the current year.
The alternative to introducing this pro-

posal in the Loan Bill would have been
'to enter on what might he styled a policy
of severe retrenchment; which would have
at once called down on the G overn ment a
great deal of abuse, which we could have

Iborne, but it would have bad a tendency
to do far more injury to the State, which
we were anxious to avoid. , It seemed to
uts that the proposal embodied in tile
Loan Bill was the less harmful mnethod
of meeting our requirements that could
he submitted to the House. I have pro-
posed in the Loan Bill to provide a sum
sufficient to carry on the work untit the
31stDecember. What Iwant to tell the
H11ouse in the matter of immigration is,
that I hope it will be possible to provide
money from revenue ini the next financial
year. That is the main reaon why I am
anxious to have sorne relief f rom Parlia-
mentary work in order that the question
of administration and the question of
economising may be- thoroughly and
effectively dealt with, because I recognise
that the administration generally and
the expenditure of loan money require a
more careful examination th an it has been
possible for us to give during the time
Parliament has been sitting. 1 do not
intend to take up the. time of the House
longer. I have spoken at greater length
than I intended. I simply trust that
mnembers will agree to the second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

IN COMMITTEE.
MR. BATH in the Chair; the. PREMIER

in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to end-agreed to.

Schedule I (list of works proposed).

Water Supply, £68,250:

MR. BURGES: What iiiterest would
becarged municipalities for loans from

the Savings Bank for water suipply pur-

pose TREASURER:- In some instances

the rate has been as low as 31 per cent.
That was unfair to the bank, which had

Irecently been paying its depositors .1
Iper cent., the expenditure on clerical
assistance, rent, and commission to
Commonwealth officers thus represent-
ing a loss. The State paid 4 per cent.
for its own loans, and provided at I per
cent. sinking fund. The Savings Bank

9296 Loan Bill: in Committee.
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money could be utilised to take LIp StateI
debenture stock at 4 per cent.

MR. N.JS. MO0ORE: What rate would
the municipalities charge for the water?

TaE PREMIER: That information
was not available.

Development of Agriculture, C750,000.

Item - Agricultural Immigration,
.g10,500:

MRs. HARPER: A Royal Commission
should be appointed to inquire into the
effect of preferential trade. It might
have an important bearing on immigra-
tion. An abstract should be prepared,
giving particultars of say every tenth
settler on the books of the Agricultural
Bank, not mentioning names, but show-
ing the conditions on which the land was
taken up, the capital of the settler, the
advance made to him, and the value of
his holding. Such an abstract would he
a fair and definite statement of what
could be done on the land, and would be
useful to intending settlers.

MR. MORAN: All knew how Royal
Commissions spun out inquiries. This
commission should be instructed to report
before next session. To inquire into
preferential trade would be a large order.
Canada was one of our principal rivals
in the matter of immigration; and
preferential trade could not affect that
rivalry. The commission should inquire
into the available lands, cost of cultiva-
tion, and the suitability of various areas
near railways. He believed the Govern-
ment were in earnest in appointing the
cowmssion. If he thought it were a
blind to the public, he Would withdraw
from his agreemenit with the Government.

DRu. E*a1S: Preferential trade was a
federal matter, with which it would not
be advisable for us to deal.

THE PREMIER: The Government
would require the cornmission to report
on the 31st May. The member for
Beverley evidently wished the commission
to inquire as to the possible effect of
preferential trade on our agricultural in-
dustry, in view of the fact that we should
soon be exporting grain. Argentina,
Russia, and the United States were now
among the principal expoflers; and if we
were outside the fence of preference and
other British colonies within, they must
materially benefit. The question of the

personnel of the commision had not yet
been considered.

item-Rabbit-proof fence, £167,900:
MRs. BUEGES asked for explanation.
Tun MINISTER FOR WORKS: The

construction was proceeding at the rate
of 80 miles a month.

beu. GREGORY: Was the money
bing paid out of revenue?

THE PREMIER: Prom loan suspense
account.

MR. GREGORY: Then the Govern-
ment haod been spending large sums
without authority.

THE PREMIER: Any money spent
betwveen the 1st July and the passing
of the Appropriation Bill was spent
without authority. It was for Parlia-
ment to say whether the expenditure was
justified.

MR. GREGORY : This was a new
item in the Schedule. Special attention
should he given to the suggestions of the
member for York.

Tnz '.%IMNSTER FOR WORKS:
The department was constructing that
portion of the fence running practically
parallel with No. I fence erected by the
Lands Department. No. 1 fence was in-
efficient. Of No. 2 fence, up to the
1st December about 420 miles had been
finished, leaving 820 miles uncompleted.
From the point of junction of the'two
fences to the North-West (cast was a
farther distance of 581 miles. The
terminus wats at point north of Broome.
The total expenditure till the 1st D)eem-
ber, including surveys etcetera, was
£64,262. The estimated value of camels,
horses, dross, etcetera, was XlS,000, which
left a total niett expenditure of X49,262.
The total length of the fence was 1,042
miles, anti the work of construction was
proceeding at the rate of 80 miles a
month; so that at this rate the fence
would be completed in about twelve
months. The work was being done
departmentally, and was going along
satisfactorily. The cost of the fence
under contract had been at the rate of
£29 17s. 6id. per mile; but the cost at
which the work was now being done
departmentally was £117 per mile up to
date. This was the inside fence.

MR. BURGES: That was much easier
country.
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THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
There was not much difference in the
country traversed. The departmental esti-
mate was at the rate of £120 a mile; so
that the work was being done department-
ally under that estimate up to date. As
to the country being more favurable, he
did not think there was much advantage
in that ; but the fact remained that the
work was being done departmentally, and
done better because we had now to pay
extra at the rate of £3 per mile to clea~r
the first fence, grubbing out the trees and
making the work permanent, after the
contractor hadu done his work.

MR. BARON: The department had been
favoured with rain.

THE MINISTER: It was possible that
if the contractor were successful in all
the claims he was making against the
department in connection with the con-
tract, the cost would he perhaps £135
per mile under the contract system of
doing the work, as compared with the
cost of £2117 per mile up to date for
the work being done departmentally.
Monthly reports were received by him
from thec men engaged in the work, and
comparison was been made of the work
done uuder the different gangers, and the
system was found to be working satisfac.-
torily.

ME. Buttons: Who started the work?
THE MINISTER: The previous Gov-

ernment started it.
Schedule put and passed.
Schedules 2, S-agreed to.
Preamble, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported without amend ment, and

the report adopted.

THIRD READING.

Bill read a third time, and transmitted
to the Legislative Council.

LOAN ESTIMATES.
On motion by the PREmiER, the House

resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

Depart mental, 48,644-agreed to.

RBailay8, etc., £515,069.

Item 6 -Additions and improvenments
to opened railways, t100,000:

DR. ELLIS: The House was asked to
vote £100,000 for the Commiissioner of
Railways to play with as he liked. It

was to be hoped that this was the lastlIime
Parliament would be asked to sanction
this method of dealing with railway
accounts. This allowed the Cnummissioner
to duplicate lines and to carry out works
of importance, without any accounts being
put before Parliament to show how the
money was exjpended. The effect of
this system was that the Commissioner
got a large sum of money to do what he
liked with; and he expended it in such a
way as to increase the mileage cost of the
railway system. It was to be hoped that
in another year we should have this vote
specified by the Works Department, and
not by the Railway Department. It was
an improper thing to allow any person
to use money from revenue on capital
account without anybody knowing about
it, for the purpose of making the railway
accounts appear better.

Item - Collie - Narrogin Railway,
£220,000 :

Nit. HENSHAW : The construction
of this line was authorised by the last.
Parliament, and we all knew a good
deal of money was spent in advertising
the lands adjacent to the proposed line,
and that settlers -were brought from all
parts of Australia and settled upon that
land, on the understanding that the rail-
way was to be built. Several hundred
settlers had gone into this country and
established homes there, and it remained
for the Government to fulfil their obliga-
tion to those settlers. As to immigration,
he did not think we could have a better
advertisement than to give these people
better facilities to enable them to get
their produce on the market. He desired
the State to get the best railway for the
money. Why bad it been delrmined to
start the line from Narrogin ? There
had been no request that it should be
started from there, and he challenged the
Minister to show how starting the line
from that end would give the best service
to the district. We had coal and timber
at the Collie end. These materials would
he required in the construction of the
line, and if the line were started at the
Collie end they would be at hand. He
believed that if the line were started at
the Narrogin end the Government would
have to carry 17-2,000 sleepers. Collie
was the only district cutting sleepers at
the present time. LrMnmaptz: Chid-
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low's.' There were three or four men
employed at Chidlow's Well. At Present
the sleepers used on the Great Southern
Railway were taken from Collie, and it cost
at least Is. each to take them round there.
By carrying the sleepers on rail from
Collie we should have a freight of some-
thing like £l8,600, audwith thatamountof
money we could put extra mileage on the
other end. In addition to that there wats
a large amount of freight in relation to
railway metal. If that metal was diverted
to the Bunbury port, it could be taken to
the place where it was wanted inside of
40 miles. If taken to Fremantle over the
Great Southern Railway it had to be
carried over 200 miles. The freight
would amount to something like 12 s. 6d.
or 12s. 9d. per Lou. There was a saving
of between £5,000 and £26,000. If this
was to be an agricultural line, it must
give the best service to the agricultural
people in the district. If the line were
constructed from the Collie end, the
whole of this area would be served, and
the settlers at the farthest point would
have to pay freight on only something
like 80 miles. If it were taken to the
Great Southern Railway, they would have
to pay on over 200 miles. There was
another aspect of the question, that being
the demand for timber. At present in
the South-Western District there was
practically no timber available for small
millers or timber hewers. There had
been deputations asking that certain
country should be thrown open to them,
hut they had not received a satisfactory
reply. By starting at Collie we could
take a forest somewhere between 25 and
35 miles from the Collie end. The State
would then be receiving considerably'
more freight from timber than it woul
if the line were started from the other
end.

MR. QUINLAN: What sort of land was
it from Oollie onwards?

MR. RENSHAW: There was a con-
siderable quantity of first-class.

MR. QUINLAN: What was it at 40.
milesP

MR. RENSHAW: Fair forest land
intermingled with patches of agricultural
land. Unless the obligation to the people
settled there was fulfilled to the greatest
extent, it was idle to talk of bringing
fresh immigrants.

Ma. Bunons: flow many had gone on
to tbis land?

MR. RENSHAW: Three or four
hundred.

MR. BOLTON: But 300 or 400 had
come back.

MR. RENSHAW : That was all
rubbish. This land was fairly easily
cleared. Members who lived along the
Great Southern Railway knew there was
no better land in the State.

Tnn COLONIAL SECRETARY : The
Narrogin end, not the Collie end.

MR. RENSHAW: There was a lot of
good land between the two places. if the
line were carried out 40 miles there
would be a, very fair service given to the
whole of the settlers between Collie and
Narrogin. If the line were built at the
other end, the service would be of very
little good at all. He would rather see
the line carried right through from
Collie to Narrogin at as early a date as
possible. He believed it would be one of
the best paying lines in the State. It
would open up the market for timber and
coal on the Great Southern line, and
a market for cereals on the coast. He
hoped the Government would seriously
consider this and start the line from the
Collie end. By doing so the State would
get the greatqst revenue from the railway,
and the best service possible would be
given to those people who had been
induced to settle in the district.

MR. QUIN-LAN regretted having voted
for the construction of this line of rail-
way last session. He had since been
better informed, and had ascertained that
the land for 40 miles from Collie 'was
simply worthless. He had not seen the
country, but was following information
given bY one who was an excellent judge.
We were assured last session that the
line was going through excellent country,
and that thousands of people would follow
in its train. Now he would he surprised
if settlement took place on the Collie
portion of the line.

MR. RENSHAW: There were hundreds
of settlers there now.

Ma. QUINLJAN: Knowing the other
end of the line, he believed the Govern-
ment were justified in building from the
Narrogin end, even to half the distance
to Collie. The member for Collie assured
us he was not moving in a parochial
spirit; but it was the hon. member's duty

Loan EsIbnales:
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to make the best statement hie could for
his district. Could the hion. member tell
members that the country' was good to
40) miles beyond Colliee

Mn. HEnlsn~w: No country returned
greater revenue than the timber country.

MR. QUTNLAI : Timber had a certain
life, like gold mines and coal mines.
Collie coal had had too long a life except
for domestic purposes. It cost too much
money. He (Mr. Quinlan) had been
misguided in voting for the construction
of the line from both ends at a cost of
half a million of mioney, but he could
support the Governmnent in constructing
the line so far ats funds would permit,
from the 'Narrogin end.

MR. COWOHER regretted that the
Government could not build the line from
Narrogin to Collie. In good faith to the
people who had settled in the district the
Government should do so. At any rate
the line should be built for 40 miles from
Narrogin up to the Darkan Area. The
land wats not so good farther ou, but
people could make good homesteads upon
it. It would be better to build the line
right through, so that the people need
only travel 220 miles to Perth, instead of
350 miles by thle Narrogin route. Though
some of the country was worthless, the
same could be said of any other district
in the State. Between Collie and
Darkan there were many red-guma creeks
where people could settle and establish
dairies, and make a good Living. If the
Government did not construct the railway,
the people would lose faith in the State;
and it would he a bad advertisement for
US.I

Ms. RASON: The Memnber for
Williams had raised a most important
point. When the country was advertised
as open for selection, it was held out as
an inducement that a railway would
shortly be built.

MR. HENsHFAW: Placards were sent to
all the States.

MR. RASON: People thought the ad-
vertisements were genuine and that the
railway would be built; but the would-be
settler would first make inquiry and
ascertain whether Parliament had agreed
to the construction of the railway; and
finding that wats so, the settler would
naturally think that the railway would
be built, and that there was almost a
certainty of it. Therefore whatever the

merits of the line might be, Parliament
was guilty of a gross breach of faith to
settlers taking up land with the expecta-
tion of the railway, if the railway were not
built right through; and such a gross
breach of faith would work against any
movement to settle people on the soil.
What would be the effect of this breath
of faith on an irresponsible lecturer?

1People would say, "We can place no
reliance on Tour -Parliament or Govern-
mnent, so what reliance can we place on
your statements? " The best experts in
the Lands Department had gone over the
route. twice; so that when they recomn-

Imended that the line was going through
fairly good country, we had reasonable
ground for thinking that it must be fairly
good country. These recommendations
were placed before Parliament, and on
the strength of them Parliament approved
of the construction of the line. He (Mr.
Rason) sincerely hoped that the Govern-
nment would do more than construct from
20 to 25 miles, and that the line would
be constructed as far as the Darkan Area.
It was the least we could do in order to
approach keeping faith with the people
who had taken op land. It -would be
absolutely fatal to future settlement if
settlers found they could not place any
reliance on* the Government or Parlia-
ment.

MR. LYNCH: Three men (if his
acquaintance from the goldields had
taken up land on the proposed route of
this line and bad informed him by letter
that, having expended all their earnings,
they seriously thought of abandoning
their holdings rather than wait two or
three years for the railway. Whatever
hopes were held out, there was an obliga-
tion on Parliament to push on with the
extension of this line. Others were pre-
sumably in the same situation as these
three men. If possible, Form 3 might
lie used to farther extend the line.

THEs MINISTER FOR WORKS: A
start had to be made with the line during
the six months of the financial year. and
Parliament was asked to pass 'a sum of
money to make a start. The leader of
the Oipposition delivered a lecture on what
would happen if the line were not built,
but forgot that we were discussing an
estimate for that purpose.

MR. RASON: What did the Govern-
ment propose to do?
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Tit MINISTER: The Government
proposed to finish the line as far as they
possibly could within the financial year
with this money; and the bon. member
must know that we would be particularly
fortunate if we could construct 24 miles
within the balance of the finiancial year.
Surely the Governmient would have ample
time to come down to Parliament and ask
for farther authorisattion to continue the
line. The Government had made fatll
inquiries, and realised there was a big
settlement up to Dart-an, 40 miles from
Narrogin, and that the people were in-
duced to go there through the advertise-
ments that a. line was to be built.

MR. CoWOHER: If the people had an
assurance that theline would be continued
they would lie satisfied.

Tan MINISTER: Did the hon. mem-
ber assume that the Government would
be justified in withdrawing the plant on
the completion of the 25 miles, and not
continuing the line? There wag no
question about that. If we could open
agricultural lands by a continuance of
this line, the line would be continued.

MR. Goaxrox: It was intended to con-
tinue the line ?

T13E MINISTER explained that the
25 miles could not be completed within
the time at disposal. When it was com-
pleted, the Government would be in a
better position to judge as to the justi-
fication for extending the lire without
inflicting any hardship on settlers.
There were 12 mouths to consider the
matter, and no Government would rush
to a conclusion when they knew that
in 12 months' time there would be
farther information. He was pleased that
the question as to whether the line
should be started from Collie or Narrogin
had been debated. The Government had
devoted considerable attention to this
matter, and had asked the best advisers
where the line should be started. The
Government had come to the conclusion,
backed up by the departmental officers,
that the line should be started from
Narrogin. He (the Minister) went into
the question as to whether a considerable
saving would be effected if tbe line were
started from Collie; but he found that
the difference in the cost of material for
the 25 miles would be about £2,000,
which was different from the estimate
given by the member for Collie. In the

first place the memiber for Collie ran
away with the idea that Collie was the
only place the Government could draw a
supply of sleepers from. The Govern-

Iment could even draw sleepers from
Chidlow's Well, if no closer. A re-

Iserve had been created four or five
miles from Narrogin, where it was antici-
pated a sufficient supply of sleepers

could be obtained forthe railway. [)1m.
BrR: What sort ?I Wandoo or white gum,
which was a superior sleeper to jarrah.
It wasi anticipated that the Govern-
ment could get sufficient sleepers to carry
the line through. These sleepers would
effect a considerable saving in the main-
tenance of the line. The previous Gov-
ernment had wisely createdl a reserve
where such sleepers could be obtained.
it would serve the settlers best and
prove at benefit to the State, 1)w starting
from the Narrogin end, and when the
25 miles were completed, Parliament
would have better information as to
whether they could support the Govern-
menit should a propos'd be brought down
to extend the line farther out.

Item -Surveys, new lines, £96,000:
MR. BaRGES: Surely it was not the

proposal of the Government to run a
railway from Coolgardie to Esperance.
The Government had one new line down
on the list.. There ought to be money
set apart for trial survey' s, with the idea
of running branch lines for the benefit
of new settldrs. Branch lines would
have to be constructed to the east of the
Great Southern Railway, where there was
good land.

Ms. RASON: On this item members
could discuss the appointment of the
board of advice for new railways. He
understood it was the intention of the
Government to refer any projected new
Lire to a board to be appointed. Would
tihe Minister give some outline of the
constitution of the board? He under-
stood it was to be a non-political board,
and to the board was to be irferred all
sugzgested new lines. He supposed that,
included in these suggested new lioes,
would be the branch and spur lines
which we had heard so much about hrorn
th member for West Perth.

MR. MORAN : When did the hon.
member hear him say thathe was in favour
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of spur linesP It was a questionable
policy.-

MR. RASON:. Well, branch lines.
Some mem~bers had called them spur
lines. He presumed these lines would
be referred to the non-political board.
How was the board to be appointed, and
what was the necessity for it? It seemed
the Governmient were fast drifting away
from all the principles of responsible
government. That accusation had. been
made against the Government of which
he was a member, when the intention
was announced of appointing one Royal
Commission on one subject. N'ow no
possible situation could arise, but the
Government referred the matter to a
Royal Commission or a select committee.
Responsibility in every form was being
gradually got rid of - taken off the
shoulders of the Government and plaeed
on the shoulders of somleone else.
The administration of the civil service
was taken from the Government and
placed on the shoulders of a Com-
missioner, and now, under the pro-
posal, any railway project was to be
taken from the responsibility of the
Government of the day, of either recoin-
mending or rejecting, and referred to an
irresponsible board. No more happy
method could be found of getting the
Government out of a difficult situation.
It was a brilliant idea for getting rid
of responsibility. Pressure mnight be
brought to bear on the Government to
build a certain line, or a certain length
of line, and it mnighit be awkward for the
Government to say whether they would
build that line, as it might lead to
political complications. To avoid saying
"no " the Governmnt would now be in

a position to say they would refer the
question to the board of advice. That
position had been taken up already in
connection with the Norseman Railway.
There were very strong advocates for thie
construction of tbe Norseman Railway,
and it might have been awkward for thec
Government to say there was no likeli-
hood of the Norseman Railway being
constructed for some years. It was far
more easy or diplomatic to say they
would refer the question to the railway
board, and if that board recommended th~e
line the Government would be prepared
to recommend it also. That was a nie way
of getting out of a difficulty, and might

commend itself to some Governments.
But after all, whatever points there might
be in favour of a board, it could not be
gainsaid that it was taking away respon-
sibility from the shoulders of people
to whom that responsibility should

ibelong. Responsible government meant
that the G overnment recoin utended certain
things, and they took the responsibiity
of the recommendations. That could
not be put on to tile shoulders of some-
one else. In regard to projected rail-
ways, although the responsibility would
be taken off the shouldors of the Gov-
ernument, the question was one for Parlia-
ient after all. A projected railway

would come before Parliament in the
same manner as it did now.

THE PREMIER: The Government were
responsible for any recommendations
they made.

MR. BA SON: The Government in
that case indorsed the recommendation
of the board. At present if the Govern-
ment brought down a railway proposi-
tion to Parliament, they indorsed the
opinion of their own experts. Before
any Government recommended the con-
struction of a line, the merits of that
line and its possibilities were thoroughly
inqui red into by the Government experts.

At 680, the OHMiRmAN left the Chair.
At 7130, Chair resumed.

Mit. RASON (continuing): Referring
again to the board which was to be
appoinited in connection with new lines of
railway-, his argument was that the board
would be of no practical good unless it
was composed :of experts; people who
could give an authoritative opinion both
from a, railway construction point of view
and from fai agricultural point of view.
If experts were appointed to a board and
they had no determined period of appoint-
wen0t, if their appointment and therefore
their remuneration rested entirely on the
will of the Government of the day, the
naturial tendency of that board would be
to report in the way they thought would
best ples the Government that employed
them. It was only natural, because
otherwise they might reasonably think
they would 'very soon be removed from
their appointmnents. But if the opinion
of experts onl 'y was required, we had
those already in the service whose duty it
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was in their present position to give the
best possible advice to the Government in
the particular branches in which they
were experts. What more was required?
All Parliament wanted was to have the
best possible information of the character
of the country through which the pro-
posed railway would pass, and the esti-
mnated cost of construction. He hoped
the Minister would tell us the nature of
the board it was intended to appoint, of
whom it would be cornprised, whether
the board would receive remuneration, if
so what remuneration, and whether the
board would be appointed for a fixed
period or would hold office at the will of
the Government from day to day.

Tn PREMIER. It had been the
intention of the Government to bring
down a. Bill constituting such an advisory
board. The Bill had not been brought
down, and therefore the hon. member's
desire of having the fullest responsi-
bility on the shoulders of the Ministry
would be realised. Though this Bill
was postponed, it was not aban-
doned, because in spite of the view
of the hon. member, to which of course
lie attached a considerahle amount of
weight, he was not aware that there was
anyl justification for assuming that the
appointmnent of a board to inquire into a
proposed railway in any way relieved tbe
Government of the responsibility. Any
Government which introduced a, Railway
Bill and made that Bill a part of its
policy was definitely committed to that
Bill and must abide by it.

MR. RASON: The board would be a
very good buffer.

Tin PREMIER; The board would be
no more a buffer than was an individual
who made a report on a, railway, which
report the Government invariably quoted
in justification of their action. Would
any Government which had existed in
this State or in any other State dream of
coming forward and introducing a railway
Bill unsupported by favourable reports
by departmental officers? Would any*
Government -ever propose to construct an
agricultural railway through lands which
were not favourably reported on by
officers of the Lands Department? Would
say Government dream as a Government
of paying a visit to the route, going over
it as Ministers, and then submitting a
report embodying their views as Ministers

on the value of land for agricultural pur-
poses. Necessarily they would not;-
because any Parliament would laugh at
a. Bill introduced and supported only in
that fashion. Ministers invariably, when
they proposed to construct an agricultural
line, sent their agricultural expert. They
sent their railway construction experts to
report in regard to the cost of construction.
They likewise obtained reports in regard to
the possible traffic. The only proposal
he (the Premier) had ever mooted was a.
proposal to combine the persons who
reported into a hoard, in order to give it
larger powers than any Government or
any individual officer possessed; in order
to give it powers to take evidence; powers
therefore to get the fullest knowledge on
any points. on which it was lacking in
actual personal knowledge. Surely that
was a reasonable proposal. Surely it
was not a proposal to relieve the Gov-
ernment of responsibility. There would
be the evidence, but the Government
would be responsible for any action
they took on the reports made. The
Government would be responsible on
the question of policy in regard to the
construction of that particular railway.
The Government could never get away,
and he did not suppose would ever want
to get away, from that responsibility. In
railway construction the prime question
was not that of how much the line would
pay in the very first year. This was a
question of fact on which a report might
be got from responsible officers. It was
not merely a question of what was the
quality of the land, but to what extent
the land was likely to be settled by means
of that railway, or to what extent settlers
already on it bad claims on the Govern-
ment in regard to the construction of that
line. Therefore, when evidence had been
secured, when recommendations had been
obtained, the question of policy which
was beyond the evidence and above the
recommendations must be settled by the
Government alone, aiid either adopted or
rejected by the Parliament to whom the
Government submitted their proposals.
He had never desired, and his colleagues
had never desired, to get away from that
responsibility. All they desired and
would endeavour to secure as far as
possible was to obtain the fullest informa-
tion, in order that whatever railway
construction was entered upon might be
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entered upon with the very* fullest
knowledge, that therefore the beat in-
teresta of the State might be conserved in
regard to any expendituire incurred for
railwayv construction purposes. Surely
that object was not a bad one for this or
any other Government to aim at. As he
bad. already announced in other places,
be intended to make inquiry during the
term between this and the next session in
regard to lines which might be recom-
mended to Parliament at its next sitting;
and as a railway advisory board. had not
been constituted, of course the Govern-
ment would have to come to Parliament
with a recommendation which was not
supported by an advisory board con-
stituted in th~e manner he proposed.

MR. RASON: As he understood, the
Government had no intention of appoint-
ing this board at present, but perhaps
next session they would come down with
a proposal authorising a board of the
nature described, It would be time
enough to discuss the merits or demerits
of that course when a Bill was before us.

Other items agreed to, and the vote
Passed.

Harbour and River Improventents,
X101,794.

Itemn Bunbury Harbour works,
X1,100:

MR. HA SON regretted that the
Government had not seen their way to
take a somewhat bolder and more definite
course in relation to the Bunbury harbour
works. As a matter of fact, screw moor-
ings were already lad down.

THE MINISTER FOR Wonns: They were
finished last week.

Ma. EASON: Then it meant that thi,
work to be done in connection with the
Bunbury Harbour would be the collect ion
of farther data. It was impossible to
alter the estimate; but next session the
Government in power should submit
definitp. proposals in regard to the work.
In the interests of the trade of that
portion of the coast, it was necessary that
some better harbour facilities should be
provided. That was apparent to the
most casual observer, and it must also be
apparent to the mostecasual observer that
no extension of the existing breakwater
or wharfage accommodation would meet
requirements. 'Undoubtedkv the only

thing to hie done was to provide an inner
harbour, and the sooner a, start was made
the better. The scheme was definitely
'reported upon by Government engineers.
The Minister could shake his head, but
the existing harbour provision at Bun-

I bury was never the provision intended by
the late Engineer-in-Chief, Mr. C. Y.
O'Connor. That gentleman had recom-
mended that the provision for ab harbour
ait lBunbury should be exactly the pro-
vision he (bir. Rason) now urged. Mr.
Palmer, who succeeded Mr. C. Y.
O'Connor, had recommended exactly the
same thing. There was a6 definite pro-
posal submitted by Mr. Palmer with a
strong recommendation. The Minister
by, an inspection at Bunbury would see
that the only course was to provide an
tuner harbour schenme, according to Mr.
Palmer's suggestion.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: No
definite proposal was made as suggested
by the bon. member. Both Mr. O'Connor
and Mr. Palmer made reports on the inner
harbour scheme.

MR. RASON: Recommendations.
THE MINISTER: No. The recom-

mendation was rather more definite in the
case of Mr. O'Connor than in the case of
Mr. Palmer. The present Engineer-in-
Chief wats not in at position to recommend
any definite scheme. He (the Minister)
had thought a definite scheme was pro-
posed, and that the borings carried out
were to get sufficient data to arrive at the
probable cost of the. schemne; but it
appeared that there might be an alter-
native scheme. The present Engineer-
in-Chief pointed out that he could not
tepn any more money this year, because

teborings were not completed and] full
Idata bad not been arrived at to allow him
:to come to a definite conclusion as to
twhether the breakwater should be con-
tinued or an inner harbour constructed.
The present Engineer-in-Chief would re-
port on the matter ait an early date, and
definitely recommend one scheme or the

iOther. Whilst the officer was not pre-
pared to accept the recommendations and

*reports put in by either of bin predeces-
sors, he desired to go into the whole
question, as he seemed to think there
were two schemes worthy of consideration.
It would take thr~e montths to get suffi-
cient information to enable the Engineer-
in-Chief to make a definite recommenda-
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tion so that the work might be done
during the next financial year.

Vote p~ut and passed.

Water Supply and Sewerage, X45,862:

Mn. GREGORY: Something should
be done on the lines suggested by the
member for Kimberley and on the lines
adopted by the late Government, by
putting down bores to prove artesian
supplies. Also stock routes might be
improved so that stock could be brought
down from Kimberley to the Eastern
Gold fields.

Ma. LjYNCHI: The Government should
take steps to open tip a, through stock
route fromt Kimberley to Peak, Hill. The
Minister for Mlines should do something
in the matter of getting a good supply for
Leonora. Other towns had their water
supplies, but Leonora was no farther for-
ward in that connection than when it was
first prospected.

MR. S. F. MOORE: Twvo items on
the Revenne Estimates had been allowed
to lapse. Oine was for at site for a well
at Dongarra. and another was for sinking
at Mingenew. Unfortunately, ii, the
first case the amount pro~vided was not
sufficient. In regard to the second case
some error had arisen over a bridge, but
an unfavourable report had since been
wade by an officer of the Works Depart.
ujent shiowing that the bridge was actually'
required. The chairman of the Upper
Irwin roads board bad nowv forwarded
an application for a grant for the bridge.
The Minister should reinstate these items
if possible under this vote, and carry out
promises made by former Ministers to
the people of this district.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
There was some misunderstanding in
reference to the items referred to byv the
member for Irwin; but there was an
item on the Revenue Estimates which
would enable him (the Minister), proba-
bly, to help the people of the districts
referred to over the difficulty. He believed
it was necessary'i that something should
be done on the stock route leading from
the near Northern Goldfields to Peak Hill
and right up to the Eastern Goldfields.
Stock were brought to Kalgoorlie by that
route, and on several occasions he (the
Minister) had met droverswbo drewatten-
tion to the bad state of the route and the

necessityr for a better water supply. The
matter wvas brought under the notice of
the previous Minister for Works at the
time. This was one of the routes that
deserved special attention. There was a
certain amount of money-seven or eight
thousand pounds--on the revenue esti-
niates for the improvement of stock
routes, but the item before the Committee
was principally in connection with the
development of the pastoral resources, by
putting down bores in the Northi-West.
It was the intention of the Government
to put a bore down in the Carnarvon
district, and another experimental bore
was to be put down in the Wyndham
district at Sugar Springs, a place where
there was every prospect of success in
getting a good supply of water, and
which, at that stage, would render con-
siderable assistance to the pastoralists in
that part oif the State.

MR. CONNOR thanked the Minister
for promising that he would do what
should have been done long ago in con-
nection with the pastoral industry, prov-
ing whether or not artesian water existed
in the pastoral districts. This question
had come before other Parliaments in
Australia, and it was a matter that was
listened to with great interest. The
lprincipal industry in Australia at the
present time was the pastoral industry,
and unless water could be procured in
the quantity necessary to carry stock
through the dry seasons, the pastoral
industry generally would be in a bad
wvay. It was comparatively a small
matter the putting down of a bore in the
Kimberley district, but if the Govern-
ment could prove that artesian water
existed, the trouble was, passed, because
the people in that district would carry
out the work themselves on the different
stations.

MR. WATTS: An area of 6,000 acres
had been surveyed and classified at Cow-
vowing, but no provision for a water
supplv h ad been made. It was useless
to throw the land open unless provision
was made for water supply.

THE MINISTER explained that in
the Coweowing district it had been
demonstrated that water could be obtained
by shallow sinking, and the Government
having demonstrated that, the settlers

ICould sink wells for themselves.
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Item-Sewerage for Perth and Fre-
mantle, £2,000:

M1R. RASON was disappointed with
the position of affairs in regard to the
metropolitan sewerage and water supply.
To a certain extent, it would appear that
members having obliged him in regard to
this matter last sessionl, some diffieulty
had arisen ; and it might be thought to
be a breach of faith on his part. When
the Metropolitan Water Supply and
Sewerage Bill was passed last session, it
was on the distinct understanding that,
beyond the preliminary work, the Gov.
ernment would do nothing; hut that an
opportunity would be given during the
present session for farther disceussion, with
a view to considering somieof the numerous
amendments that bad been suggested by
the different municipal bodies. It was
on that understanding and the assurance
which he (Mr. Rason) then gave to adhere
to the proise, that the Bill was allowed
to puss. It had not been within his
power to allow of amendments being made
this session. When the Metropolitan
Water Supply Amendment Bill was
introduced by the Government in Sep-
tember last, he (Mr. Rason) pointed out
there was aL danger, if the Bill was
allowed to pass, that the greater measure
promised then would be forgotten, and
would not be introduced this session.
He gave as his reason that the small
measure would, to some extent, allay
public feeling, and would act as a soother;
and that there was a danger that we should
hear no more about the pressing necessity
for water supply, and sewentge. Tha
had turned out to be so. and now
another session had gone by withouL the
important measure being passed. With
all respect to the Minister for Works, he
understood that the Minister hadl given
his opinion that it wats absolutely neces-
sary tbat the two questions should he
treated separately.

THEE MINIsTER:; What he had said was
that it was -advisable.

MRt. EASON: The Minister went so
far as to recommend to the people of
Perth that the, should lea've the question
alone.

TaMINIsTIER: 'When speaking of the
metropolitan area, he included Fremantle.

Ma. FIASON: There was no desire to
misinterpret the Minister; but the
Minister recommended that we should

leave the matter of water supply alone.
andi think only of sewerage. That could
not be, accordingto professional advice, be-
cause anyone must realise that the two
matters should go hand in hand, Take
Perth, for instance, we could not have an
improved sewerage gs*ystem fur Perth,
whether the treatment be that or bacteria
or taking away out to sea, without im.-
proving and increasing the water supply.
We could not adopt either of the systems
with the present water supply ; so that
one thing had to be done first, and that
first thing to do undoubtedly was to in-
crease the water supply, because until
that was done there could not possibly
be a sewerage system. On this matter
he (Mir. liaon)* had shown a ,onsider-
able amount of interest, and he
had hoped to have done some
permanent good in regard to it.
It was regrettable that till the 30th June,
1905, no work would be done except on
surveys and pl-as. His inquiries con-
vinced him that a water supply and
sewerage scheme for Perth were indis-
pensable. The sobjeet of sewage was not
savouryv; but for years we had been
living in a, fool's paradise, and had
escaped the consequences because of the
marvellous salubrity of our climate. It
was not due to good management that
Perth and Fremantle had escaped deva-s-
tation. That his promise in connection
with the former Bill had not been carried
out was not his fault.

Ma. MORAN agreed entirely with the
leader oif the Opposition. The Bill of
last session was hurriedly passed ;and he
(Mr. Moran) had been privately informed
by the Govern ment, whom he pressed for
ani answer almost every day. that it was
impossible to start the practical sewerage
work owing to the backward condition of
the surveys when the Government took
office. H1e awaited public confirmation ;
and no other explanation would satisfy

Ihim. No matter how or by whom the
work was done-on State credit, on
metropolitan eredit under State patron-
age, or on the credit of State and
metropolis combined-let it be started.
There were differences among the metro-

poItana people themselves. The mayors
of Perth, Leederville, and Subiaco held
different. views. The original trouble was
the tremendous over-capitalisation of the

i Perth waterworks. Let the member for
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Perth (Mr. H. Brown), who complained
of the iniquities of Labour men, turn his
eye on the gigantic swindle by which
Perth was rocked to the extent of a
quarter of a million in respect of that
water scheme.

Mn. H. BROWN: Would the Minister
for Works assure uts that if Perth and
the suburbs included in the present
scheme agreed during recess to a. Metro-.
politan Water and Sewerage Bill, he
would pilot that Bill through the House?
The Government would not be asked for
a single penny if the municipalities wereI
given power to raise money' and to do the
work themselves. Seven years ago Mr.
Doherty argued in the Hiouse that the
Perth municipality should be allowed to
borrow money' for this purpose on its own
account; that this had been done by'
many small towns in the North of
Ireland; and that 16s. a head per annumn
should not. stand in the way. For 10
years this maLter was under considera-
tion. Ten years ago the Director of
Public Works said that a scheme had
been prepared by' Mr. Hodgson and
another by Mr. Napier Bell. What had
become of those schemes P The septic
tank system was a method of disposing
of sewage, and not, as some thought, a
sewerage system. If the plaus were iii
existence, why the need for contour
surveys ? Mr. Davies said that his
sitheme for the sewerage of North Perth,
at portion of Leederville, and the city,
could be carried out for £120,000. The
amount now spent on the double-pan
system would pay interest and sinking
fund on a loan of X200,000; hence if the
Government did not intend to make a.
start during the next six months, appoint
a board and let the municipalities carry
out the work. Fremantle wanted at
scheme of its own. Let it have out, on
the same terms. The member for Fre-
mantle interjected that he did not wish
Fremiantle to be saddled with Perth
debts. As the law stood, the debt for
the Perth water supply could bh'r proclama.
tion be placed on the shoulders not only
of Fremantle but of every municipality
from Midland Juuction to Fremnantle.
That would not be fair; and it would
block for all tiume a combined sewerage
scheme. Sooner than tolerate the present
system, the Perth municipalities served
by it would assume that debt and do

their best with it. 'They did not want to
continue. drinking water unfit for con-

sumption. A plentiful supply could be
conserved in the hills. The munici-
palities already served had to pay interest
and sinking fuind on whatever capital
there was; and only a writing donu by
the Government would relieve them of
that burden. Even if nothing were written
off, the municipalities wonld prefer to do
the work. If Mr. Davies's figures were
correct, there would be a saving in
interest alone of over £5,000, as portion
of the interest on the £120,000 would
have to be borne by Leederville and
North Perth. All Ministers for Works
had overlooked the item of storm water
drainage-a matter distinct from the
sewerage scheme. Both works should be
done simultaneously. Mr. Bellhad made
a great omission if his scheme provided
for sewerage only. If the Government
were in earnest, they would write down
some of the capital. The Central Board
of Health could prevent the city from
sending any sewage matter into the
river. Perth bad £20,000 odd out of a
suni of £142,000 raised some years ago
for stormn water drainage. Of that sum
£40O,000 was reappropriated to the Fre-
mantle Harbour Works, leaving about
£70,000 or £80,000 odd unaccounted for.
Probably the balance had been mainly
expended on departmental Works and
surveys. The sooner the local bodies
took this work in hand the better, as the
question was in no better position Dow
than it appeared to be seven years ago.

MR. F. F. WILSON hoped the Gov-
erjiment would give a definite assurance
that they intended to do something

r~~iclin regard to water supply anud
sewerage. The Bill passed last year in
relation to the metropolitan area was a
crude measure, and was passed on the
understanuding that it would be reviewed
in the next session. Now the time had
arrived to do something practical, and he
hoped the Government would do it. The
leader of the Opposition bad pointed out
that Perth was fortunate in escaping
plague and disease on this account. The
porous nature of the soil had really saved
us from serious calamity. The water
supply in summer for the city of Perth
was not fit for human consumption, and
the misery resulting from the present
sanitary arrangements was awful for a
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city like Perth. The- rates required at
present to pay for the water supply and
sanitary conveniences would niore than
suffice to pay interest and sinking fund
on a loan sufficient for this necessary
work.

Ma. R,. BROWN desired to correct an
error he had made in quoting certain
figures this evening. He found that the
amou nt raised for the work was X140,000,
th9 .t £40,000 was reappropriatedI for the
Fremantle Harbour Works, also that
£20,000 was given to the City Council
for surface drainageand that practically
£37,000 was spent during the last seven
years on surface drainage and survey
work for the sewerage scemere.

Mnc. HARDWICK: As a muember
who had served on the Perth Local Board
of Health for some years, be could speak
with some authority on the disadvantages
of the present system. The cost of haul-
ing the sanitary refuse from the city to a
site some three miles outside the boun-
dary was extremely expensive, and should
not be continued longer than was neces-
sary. He knew also that the Swan Ri ver
was being polluted by the surface drain-
age running into it A present, and in the
summer months, the stench near the out-
let of that drain was sufficient to carry
even a politician off his feet. Sometimes
he felt sorry that Perth had not a repre-
sentative in the Government, as in that
case mare attention might be given to
the city's wants.

THE PRExiER: What about him self
(the Premier) as a representative of
Perth?

Mna. HARDWIOK: The Premier's
district was outside the city.

THE PREMIER: It was the most im-
portant part of the city.

ALn. HARDWICK: The soil in that
part was so porous that the present
system might go on for 20 years perhaps
without any great necessity for deep
sewerage there. It hardly seemed fair
that while inaugurating a systemn of
immigration to swell the population of
our cities, we were not first providing
sewerage works for keeping OUr Cities and
towns in a proper and healthy condition.

Hoe. W. 0. ANGWIN:- There was
a difference of opinion in regard to the
scheme sketched out by the local bodies
at a. recent date. At a conference of'
local bodies in Fremantle, the represen-

tatives there were not satisfied with the
proposed schemne, for it was recognised-
that no improvemient could be muade in
the present water supply for Fremantle
according to the new sch~eme, there being
also a possibility of thle rates for water at
Fremantle being doubled. Therefore the
scheme was not regarded with favour.
In regard to sewerage, the scheme pro-
posed for Fremantle at that conference
was separate and distinct. Therefore
seeing that the proposed water supply
and the proposed sewerage system for
Premantle were separate and distinct
from the other portions of the metro-
politan area, it was thoughit that it would.
be bet ter to carry out a separate scheme
for Freinantle-under a separate board. He
believed that even at the present time, if
it were thought wise, a certain amount of
the capita] cost should be written off the
Pertb water sc.heme, if it was to be
included in the larger scheme for the
metropolitan area.

MR, MORN : Who was to carry the
amount written off ?

HoN. W. C. ANOWIN: The bon.
member some years ago proposed that
the Government should provide for
'writing off a certain amount. Looking
at the question now, if it were proposed
to write off portion of the cost of the
Perth Waterworks so as to include it in a
general scheme for the metropolitan area,
that might get over the difficulty so far
as Fremantle was concerned.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
We need not now urge the necessity for
this work-nO public man desired any
urging to realise the necessity for it; but
in going into it as Minister for Public
Works, he found that the plans were not
as far forward as might have been
expected, considering the attention given
to the schemie for the last few years. lie
found that the survey plans would not
be completed until, at the earliest, the
middle of January next. Then it would
he necesary, before any work could he
done, that the working plans should be
prepared, and this might not be done
inside of three months. TIhe matter had
already .been considered by the Govern-
ment, and they found that we could
reckon on receiving the survey plans by
the 1st February next, and by that date
it was hoped we could get the services of
an engineer from Sydney, under the

rASSKUBLY.L I Water and Sewerage.
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IUrrangenlenlt started by the previous
Government, the Newi South Wales
Government having arranged to lend to
this State the services of an engineer if
required. This gentleman was, no doubt,

an xpet. n tis branch, and had been
recommended by Mr. Davies for this
work. It was hoped that the engineer
would arrive in Perth during February,
and that he would then take in hand the
working plans. The bacteria system of
treatment had been adopited, and the
working plans would he prepared, at the
earliest, inside three months after the
engineer arrived in this State. So we
could not possibly spend any money in
this financial year in starting the work.
In speaking on this matter on a previous
occasion, his remarks were rather mis-
understood by a portion of the members
and by some persons outside, who were
under the impression that he (the
Minister) had been speaking of Perth.
He was actually speaking of sewerage for
Perth and Fremnantle. Realising that it
would be difficult to place under the
management of one board the water
supply and the sewerage works necessary
for the metropolitan area, it would be
better to drop the water supply scheme
for the present, and confine all our
energies to the sewerage scheme. Hle
was not stating this on expert advice.
He had discussed the matter with the
Engineer-in-Chief, who told him that
the introduction of a sewerage system
would not require a great increase in the
consumption of water.

MR. RAsoN: The quantity of water
actually, necessary for a sewerage s 'ystem
was small, but the quantity actually used
would be very large.

TnE MINISTER: That was ag~ainst
the advice of the expert, who said the
amount of water would not be to any
great extent increased by' a sewerage
system. However, this was a small
detail which had not been gone into
exhaustively by him. He simply threw
out the suggestion because he thought
any Government justified in stopping a
sewerage systemi for Perth and the
suburbs. When we talked of the metro-
politan area, we should include the whole
of the metropolitan ar-ca. His desire
was to see the work proceeded with.
Not only wats sewerage. necessary and
very urgent for Perth, but for Fremuantle

also, and if wve simply dropped the water
and concentrated. our energies on sewer-
age, getting plans and surveys ready, we
could have one board for the metropolitan
area, working with the support of the
whole of the local bodies throughout the
metropolitan area, and by that means
strengil hen our hands as far as borrowing
power was concerned, and economise
generally the administration. If we had
one hoard for Perth, another for Midland
Junction, and another for Claremont, the
cost of administration would be excessive
in comparison with what it would be if
we had one scheme for the metropolitan
area governed by one board. The survey
plans would be completed by February,
and the Government would use their best
endeavours. He had wired to Sydney to
see if they could secure the services of
the best engineer to be obtained, but no
reply had yet keen received. It was also

hsintention, if the services of this expert
could be got, to get him to prepare the
working plans. ALfter that, we could
start in a small way until we got the
Fremantle surveys finished. Then the
Government couild advise Parliament,
and Parliament could decide whether the
management should be by different
boards, or whether there should be one
board for the whole metropolitan area.

MR. MORAN: Had the Minister power
to do any work himself before the next
session of Parliament ?

THE MINISTER: The Government
had mioney available, and it would be

iquite possible, if things went along a
little faster than he anticipated, that they

icould do some little work in connection
with this. For instance, they could order
the material. A considerable amount
of material would be required, and it
would be quite possible, if the engineer
were here and if he had his plans near
completion, to give us an outline of the
material he required. We could place
that order so that soon after the end of
the financial year we should be able to
start in earnest. He would Like to point
out exactly bow the amount of C140,000
had been spent. There was a grant to
the Perth Oity Council of X40,000, also
at grant to Fremantle of £7,000. The.
departmental expenditure on surveys,
also he took it the preparation of these
18 schemes we had had submitted to us,
had been £910,257, making a total of

Loan E.tbaaleg:
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£k57,357. There was a, reappropriated
.ium of X42,000, which with the £57,000
brought us to £299,000 odd, and the
amnount available of £43,000 odd prac-
tically made up the total of £140,000
originally borrowed for this purpose.

Mn. A. $1. DIAMOND: More than
once had he called attention to the fact
that in South Australia by far and away
the most perfect system of sewerage in
Australia existed. The mayor of Perth
suggested that the board of Perth should
control the whole of the water supply and
sewerage in the metropolitan area.

MRs. H. BROWNi: No.
MR. DIAMOND: Did the hon. miember

think it wise that every little district
should have a board?

MR. Bnowx: No.
MRt. DIAM1OND: The old Adelaide

water supply was practically a perfect one
until the population increased and it
became necessary to introduce a systemn
of sewerage. The people of South
Australia dlid not go to Melbourne,
Sydney, or some other little Australian
village to get a man to show them what
to do, hut sent to the mother country to
get the best man available. T'he result
was that a water supply and sewerage
system was introduced, developed, and
perfected, and the sewerage scheme as
well as the water supply of Adelaide and
its siuburbs was absolutey far away the
best in Australia. The whole thing from
its inception had been the work of a
Government department. In South Aus-
tralia they had a big district called the
Avon, which they turned into a grigantic
water reservoir, and he believed they
were supplying water for irrigation at
3d. per thousand gallons. The whole of
this had never been controlled by any
board or municipality. For 40 *yeairs or
oveir, nearly every systemn in Victoria. had
broken down. Let the Govern ment here
introduce a water supply and sewerage
system for the whole of the metropolitan
are.%. We bad in the Darling Ranges
innumerable sources of water supply.

Mu. H. BROWN asked the Minister
not to spend any money on this scheme
until he was in a position to place the
plans on the table, with specific estimate
of the cost. We should be able to say
whether the work should be a. national
work like the Coolgardie Water Scheme.

Whatever was done iii the city, the city
had to pay for it.

MR. MORAN: The idea he had was
that the Government should do the work.
He had frequently quoted the Adelaide
scheme as at model of sewerage and water
supply. It might be a little behind,
because it waLs done so many years ago,
but still it was effective and economical;
more economical pierhaps than any other
schenue in Australia, carried out by one
(71e-RmCnt officer with a. small depart-
mnent. The best course was to adopt the
Adelaide example, where there was, an
tip-to-date Government department with
very few officers, who were not compelled
to take notice of the petty wranglings of
lmuicipal councils.

Vote put and passed.

Development of Goldfielda and Mineral
Remources, £72,700:

Ma. GREGORY: XWould the Mlinister
ait the- earliest opportunity have a report
made in connection with two new borinf
plants that were coining from Victoria.;
These had been ordered hr him (Mr.
Gregory) when Minister for Mines.
They should he useful to the State. The
Minister should also insist on having
quarterl y reports issued on the work of
his department. There had been a little
extravagance in connection with the Cue-
Day Damn water schemne. If any farther
work of the same nature was to be done,
there should be some changes. Money
was pro vided for the con stiruction of dams
on the goldields. Some preliminary
work was needed for these dams, and the
works should be pot in progress, not only
because they were essential, but also to
provide employment for a large number
of unemployed on the Eastern Goldfields.
The Niagara dam should be placed under
the control of the Railway Depar-tment.

THEu MINSRn That had been done.
MR. GREGORY: The catch ment area

was not sufficiently large, and any money
spent in increasing it would be well
spent. The capacity of the dam ws
forty million gallons; but the catchment
was only 700 acres; and, unless there
was a big thunderstorm, there was no
possibility of catching water. It was a
pity money hadl to be spent from Loan
Funds for State bittteries; but the Min-
ister was unable to supply more than
£-30,000 on the Revenue Estimates, and

FASSEMBLY.'L i Goldfields.
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another £ 10,000 was necessary to provide
new plant and to bring others up to date.

Ma. LYNCH: There was no provision
for providing Kathleen Valley with water,
and mines in that place were brought to
a standstill for want of it. The contour
of the country would lead to easy conser-
vation of water. As the prospects of
Goongarrie were not too bright at present,
the Minister might transfer his attention
from Goongarrie to Kathleen Valley.

NAi. TROY congratulated the Govern-
ment on the increase in this estimate.
It showed the Minister's desire to encour-
age the mining industry. It was ver~y
necessary that the prospectors on the
goldfields should receive every considera-
tion, and that they should be encouraged
to prospect fields that had been -neglected
i'i the pact, wore particularly those ou
the Murchison. There were muany
prospectors; on that goldfield who em-
ployed mnen on their leases, but there was
necessity to aid them in developing below
water level. There was also need for
more wells on the i _lurchison, par-
ticularly 40 miles from Black Range
and between Blavk Range and other
localities. The Minister should follow
the example of the member for Mlenzies
and have bores throughout the fields.
This had done more to open up gold-
mining areas than anything else. People
were learning to rely on State batteries,
and the demand for these batteries was
increasing. The late Minister had
arranged to introduce diamond drills
worked by horses; and these should be
lent to prospectors who would be willing
to supply half the cost. This would
enable prospecting to be done below water
level.

Tnn MINISTER FOR MINES: The
points mentioned were noted b ' h im and
would he attended to. One of the drills
mentioned by the member for Menzies
would arrive in a day or two. Quarterly
reports would be published at an early
date. The Leonora water supply had
been attended to, and endeavour would
be made to find a water supply in all
parts of the goldfields.

Vote put and passed.

Development of Agriculture, £130,000:

MR. GREGORY: What kind of
advisory board or commission was it
intended to appoint in connection with

the agriulturall inimigration scheme?
Would the commission consist of
members of Parliament or persons out-
side Parliament?

TH~E PREMIER: The intention of
the Government was to appoint a
commission, but the personnel of the
commission had not been discussed. His
opinionu, and the desire of the Government,
was, that the men best qualified to make
an inquiry on the subject and 'best
qualified to judge of the value of the
evidence submitted to them would he
those entrusted with the inquiry. Tt
was impossible for him to give the
member the names or details that at
present lhad not been considered by
Cabinet.

MR. GREGORY : Was it to be a political
or non-political boardP

Tns PREMIER: Didtb on. member
mean a board of some sade of party
politics ?

MR. GREGORY:- Would the board
consist of members of Parliament or
outsiders?

THE PEMIR: If a suitable
member of Parliament was available,
personally hie (the Premier) would
include-.that member. That would be
his recomnmendation to Cabinet. We
wanted the best men we. could get
whether inside or outside of Parliament;
on the Opposition or the Government
side. These questions should not weigh
at all in important matters of this kind.

HON. IF. H. PIESSE: Prior to the
*carrying out of any recommendations
*made by the commission, every step
should be taken to induce settlement by
carrying out the present law in regard to
our lands, and by keeping faith with
those likely to come to the country to
fake up land. Allusion had been made
to the lecturer sent abroad to lay before
the people of other countries the benefits
to be derived by settlement in Western
Australia. Under the regulations the
Government were permitted to give 160
acres free to persons, and this had been
availed of to a certain extent;- but there
were other conditions ruling b -y which
second and third class land couldtbe taken
up at 3s. 9d. and 6s. 3d. per acre. These
conditions were known as grazing leases.
Although there was a lot of good
country, still there was land that might

ibe classified under these conditions In
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regard to the lecturer sent out, especially
the one referred to, that gentleman had
been misleading the people in saying
that land was available at the prices
mentioned, and when people had come
here they found it was not so because
this land hatd been withidrawn. It would
be better to stop lecturers making these
statements, unless the Government were
able to keel) faith with people 'when they
camei to this country. In making state-
ments of this kind the lecturers were
doing more harmn than good. Although
he had advocated immigration previously
and was heartily in accord with the
appointment of a commission to inquire
into the matter, we should do our best to
induce people to come here under
the present conditions of land settlement.
Although the Minister could do many
things in the direction of modifying the
regulations and the prices, still it was
always intended that the Minister should
strictly adhere to the conditions laid
down where possible. The object of
giving the right to modify these condi-
tions was in case the necessity arose, but
that necessity had not arisen. We had
large areas of land still available,
and we should take every opportnnitv
to make use of them. We could not
obtain better settlers than those f rom the
Eastern States. Perhaps it might not be
looked upon as friendly to induce people
to come from the Easter n States, but if
these people intended leaving Australia
it would be preferable to induce them to
czome to Western Australia. rather than
go to South Africa or Argentine, in which
case we would gain population in this
State and the Commonwealth would not
lose population. During recess those
who had control of affairs should seriously
take into consideration the question of
dealing with the second and third class
lands. It was better that we should let
the lands go on the most liberal termis
with the prospect of increasir'g holdings
to a large extent, than that people should
go away. He was, not against the
graniting of lands in large areas if the
conditions of improvement were cardied
out. The Government should protect
the country in that respect. We had
thousands of acres of land which would
require ai good deal of money to be
expended before they could be made
capable of providing a living for those

engaged ini agriculture. The Premier
should take this matter into his earnest
csonsideration. He (Mr. Piesse) was just
as anxious as anyone else that there
should be 11o mnonopolising of land in
large areas to the detriment of the
country; and although land might be
taken up in large areas, there were
thousands of acres in which land would
be taken up in smaller areas; therefore
libe ral terms should hea given, We
should increase our polpulation pending
the carrying ojut of theA greater scheme,
and we should welcome in the first place
those who were experienced on the land,
also those who could gain experience by

Iworking for farmers. We should not let
the monopolist get hold of the land, and
that could be avoided by the exercise
of careful administration, and careful
investigation and inspection as to the im-
provements. The evil in the past had
been in not looking after improvements.
One did not care what area a man held so
long as he carried Out his improvements.
That was where the danger had been in
the past.

MR. COWOHER: Much inoncy had to
he expended on the improvement of
second and third class lands; therefore
liberal terms should be offered.

THE PREMIER: In reply to the
remark of the member for Katanning
that in sonic cases persons had ;omne here
with the object of taking up second and
third class land and had found that they
could not do so when they got here, it
might be said that there had been due or
two cases of that sort that had come to
the knowledge of the department, and
arrangements were being made by the
department so that persons should have
n opportunity of carrying out their
intention when they came hiere. When
the order was issued withdrawing these
areas, word was sent to the lecturer in
the other States, and the reason why
persons came over here was probably
that they heard the lecturer some little
time previously. The Lands Department
would see that facilities were offered to
people, and that every effort should be
made to keel) faith with people who wore
induced to come here.

Item -Rahbit-proof fence, £100,000J:

MR. RASON formally p.rotested against
the expenditure of £100,000 on rabbit-

CASSENIBLY.] Rabbit Fence.
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proof fencing from loan funds. This
work should be provided out of revenue.

Other items agreed to, and the vote
passed.

This concluded the Loan votes.
Resolutions reported, and the report

adopted.

A.PrROPRIATION BILL.
THE PREMIER, in accordance with

the foregoing resolutions, introduced the
Appropriation Bill, which passed through
all stages without debate, and was trans-
mitted to the Legislative Council.

OCEAN FREIGHTS AND MARINE
INSURANCES,

INqUIRY NOT COMPLETED-THE
EVIDENCE.

MR. A. J. DIAMOND (South Fre-
tuantle), by leave of the House, men-
tioned that the committee appointed by
this House recently to consider (he ex-
cessive freights and marine insurances
had had a number of sittings and taken.
evidence,- the value of which would
appear later. Unfortunately, the events
of the last few days had prevented the
committee from completing its investi-
gations and drawing up its report. For
that reason, he had consulted with the
Premier, and with the leave of the House
and the gentlemen who sat on the com-
mnittee he would move-

That as the select committee on Ocean
Freights and Marine insurances may be
unable to report before the prorogation of
Parliament, the Clerk of the House- is
authorised to produce the evidence given
before, such committee, if so requested b6y any
royal commission appointed to deal with the
subject.
The evidence which would be handed
over, or could be banded over, by the
Clerk of the House more than justified
the appointment of the select committee
and the continuance of the inquiry by a
royal commission. He would also add,
in view of the economical turn of mind
governing most members, that this royal1
commission would be one of the most
inexpensive that ever sat in Western
Australia.

MR. SPEAKER: This motion was
moved withou t notice, but if there was, no
objection on the part of the House he
would put it.

Question put and passed.

PERMANENT RESERVE REDEDICATION
BILL (CLAantowr).

Read a third time, and passed.

NAVIGATION BILL.
COUNCIL's AMENDMdENTS.

Schedule of three amendments made
by the Legislative Council now considered
in Committee; MR. BATE in the Chair,
the CcoiNJAL SECR.ETARY in charge of
the Bill.

No. 1 -Clause 4-ag reed to.
No. 2-Clause 21, Subelause 2, line 5,

strike out "one of whom at least," and
insert " both of whom "

THx COLONIAL SECRETARY moved
that the amendment be agreed to. This
would enable both assessors to be of the
same calling as the person charged before
the court. The Bill as it left this Chum ber
provided that one of the assessors of the
Court of Marine I nquiry should be of the
same calling as the defendant. By the
Council's amendment both must be of
the defendant's calling. Thus when the
court tried aL master mariner, the two
assessors would be master mariners;
when it tried an engineer, they would be
engineers.

Qu~estion3 put and passed.
No. 3-New clause to stand as 107:

"Section 26, Subsection (2), Of the Fre-
mantle Harbour -Trust Act 1902 is
hereby amended by striking out at the
end of the section the words 'and well
and sufficiently lighted, watched, and
cleansed '":

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:
Section 26 provided thabt the property of
the trust, such as wharves, docs, and
jetties, mnust ha well and suifficiently
lighted, watched, and cleansed. The jettr
at Eremanltle wits not used by the Harbour
Trust, but was used by the public -as a
promenade. One night a, luan tripped
on the jetty, broke his leg, and a
sympathetic jury awarded him some
£1,500 damages. After that the trust
closed the jetty "at night. The new clause
sought to relieve the trust from respo-n-
sibilit Y for such accidents. He moved

That the amendment be agreed to.
Mn. RASON: The new clause would

be dangerous. It was inadvisable to tack
on to a Navigation Bill an anmendmient to
the Fremanitle Harbour Trust Act-an
Act complete in itself. Though the desire

Ocean Freiyhlsi, etc. Naviyafion Bill.
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might be to affect the old jetty only, the
new clause would relieve the trust of
responsibility for lighting, watching, and
cleansing any portion of its property.
This was not a proper ?nethod of reliev-
ing the trust from responsibility for
accidents to pronienadet's on the old
jetty.

THE CHAIRMAN: The new clause
was absolutely irrelevant to the Bill; and
to include it, the title of the Bill would
have to be altered, as the clause was an
amendment of the Fremantle Harbour
Trust Act 190'2. He ruled that the
Committee could not entertain the clause.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
clause was inserted it) another place on
motion by Hon. M. L. Moss, a barrister.
Last night Mr. Moss had informed him
that the clause was perfectly in order in
this Bill, and absolutely necessary; and
that if it passed the trust would be res-
ponsible for lighting those portions of its
property used for navigation purposes
only and not for lighting dienised property.
As the clause was inadmissible, he with-
drew his motion.

Motion by leave withdrawn.
TnE CHAIRMAN: The proper course

would be, in disagreeing to the amend-
ment, to state as a reason that the amend-
ment should be made in the Fremantle
Harbour Trust Act, and -not in this Bill.

On motion by the* CoLoNIAL SECRE-
TARY, the Council's amendmnent disagreed
to.

Resolutions reported, and the report
adopted.

RULING ON PROCEDURE.

THEs PREMIER (Hon. H. Daglish):
As a new clause inserted byv the Council
has been ruled out of order by the Chair-
man, I should like to get the Chairman's
ruling either confirmed or overruled by
Mr. Speaker.

MR. SPEAKER: It is not competent
for either House to question the regular-
ity of the proceedings, in another House.
If another place decides that a clause is
relevant to a Bill, and sends forward the
Bill with that clause inserted, it is not
competent for this House to question the
regularity of the proceeding. But the
irrelevancy miay be urged as, a reason for
disagreeing with the amendment, though
the irrelevancy cannot be insisted on.
We have to accept the ame ndment as

regular; but we may urge the irrelevancy
of the clause as a reason for not agreeing
to the amendment.

Committee of three prepared and
brought up reasons.

Reasons for disagreeing to one of
the Council's amendments adopted, and a
message accordingly returned to the
Council.

LAND ACT AMENDMENT BILL
(YOarSTRnv).

COUNCIL'S AMENDMESNTS.

Schedule of two amendinents made by
the Legislative Countcil no w con side red in
Committe; Ma. QUINLAN in the Chair,
the MINISTER FOR MINS in charge of
the Bill.

No. I1--Clause 8, strike out the whole:
MR. HORAkN -protested against the

wanner in which the business was being
conducted. We met without a Notice
Paper and passed several Bills that were
not printed. Now we had a Notice
Paper, but it. was no good, and we were
asked to pass amendments made by the
Council about 'wich we knew nothing.

THE CHAIRMAN: The inesrage from
the Council had j ust reached the House.

Twaf PREMIER: The member for
Yilgarn forgot that it was agreed a few
days back to consider without notice,
where necessary, messages from the Legis-
lative Council. We were- therefore pro-
ceeding on a motion passed by the
House; but no advantage would be taken
of it were the amendments difficult of
explanation. The Minister would give
members fullU masteryv of the amendments.

MR. Ho RAN: As the Colonial Secretary
had just done.

THx MINISTER FOR MINES: This
clause provided that the office of members
of the advisory board on forestry should
not be deemed an office of profit nnder
the Constitution Act. Another place had
decided that the clause should be struck
out, apparently so that members of
Parliament appointed on the board
should not receive fees. He (the Min-
ister) was sorry the amendment was
made, because we should have the ser-
vices of the best men on this board
though they wore members of Parlia-
ment. It was too late to dissent from
the amendment. He moved:

That the amuendinent be agreed to.

[ASSEMBLY.) Forestry Bill.
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Question passed, the Council's amend-
ment agreed to.

No. 2-New Clause 21: "1This Act
shall only remain in force until the lst
day of January, 1906" :

Tas MINISTER: It was intended
that a new Bill should be brought down
next session, and when an announcement
to that effect was made in another placeo
members, to insure it, added this new
clause to the Bill. Re moved that the
amendment be agreed to.

Question passed, the Council's aniend-
ment agreed to.

Resolutions reported, the report adopted,
and a. message accordingly returned to
the Council.

PUBLIC SERVICE BILL.
COUNCIL'S AMENDMENTS.

Schedule of 28 anmendmnents made by
the Legislative Council now consideredl
in Committee; MR. QL'INLAN in the Chair,
the PnsananR in charge of the Bill.

No. ]-Clause 4 (definition of depart-
ment), strike out the words " specified in
the second schedule to this Act and any
department" :

TEz PREMIER: The effect of the
amendment would be to make the defini-
tion read " Department " meant any
department at any time established by
the Government. The adoption of the
amendment wouLd not interfere in any
way with the operation of the Bill. He
moved:

That the suggested amendment he agreed
to

MR, GREGORY: There were 28
amendments to the Bill, miay of them of
an important character, also several new
clauses, and it was hardly, fair to ask
members to go through them to-night.
Members should he enabled to examine
the amendments to see how they would
affect the Bill, and there was no time to
do that to-night. Probably it could be
arranged to meet early to-morrow. Mem-
bers had been sitting since hall-past 10
this morning and had gone through a
very heavy week. He did not know, if it
was the desire of the Government to
insist ona the prorogation taking place
to-morrow. We might meet int January
for two or three days to dispose of some
of the Bills on the Notice Paper. The
Premier should not push on with the

amendments to-night. The Bill mneant a
great deal to the State and to the public
service.

THE: PREMIER was anxious to meet
the wishes of mnembers, and his reason for
going onl with the Bill to-night was in
order to give the fullest time for the
discussion of two messages front the
Legislative Council which stood on the
Notice Paper, and wliiih he had referred
to in his statement the other evening.
He (lid not care when the discussion of
the mnessages caie onl; but he was
anxious to deal wvith this Bill so ats to
discuss those messages to-morrow. The
Council had appointed to meet at 11
to-morrow forenoon, and he had notified
the leader of the Opposition that the
Assembly might meet att half-past 10 in
the forenoon, to finish the business.
Prorogation had been arranged for 3
o'clock in thle afternoon.

Mx. GREGORY: What Hills did the
Government intend to go on with ?

TE PREMIER: Simply those re-
ferred to the other evening. He was
aitUous t meet the wishes of members
in every wayv, and anxious to g-ive an
opportunity of discuIssing the two
messages referred to.

Qunestion passed, the Council's amend-
ment agree-d to.

No. 2-Cluse 4, strike out the
definition of teacher:

Tus PREMIER: This amendment, if
carried, governed the whole question
whether teachers were to come. within the
scope of the Bill. As the Bill left the
Assembly teachers came within the scope
of the measure, and he thought that was
right; but at the same time up to the
present moment teachers had not been
brought under the Public Service. Acts
of the State. He would not like to lose
the Bill for the sake of including teachers
within the provisions of the measure.
He moved:-

That the suggested amendmnent be agreed
to.

MR. NEEDRkM: The Commnittee
should not agree to the amendment, as it
struck out one of the most important
provisions in the Bill. 'Re did not know
what reasons actuated another place in
passing such an amendment, but he had
read In the papers that a certain gentle-
mnan was consulted on the matter, and
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ihe Council had evidently accepted that
gentleman's opinion.

MR. RAsows: Name'.,
MR. NEEDHAM : The gentleman's

name was Gardiner. Rather than see
the amendment agreed to he would be
inclined to place the Bill in the waste-
paper basket. A considerable time had
been spent over this measure, and it
came back from another place mutilated
beyond recognition. Whly the advice of
the gentleman referred to had been acted
on he did not know.

MR. RASON: The member for lFre-
mantle bad stated that the Council had
passed this amendhnent on the advice of
Mr. James Gardiner. The evidence of
Mr. Gardiner was attached to the report
of the select committee of another place,
and if the member who wade that accusa-
tion turned to the evidence he would
find that there -was not the slightest
reference to education or teachers in that
evidence. If the hon. mnember reflected
for a moment lhe would see that he had
made a most unworthy and most

unjustifiable accusation against Mr.
Gariner, and he asked the member to
withdraw that accusation.

Ma. NEEDHAM: No charge was
made against Mr. Giardiner. He had
said the amendments in the Bill as a
whole were based on the information
supplied by the gentleman named. He
had nothing to withdraw.

MR. RASON would not press the
matter farther: he left it to the goad
taste of the member. He submitted
that as the report of the select committee
on this important Bill had only reached
membersj to-day, and no member had
the slightest opportunity of referring to
it, it would be advisable and would
probably expedite procedure if this order
were postponed until to-morrow. The
Premier could make it the first Order of
the Day.

Ma. MORAN:t That would be a pretty
good way of obtaining the loss of the
Bill.

MR. R.ASQN: It was manifest that, if
we proceeded with the consideration of
these amendments to-night, the Bill would
be lost. It was utterly impossible for
him to compare the amendments as to
their effecton the Bill. He maust disclaim
responsibility on any of them, and decline
to take part in discussing them to-night.

'2fa. MORAN: This was the most inj-
pedtant Bill of the session; although
sadly mutilated. The strikcing out of the
teachersj from the Bill was unjustifiable,
and we ought to disagree to that, because
we should not crawl down on our hands
and knees at the first attack. We
ought to send hack the amendments and
say we wished theni disagreed to, and
wait until we found there. was no chance
of gtting, our wishes complied with. If
this matter were left till to-mnorrow, there
were not many who would. read the
amendments through, and members would
arrive in thle Chamber in the same state
aS now. We were all well acquainted
with the Bill, a none more so than the
leader of the Opposition.

THE PREMIEDR was not anxious to
ask members to go unduily far into the
Bill to-night, but we might deal with a
number of amendments that were com-
p aratively plain in their effects. His
desire was to get on with the matter to-

night, so that we might have time later
on to deal with the two messages from
thc Council. He was quite willing to
postpone any more important amend-
inents.

Question put.
THu CRAIRMIAN declared the Noes

had it. The Premier called for a, division,
but withdrew the call.

Question thus negatived, the Council's
suggested amendment disagreed to.

No. S-Clause 5, after " the police
force, or," insert "1the teaching staff of
the Education Department, or"

THE PRltEM I ER: This was con-
sequential.

The Council's suggested amendment
disagreed to.

No. 4-Clause 6, Subclause (5), strike
our " one thousand," and insert "1eight
hundred and fifty ":

TiAn PREMIER: This amendment
affected the salary of the Commissioner,
and he was happy to be able to speak in
terms of commendation of the amend-
ment.

MEMBER: The Council had no right to,
alter at money clause.

THEm PREMIER: It would be seen
that time Council requested the Assemnbly
to make the amkendment in the meneo-
randum annexed. They had a right to
do that. He moved

That the suggested amendmtnt be agreed to.

[ASSE-2NIBLY.1 A"ZondmenA.
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MR. MORAN did not feel very strongly
on this matter, but wished to express his
opposition to this Chamber accepting any
recommendation from another piace on a.
matter of salary or expenditure of the
people's money. We were the controllers
of the people's purse, and ought to know
best what salaries to pay officers in this
Stae. Therefore he cuuid not agree to
the suggestion of another place.

THE PREMIER: The other place had
power.

MR. MORAN: They had only she
power of suggestion.

THE PREMIsER: That was what it
was.
I Mt. MORAN: The only power was
that of suggestion. This suggestion was
lumped with the other.

Tan PREMI:ER: The suggestions were
not sent with the usual form of message.

MR. JNIORk.N: It was not the pre-
scribed form in dealing with money
matters. It was not a suggestion abot
money mnatters at all. On matters
affectinig money. the House should assert
its privileges.

MR. IRASON: As he advocated
increasing the amount from £850 to
£1,000, lie could hardly now he expected
to fall in with the recommendation to
reduce the item. He would not divide
the House on the question, but he
thought the member for West Perth had
correctly stated what should have been
the course in another place. In all other
respects undoubtedly the other place
were strictly within their rights in
suggesting or recommending amend-
ments.

Tne CHAIRMfAN: Section 46 of the
Constitution Act read:

In the lease of a proposed Hill which accord-
ing to law must have originated in the Legis-
latve Assembly, the Legislative Council may
at any stag-e return it to the Legislative
Assembly with a message requesting the
omission or amendment of any items or pro-
visions therein; and the Legislative Assembly
may, if it thinks fit, make such omissions or
amendments, or any of them, with or without
modifications.

TUE PREMIER again emphasised the
fact that this Was in the proper form for
a message on a Money Bill; therefore
the House was not waiving any of its
privileges in agreeing to make the amend-
ments suggested. The Assembly was

asked to make the amendments, and it
could do so or refuse.

Mut. MORAN bad been labouring
under a misunderstanding. He under-
stood these were amendments made in
the Bill in another place. He founid,
however, that it was a report of a select
committee we were now asked to carry
out.

THE PREMIER: They were the result.
MR. MORAN: They had not been

maide in the Bill.
THE PREMIER: NO.
Ma. HARDWICK was inclined to

iagree with the Council's amendment.
The poiion was one subordinate to that
of a Minister of the Crown.

Mn. IBOLT01N:- How about the Comnmis-
sioner of Railways, who received X1,500 ?

Mn. HARDWICK. That was not his
mistake. The Public Service Commis-
sioner, who would hold a position sub-
ordinate to that of a Minister of the
Orowvn, should not be on equal footing

Iwith that Minister.
Ma. FRANK WILSON disagreed to

the Council's suggestion. The important
position of Commissioner should be filled
by a man of ability and integrity; and
to get such a tijan at least £1,000 must
be paid.

Question (that tbe Council's amend-
ment. be made as requested) put, and a.
division taken with the following result:-

Ayes .. ... ... 16
Noes . ... ... 11

Majority for ... .. 5

ATES.
My. Augwi
Mr. Bolton
Mr, Daglisb
MUr. Gill
Mr. Hustle
Mr. IlenshAw
Mr. HolmaUn
Mr. Johnson
Mr. N. J. Moore
Mr. Scwaldau
Mr. Thylor
Mr. Troy
Mr. W a
Mr. A. J,. Wilson
Mr. F. F. Wilson
Mr. Uardwick (rTler).

NOES.
Mr. Coweher
Mr. Ellis
Mr. Reyser
Mr. Lynch
Mr. MoLajrty
Mr. s'. P. Moor
Mr. Moran
Mr. Needhamn
Mr. Boson
Mr. Frank Wilson
Mr. Horan (Teller).

Question thus passed.
No. 5-Clause 7, add the following

subclause: " No person shall be eligible
for the office of Commissioner who is or
has been at any time during 12 months
preceding the commencement of this Act
a member of Parliament" :
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THE PREMIER would not agree to
the amendment as requested, but would
agree to a modification. He moved an
amendment:

That the words "commencement of this
Act" be struck out and "appointment" in-
serted in lieu.
The Council's suggestion as it stood would
apply onl 'Y to the first Commissioner ap-
pointed under the Act; and there was no
reason, why it should not apply to all
Corn missioners.

MR. MORAN: However read, the
Council's suggestion expressed distrust
of the present Government. With the
Government he was satisfied. If it was
not as efficient, it was certainly as
honest as any that bad ruied this State;
and the party which kept the Govern-
mnent in power had the most honourable
record of any party in Australia. The
bar against members of Parliament might
be wise;i but he placed it on record that
be was prepared to trust the present
Administration to appoint the best Corn.
missioner procurable. The suggested
amendment caine well from a House
which included the chairman of the Fire-
mantle Harbour Trust.

Amendment (the Premier's) passed.
Question: That the Council's sugges-

tion as amended be agreed to:
MR. FRANK WILSON opposed the

suggestion even as amended. The State
was entitled to get the best Commissioner
procurable. Why should a man who
perhaps had served the State for many
years in Parliament be debarred from
taking the position, if he were the right
man to fill it? If we adopted the sug.
gestion we must go farther, and pre-
vent legal members of Parliament from
being appointed Judges, or any member
from being appointed Agent General or
Commissioner of Railways. We should
go too far if we enacted that men who
had the confidence of the electors should
be branded as unfit for such positions.
He condemned strongly appointments
made for purely political reasons, to get
rid of a political opponent or to reward a
supporter; but if a member of Parlia-
ment had sufficient ability and experience
there should be power to appoint him.
If the power was misused, call the Gov-
eminent to account.

[MR. BATH took the Chair.]

MR. N.3. MOORE: In the Forestry
IBill the Council Struck out Clause S,
providing that niembershipof the advisory
board should not be deemed an office of
profit under the Crown, thus making
members of Parliament eligible for that
board. To make them ineligible would
restrict the choice. If an unsuitable
man, being a member of Parliament,
were appointed, Parliament could make
the Ministry feel sorry.

Mn. A. J1. WILSON: Would it make
them cancel the appointmentP

Ma. N. J. 'MOORE: If the principle
were adopted, it should be adopted all
round, in the cases of Judges, Agent
General, arid Commissioner of Rail-
ways.

MR. A. J. WILSON: The amendment
was a decided improvement. After all,
the Government were largely influenced
by circumstances, and certain pressure
might be brought to bear to effect the
appointment. There was strong suspicion
that previous appointments were the out-
come of political jobs.

MR. KigysEu: Mention somne.
Mm. A. J. WILSON: The Commnis-

sioner of Railways was not altogether
appointed withouf some ulterior influence.
It was all very well to say that Parlia-
ment had control through the Minister;
but the difficulty was that, once an
appointment was made, it could not be
revoked. The inducement of a large
salary might be an attractlion to a mem-
ber of Parliament; and Ministers, to
strengthen themselves in Parliament,
might avail themselves of the opportunity
to confer an appointment on a person
who might he a virulent opponent, to
remove him from the political arena.
The amendment would have the effect of
saving Ministries from themselves, and
would tend to maintain the dignity of
Parliamentary institutions.

Mu. NEJEDHAM could not accept the
amendment. During this session mem-
bers of another place had tried to
ostracise members of Parliament. One
was surprised at the member for Forrest
following such a had lead. Members of
another place had succeeded in putting

otside the pale of the Arbitration Court
members of Parliament. It was easy to
see the object. We had arrived at a
stage when we had sufficient confidence
in the Government; so we ought to assert

r AS S EN BLY.]L Aivendinenip.
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our opposition and reject the amendment,
treating it with the contempt it deserved.

MR. F. F. WILSON supported the
amendment. Previous appointments of
members of Parliament to positions had
been described as political jobs. This
clause would protect Parliament from
imputations of that kind in future in
-regard to the position of Comm issioner
of the Public Service.

Mn. LYNCH was surprised at the
member for Forrest taking such a. strange
turn in reference to members of Parlia-
ment. On a question of a similar char-
acter, the maember for Forrest bad voted
to allow members of Parliament to appear
in tile Arbitration Court.

MR. SCADDAN:- The aittitude oif
another ])lace was peculiar. It was a
complete reversal of formu since the
Harbouir Trutst Bill was before another
place. That Bill passed with a. clause
inserted by the Council providingo that a
member of Parliament could sit on the
board. This amendment was only a
reflection on the Government of the day.
and a direct challenge. We might to
take up this challenge end show the
Council that we would not allow then) to
give us a, deliberate slap in the face. It,
was tune the Assembly stood to its
rights. Nothing would have been heard
of this amendment if another Government
had been in power.

Tua CHAIRMAN: The hon. mlember
was not in order in reflecting on another
plaoce.

MR. SCADDAN withdrew his state-
ments, but they were on record. It was
time we stood up for our rights; and if
-it camne to a miatter of a fight, let us
fight.

MR. NELSQN could not agree to the
amendment of the Council.

THE CHAIRMAN:- Another place.
Mu. NEL&)3N:- Of another place.

There should be no limitation on a
Ministry so long as the choice was subse-
quently considered by Parliament.

Question as amended negatived, the
Council's suggestion disagreed to.

On motion by the PRE-MIER, progress
reported and leave given to sit again.

VICTORIA PARK TRAMWAYS BILL.
COUNCIL'S AMENDMENTS.

Schedule of two amendments made by
the Council now considered in Committee.

On motions by the MINISTER FOR
WORKS, the Council's amendments agreed
to.

EARLY CLOSYNG ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

COUNCIL'S AMENDMENTS.
Amendment made by the Legislative

Council now considered in Committee, and
agreed to.

PUBLIC HEALTH ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

NOTICE TO INTRODUCE.

THrE COLONIAL SECRETARY
moved for leave to introduce a, Bill to
amend the Public Health Act 1898. It
was only giving power to the Governor-
in-Counicil to abolish the district board

Iof health. The ~ct of 1900 gave power
to the Governor-in-Council to proclaim a

Idistrict board of health, but thete was
no power to abolish such a, hoard. There
was a district board of health in ex-
istenee, and they had unanimously
carried a motion for their own aboli-
tion. Also the local governing bodies
in the district, controlled by the hoard
of health, consisting of two municipalities
and two roads boards, had in conference
carried a resolution for the abolition of
the district board of health. The mem-
bers of the hoa-rd were of opinion that
they could be abolished by Executive
Cotincil, buit that was not so: .there was no
provision made for such a contingency.

Mn. GREGORY: Was there any mtnter
in the new Bill which was contained in
the Health Bill now before the House?

THEn COLONIAL SECRETARY: If
the Bill before the House had been
passed, there would have been no neces-
sity for this new Bill.

RULING ON PROCEDURIE.
MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member

should have consulted 'himn in regard to
the matter. The Standing Orders were
very definite on this matter. Ho was
looking for the particular Standing

1Order now. This Bill was ab%olutely out
of order. If the member had consulted
him concerning the measure before in-
troducing it, he might have been able to
have shown a way out of the difficulty;
but he had no other choice than to ruleIthe Bill out of order. The measure now
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on the Notice Paper could not be dis-
charged, as it had been referred to a
select committee. He could not take the
responsibility- of permitting the Bill to
go through, as it would be laying down
a precedent.

THES COLONIAL SECREARYw: This point
bad been placed before the Parliamentary
Draftsman.

Mna. SPEAKER: The Parliamentary
Draftsman was not the constitutional
authority. If the member wojild witb-
draw his motion, he would look into the
matter and see if he could suggest a
means by which the constitutional difll-
cultv could be overcome.

Ma. BATH: The Public Health Bill
before the House had a provision repeal-

igthe Act constituting the district
board of health; so that the Bill was out
of order.

MR. HORAN: The member for Brown
Hill w&s taking upon himself functions
of a judicial character in saving that this
Bill was out of order. It was scarcely
within thle member's pirovince to take the
course he was doing.

Mu. SPEAKER: The hon. member
simply directed attention to a point,
and it was within the member's province
to do so. Hle would be glad if any
member could direct his attention to a
point at any timec.

MR. BATH reiented. the remnarks; of
the member for Yilgarn. There was no
desire on his part to give a ruling, but
simply to point out for the information
of the House what be considered was a
defect in the motion. There was a pro-
vision in the Public Health Bill repealing
a provision constituting the board of
health.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY
asked leave to postpone the motion.

Motion postponed.

MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

On motion by the Pxtnrrsac, Order dis-
cha rged.

ORDERtS POSTPONED.
Tnus PREMIER moved that Orders

of the Day-Defamation Bill, Extension
of day la-bour system, and the Kook-vnie
lockout case-be postponed.

Ma. GREGORY protested against
postponing the Orders of the Day. We

ought to clear the Notic~e Paper as far as
possible to see what had to be done
to-morrow. He did not wish to act con-
tram' to the desire of the Premier, but
at number of matters remained to be
dealt with to-morrow. The Public
Service Bill itself would give a lot of
work. In regard to the Defamation Bill,
although be would like to see it become
law, there was no chance of dealing with
it this session. He hoped the Premier
would move to discharge these Orders.

Taz PREMIER intended to move for
the discharge of all the Orders from the
Notice Paper from 12 to 27 inclusive.
He had promised members that he would
afford them an opportunity, if time per-
mitted, of discussing the other matters.
They would be placed at the bottomn of
the Notice Paper, and if not reached no
harm would be done.

Question passed.
THE PREMIER moved that Order of

the Day li-Retiremuent of J. E. Pont-
hart, consideration of select committee's
report-he postponed.

Mn. MORAN oIbjected.
THE PREMIER:- The only effect of

objecting to this motion would simply
mean that the Govcrnment Printing Office
would have to print a. more extensive
Notice Paper than if Orders of the Day
later on the Notice-paper were expunged.
He was not prepared to &i 'seuss this
matter or any other to-night.

Mn. GREGORY: After the assistance
given by the Opposition side of the
House to the Government, we might
look for the same assistance from mem-
bers sitting on the Government side. He
hoped the member for West Perth would
agree to the order suggested by the
Premier, and that we were not going to
have a long sitting to-night in connection
with this matter.

MnB. MORAN very much appreciated
the sentiments expressed by the member
for Menzies towards the Mlinistrv. [Mn.
GREG;ORY said he was tired.] He hoped
that whenever he (Mr. Moran) failed to
give the Government due support in the
future the member for Menzies would
gladly step in and fill the breach. He
had no intention of harassing thle Pre-
mier, but this was the only opportunity of
drawing attention to the matter, and he
wanted the House to deal with it. It

Iwas highly discourteous to any select

[ASSEMBLY.] Order; Postponed,
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committee who hadl laid a report on the
table of the House not to deal with it, if
possible. Members took upon themselves
duties involving very onerous labours.
They spent hours over these matters;
and they went into them on behalf of the
House. He had worked on a number of
select committees this session; perhaps
more than any other member. He had
had very onerous duties in connection with
thechairmauship of a couple of them; very
onerous duties in connection with Hamnel.
He went onl that committee to give the
Government every assistance possible to
inquire into the Hamel Settlement. That
was a matter of public duty. He did it
more for the sake of the Government of
the day, to help them to get a full under-
standing of a difficult problem, in order
that no blame might be attached to the
new Ministry. In the matter of Mr.
Pombart, thme select committee had found
that this geutleman had been badly
treated, had been kept out of work two
and a-half years. He need not appeal to
a Labour Ministry that a man should not
be deprived from having justice for the
Sake of a few extra minutes in this session.
The select committee had gone to the
trouble of inquiring into the case. That
was all lie wished to say. He offered no
opposition to the Premiier, but regrettecd
that time was not found. These matters
would be frozen out to-morrow, and he
did not wish to have. thle blame thrown on
his head.

Question (postponement) put and

Ou "lotion by thle PREMR~u, orders
of the dayv from 12 to 27 inclusive dis-
charged, as follow: - Aborigines Bill,
second reading; Transfer of Land Act
Amendment Bill, consideration of report;
Referendum (Legislative Council) Bill,
second reading; Industrial Conciliation
and Arbitration Act Amendment Bill,
consideration of Council's amendments;
Licensing Bill, second reading; Railwa.'y
Traffic Bill, second reading. Also motions
(ten), unfinished debates.

LAND PURCHASE AT FREMANTLE.
On motion made for adjournment:
MR, GREGORY said: Was it the in-

tention of the Minister for Works or the
Government to appoint a commission to
dtal with the purchase of laud at Fre-

mantle ? Members on the Opposition
side desired to have the fullest inquiry
made in regard to the matter, and. if the
Minister would not be able to give him
an answer to-night, he would like the
hion, gentleman to do so to-morrow.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
Since the discussion in the Assembly the
other morning, he had gone through the
files. He was expressing his personal
opinion. He would be only too happy to
see a commission appointed to inquire
into-the whole of the land transactions.

*MR. MORAN thought the House
might be informed of the arrangements
for to-morrow. What. time would the
prorogation take place ?

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: Three
o'clock.

MR. MORAN: What was the in-
tention with reference to luncheon ?

THn PREMIER: The intention he
haed was to consult the convenience of
members and have regard to the state of
business in the Chamber. That might
well be left until to-niorrow. Personally,
hie was willing to sit if necessary right
through, but lie wished to consult as far
aIs possible the convenience of all mem-
hers of the House, and on this occasion
he might express his sense of the con-
sideration that had been afforded to the
Government in the discharge of business,
especially during to-day, when the sitting
had been a very long and onerous one.
He naturally desired to reciprocate to
the fullest extent that consideration
which had been shown to the Govern-
ment.

ADJOURNMENT.
Resolved: That the House

rising do adjourn till 10-30
Saturday forenoon.

The House adjourned accordi
23 minutes to 12 o'clock.

at its
o'clock

ingly, at
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